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TREASURER'S REPORT, 1915

RECEIPTS. Expenditures.

Balance on hand, Dec. 31, 1914 $708 25

Fee*, 1915 309 10
Fruit sold , .

.

8 42

Grant 1,700 00

Miscellaneous 19 20

$2,744 97

Annual meeting $93 75
Committees 144 52
Periodicals 728 00

Transportation 1,392 66
Printing 46 75
Miscellaneous 31 70
Balance on hand 307 59

$2,744 97

DETAILS OP EXPENDITURES.

Annual Meeting. Transportation.

Reporting, Maud E. Coo
Printing, J. Frank Osborne
Expenses, W. J. Saunders .

,

Total

$50 00
35 00
8 75

$93 75

G. E. Mcintosh, services and
expenses $1,392 66

Printing.

Committees.

Directors' Meeting:
Dr. Grant $20 45

Geo. French : 47 70

P. W. Hodgetts 4 30

Elmer Lick 56 92

C. W. Beaven 15 15

Total $144 52

Periodicals.

Canadian Horticulturist .

.

728 00

College Press, membership
cards (post cards) $36.00;

letterheads and envelopes
(directors) $10.75 $46 75

Miscellaneous.

Exchange $1 70

Audit (2 years) 20 00

Dominion of Canada guar-

antee 10 00

Total $31 70



Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario

ANNUAL MEETING
The fifty-sixth annual meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario

was held in the Carls-Kite Hotel, Toronto, on January 19th, 20th and 21st, 1916.

At ten o'clock on Wednesday morning, January 19th, 1916, President Elmer
Lick, Oshawa, called the meeting to order.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Elmer Lick, Oshawa.

As President of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association I am glad to welcome

you to the annual meeting of the Association.

During the past year death has removed the immediate Past-President of the

Association, the late Robert Thompson, of St. Catharines. This has been a very

serious loss to the Association, and to the fruit growing interests of the Province of

Ontario. The late Mr. Thompson with his unselfish desire for betterment of all

fruit growers was ready at all times to advise with all fruit growers of the Province

of Ontario who desired his advice. His knowledge of the fruit conditions and

markets was always helpful in any discussion. His confidence in co-operation as

one of the main factors in the ultimate solution of marketing problems was always

an encouragement to advancement. We mourn his loss as of a teacher, a friend, and

a counsellor.

The late Major A. L. Kimmins, of Winona, left Ontario for the battle fields

of France. He gave his life for his country. His deep interest in and business

relation to the fruit industry of Ontario is so well known that it is only necessary

to mention the fact to cause deep regret that another has left work here. This loss

is a direct one to fruit growers, and is one that can be laid to the war.

The war in which Europe is engaged has already caused the fruit growers of

Ontario a very heavy loss. The loss of life while not great as yet, is likely to be

more serious in future. The interference with and increased cost of transportation,

and in some cases lessened demand has interfered with the marketing of fruit to a

serious extent. One feature that must be faced is the necessity of increased revenue

for war purposes and the certainty of heavier taxes to raise this revenue.

The crops of fruit grown in the Province were probably never grown under

such varying conditions. The returns from small fruits were variable according to

location. Dry periods shortened and lessened the strawberry crop. Wet weather in

many sections destroyed the last part of the raspberries. The plum crop was very

large and not profitable. Peaches were never sold cheaper in the small towns of

Ontario. It will be interesting to learn whether the grower received prices that

were remunerative or not. A few years ago a basket of peaches worth to producer

40 to 50c. sold to consumer at $1.00. Now when the price to consumer is 50 to 60c.

what does the producer get. We hope that when these questions are considered on

Thursday morning that we will be able to learn that it is possible by advertising and

m
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co-operation to so market peaches at a price that will very greatly increase the

possible number of consumers, and yet leave the producer a fair living wage.

The apple crop was very light, and the quality as bad as ever was known. In

the western part of Ontario the crop was very light and scab and inkspot generally

prevalent. The crop east of Toronto was larger than west of Toronto but similar

conditions prevailed. The high cost of transportation rates to England and inferior

service, often a month from loading to selling, has resulted in very serious injury

to fruit with very low net returns. The western market was keen and took about

all that was available, and at prices which were high. The crop was very much
lighter in Eastern Ontario than was expected, many orchards which should have

had a full crop, were light. This is to be regretted.* Eesult will be that orchards

which would in natural course of events have given a light yield will for 1916 be

heavily loaded thus adding to the certainty of a very large crop for 1916. Apples

for several years back have averaged about $1.00 per barrel more in the odd years

than in the even years. Thus a car of mixed varieties that was worth $3.00 to $3.25

f.o.b. in 1915 was worth $2.00 or thereabouts in 1914, was worth $3.00 in 1913, and

in 1912 about $2.15. The probability is that we may expect a $2.00 price for 1916.

What can we do as fruit growers to regulate the bearing of apples, so that we can

get a more even crop year after year ? That question is not on the programme but

is one of the most important that can be considered. There is one phase of this that

is beyond our control and that is the weather conditions. As fruit growers we are

very largely dependent on the weather for our returns.

The crop of apples in 1916 is likely to be large all over America. The market-

ing conditions are beyond our knowledge. If European demand is small, as seems

likely, then in order to get a fair price in Western Canada competition with British

Columbia and Western states will be a problem. Several of the subjects for Friday

have to deal with the marketing of apples.

The programme of this meeting is very largely co-operative, nearly every subject

being along some line where the central thought is co-operation. It is expected that

as a result of the discussions at this meeting a decided step forward will take place

in the co-operative work of the fruit growers in the Province.

Fruit growing is one of the most noble callings, the returns have paid well

during the past few years. It is likely that as increased supplies from large plant-

ings come into markets that unless the expenses between the producer and consumer

are very much lessened that the net results to the grower will be very small.

On the other hand, if the price to the consumer can through co-operation be kept

low, and at same time transportation and distribution expenses reduced to lowest

possible points; then through the larger market resulting from low prices, there

can yet be returns to the grower that will pay well for the labor of production.

We have reason to thank' our Ontario Government for its continued interest in

fruit growing and also our Secretary, Mr. P. W. Hodgetts, for his highly valued

services. We regret that the Fruit, Flower and Honey Show could not be held again

this year owing to no satisfactory building being available.

We, as fruit growers, are deeply indebted to the Fruit Branch at Ottawa for

services rendered. The crop reports and telegraphic reports bi-weekly have been

of very great value to the fruit growers and I hope will be remembered by a suitable

resolution thanking the Hon. Martin Burrill, Minister of Agriculture, for the

interest taken in fruit growing, and for the means provided thus making it possible

to furnish fruit growers with such practical and helpful information. I hope also

that such resolution will remember the fruit Commissioner, Mr. D. Johnson, the
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active, energetic head and guiding hand in the preparation of this valuable in-,

formation.

One of the principal lines of work of this Association is the work of Mr. G. E.

Mcintosh, Transportation Agent. His work has been of very great value and when

presented will speak for itself.

My final word is to plan carefully, and economize on labor and expenses. Co-

operate in every way possible to lessen difference in price between producer and

consumer. Pack and grade to high standard and no matter what comes as result of

war we yet can as fruit growers, with the record of our past work on our minds, meet

with confidence the difficulties of the fruit grower as they present year by year to

us their ever varying problems. With confidence in the quality and reputation of

our fruit let us demonstrate to the Canadian people and to the world that our fruit

may have equals, but no superior.

TRANSPORTATION REPORT.

G. E. McIntosh, Forest.

As the different grievances of the fruit growers and the grounds upon which

they base their claims for improvements of transportation service have been fully

presented by me at previous meetings of the Ontario Association, and also at the

Dominion Conference held in Grimsby a little over a year ago, my remarks to-day

will be directed more to a review of the work carried on through your transportation

department for the past year only.

When I first attempted this work in your behalf a few years ago there was need

of a systematic effort, Dominion-wide, to obtain proper shipping* facilities for the

fruit industry in Ontario, and in each of the other fruit-producing Provinces although

British Columbia has probably very little reason for complaint at the present time.

That need exists to-day. Here in Ontario, this work has been undertaken with

some determination, and with a measure of success, nearly all which success has

been beneficial to other Provinces. We have endeavored to add to our effort the

past year an educational campaign; first by attendance at meetings of several of

the local Associations, in the early part of 1915, particularly those not affiliated

with the Ontario Association; and during the shipping season, by bulletins and
circulars surrounding the shipping and marketing problems, court and commission

rulings that would be helpful to the growers and shippers. These have in many
instances been of great assistance to the shipper, and we also have instances re-

ported where the circulars were the means of preventing financial loss.

The agricultural industry is to-day producing over one-third of the total

freight earnings of the railways of Canada, and yet the shipping end of this

industry is probably given less attention than any other branch. Boards of Trade,
manufacturers, grain growers, millers, lumbermen and nearly every organized

"body of shippers find it necessary to . continually study and interpret the trans-

portation and marketing problems, and the longer I follow this work for the fruit

growers the more thoroughly convinced I become of the fact that as shippers of a

valuable, but a perishable commodity—the product of an infant industry—there

will be transportation difficulties that will require constant attention for the welfare

of the industry.
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It is quite true that the prosperity of our country depends largely upon the

railways, and Canada is still in a condition that railways and more railways are a

necessity to its prosperity, but it is up to those who represent the different indus-

tries of our country just as you represent the fruit industry to see to it that com-

mercial progress and development is not checked by the imposition of prohibitory

freight or express charges, conditions or privileges by those who know little of the

productive or marketing* conditions ; but rather that they encourage these industries

to the very limit. In regards to the fruit industry here in Ontario my exper-

ience has been that the railways are willing to co-operate in some ways, but their

method of proceeding is mighty slow without the aid of the Kailway Commission.

The people want the railways to do well. We are interested in them, but we
are opposed to those who monopolize the corporations, absorb their earnings by

increased watered stock or otherwise burden them with a debt which they try to

pay for out of the traffic furnished by the public, and yet we leave it in the power

of these companies to fix their own rule of conduct. In other words, we are, as a

people, without the reins of power for remedying many of the little details that

make marketing a success, because of the limited power we give our Eailway Com-
mission. As I have before pointed out:

It has no power to award damages for delay in transit.

It cannot issue an order in reference to rough handling or pilfering.

It has no jurisdiction over the settlement of claims.

It cannot issue an order in reference to delays, jolting or rough coupling. .

It has no jurisdiction over navigation companies, other than those controlled

by a railway company.

It cannot issue an order for the extension of a privilege.

The Commission may mediate, report, advise, investigate, order—all good things

in themselves, and sometimes very effective, but when it comes to the vital point of

enforcing necessary rules of action as above, it is absolutely helpless. Let the law

or let there be legislation to extend the jurisdiction of the Board whereby they can

furnish the rule of conduct, and let the railroad pay the penalty if it fails. No
service which the Government undertakes can be more useful, and no duty which

rests upon it more imperative than to secure for the public always and everywhere

equal treatment by every railway carrier. The purpose of such legislation, as I

pointed out in Grimsby, briefly defined, would be as follows

:

To enable shippers to secure cars in reasonable time.

To enable farmers, stockmen and fruit growers, to promptly market perishable

freight.

To empower the commission, when necessary, to provide a minimum speed

limit.

To enable contracts to be made and carried out on a basis of reasonable

service.

To make railroads responsible for failure of such duties.

To fix reasonable penalties to ensure reasonable service.

To ensure proper handling of shipments.

To enable the Eailway Commission to make rules and regulations with respect

thereto.

To provide for
1

the establishment of reasonable reciprocal demurrage charges.

To secure under proper rules the unloading and releasing of cars by shippers.

To exempt railways from penalties where compliance with the law is prevented

by cause not reasonably anticipated, or from accident.
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Railroads which give reasonable service need not fear such a law ; those which

do not give such service should be compelled to do so.

Give shippers a fair show to secure a fair service for a fair rate.

I simply point out these facts relative to the powers of the Railway Com-
mission to show that in quite a few instances shippers cannot secure, even on appli-

cation to the Commission, concessions that appear to be an absolute necessity for

market extension. Therefore, many complaints have been dealt with and will

have to continue so by personal discussion with representatives of the different

railway and express companies, and through the Canadian, Freight Association.

As I previously pointed out, the educational campaign by bulletin or circular,

was inaugurated, and a limited number issued for circulation, and in this work the

Dominion Fruit Division assisted. Other matters dealt with were as follows:

In February last the Canadian Freight Association on behalf of the railway

companies under the jurisdiction of the Board made application for a general

increase of freight rates. It was proposed to advance class rates lc. fifth class,

and to practically wipe out the Fruit Commodity rates to Western Canadian points,

substituting therefore a rate advance of from 5c. to 30c. per 100 pounds. Two
sittings of the Board were attended in behalf of the fruit interests, an effort being

made to show

:

(a) That the increase was unwarranted and would be highly prejudicial to

the fruit interests generally.

(b) That an increase would hamper and deter expansion of the fruit trade.

(c) That it would minimize orchard development and lessen production.

(d) That it would create an advantage to our competitors in the western

Canadian markets.

This commodity rate was first established by an order of the Board in 1904,

when fresh fruits were lowered from third to fourth class rate in carlots to

Winnipeg, Portage la Prairie and Brandon. Other points were added by the rail-

ways in 1908, and as late as 1914 still other points were added without request.

It was pointed out that the establishing of this rate relieved for the Ontario grow-

ers a threatened condition of over-production of fresh fruits, it opened a market

that not only resulted in encouraging increased planting and an extension of pro-

ducing districts, but it developed a freight tonnage of from four carloads in 1904

to about 750 carloads to the western markets in 1915. The counties of Prince

Edward, Northumberland and Ontario, in Eastern Ontario, and Lambtom County

in Western Ontario were developed as fresh fruit centres under this tariff, and with

the proposed increase of about $50 a car, Eastern Ontario would be ruined as a

producing centre, because the larger producing section would have to flood their

local markets, and they are not producing in sufficient quantity to compete.

With prospects of greater production and the present depressed conditions

growers require greater advantages in the western markets than they at present

have. Ontario has to compete in that market against the western Province, with

its shorter haul, and against the States of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana,

which market these States use as a dumping ground, and thereby regulate the

prices. This being the condition an increase of freight rates from Ontario could

not be met by increased prices for the product, and would, therefore, create a

decided advantage for our competitors. The States I have mentioned marketed

last season in 4.7 different Western Canadian cities at a freight rate of from 80c.

to 1.12J/2 on soft fruits and a blanket rate of 75c. on apples. In fact it is only in
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the nearby markets of the West that we can successfully compete even under

present conditions. The proposed increase would mean an additional charge of

$58.00 per car to Battleford and North.

48.00 per car to Brandon..

52.00 per car to Camrose.

52.0)0 per car to Edmonton.

56.00 per car to Medicine Hat.

56.00 per car to Saskatoon.

30.00 per car to Winnipeg.

44.00 per car to Portage la Prairie.

The decision of the Board on this appeal has not yet been given and the old

rates stand for the present.

In connection with this appeal it is interesting to note that while the Inter-

state Commerce Commission recently permitted an increase of freight rates to

American railways having a higher average in earnings per mile of line, than the

Canadian railways and this might be used in argument favoring a reduction, but

their expense is also higher, and as an instance we might refer to taxation. In

1913 the earnings per mile for American railways was $3,582.00 and taxes amounted

to $444 per mile. The same year the earnings per mile for Canadian railways was

$2,512 while their taxation was but $83.00 per mile.

We were again threatened with an increase of freight rates by the Canadian

Pacific Railway and Grand Trunk Railway filing notices that they would withdraw

the concurrence filed with the Railway Commission, the effect of which was to

concur in joint tariffs issued by the ^Canadian Northern Railway lines west. The
Canadian Northern Railway retaliated by revoking its concurrence in joint tariffs

issued by either the Canadian Pacific or Grand Trunk Pacific.

The board has within the past few weeks made it clear that under the railway

act joint rates are obligatory, and while all the railways concerned seem at least to

agree in an effort to get rid of them, in view of their action; joint rates as con-

templated by the act are intended for the general convenience of the public, so as

to facilitate the movement of the freight traffic, and the companies will not be

allowed to destroy the system. The withdrawal of this tariff would undoubtedly

have meant, a very large increase in freight rates.

Our appeal for one-third rebate on L. C. L. shipments to concentration points

for re-shipment in carloads was again referred to the Board, and I am advised an

order covering this will be issued at the same time as the order covering the

eastern freight rates case.

You will remember a recommendation made in my report and adopted at the

1913 meeting of this Association that navigation companies be placed under the

jurisdiction of a bill in the House of Commons, covering the recommendation which

created some excitement among the different navigation companies. The whole

matter arose from the refusal of the Northern Navigation Company to accept

freight shipments for Sault Ste. Marie. The past season, however, I am glad to

report, the Soo service was re-established, and was of a great benefit to the Western
Ontario shippers.

The other recommendations for amendment of the Railway Act adopted by

this Association, whereby punishment could be meted out to rough handlers, and
placing the control of privileges and concessions under the Board of Railway Com-
missioners were introduced in Parliament in the form of Bill 85, given one reading

and referred to a joint committee of the House and Senate in which stage it has

yet to be dealt with. The breaking out of the European war stopped the passage

of all legislation except measures for war purposes, and we, therefore, cannot press

the matter.
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All shippers will more or less appreciate the establishment the past season of

the L. C. L. commodity rate on apples to the principal western markets. The old

rate to Winnipeg for instance for L. C. L. shipments "Vvas $1.08 per 100 lbs. The

new rate is $1.02 in bags or boxes and 81c. in barrels. Other points are covered

by similar reductions.

In regard to mixed cars of fruit and vegetables to points east of Port Arthur.

An effort was made to allow the mixing of all vegetables with fruit at the fourth

class rate. This, however, was not conceded, but it was generally understood that

tomatoes should be classified as fruit, and I think in most instances were accepted

as such.

The shippers from Queenston and Niagara-on-the-Lake were successful in

having established a joint tariff covering shipments via Canada Steamship Lines

and Canadian Northern Eailway express, which was a decided advantage in reach-

ing points east and north of Toronto, situated on the Canadian Northern Eailway

lines. I may say an effort is now under way for a still more favorable service for

the shippers at the points mentioned, and covering a greater area, but at the

present I cannot speak definitely enough to refer to the matter in detail.

During the year we have succeeded in having a team track and a fine fruit-

shelter constructed at Iforest, which have been of spendid service to the shippers at

that point.

The supply of refrigerator cars was a serious matter a few years ago, and while

even now there are times when considerable delay is experienced yet we must agree

the service has greatly improved. Eealizing the importance of having cars when
the fruit is ready to move, I have endeavoreed to impress this upon the railway

representatives, and have the past two years with your assistance been able to

supply them before the rush comes, with a fair estimate <of the number of cars that

will be required and the probable shipping period at each point. This has been

appreciated by the railways, and they assure me it is a great help in arranging for

an adequate supply of cars. One of the railway companies which we criticized

two years ago for having gone behind in its refrigerator car equipment from 955

cars in 1908 to 941 cars in 1912, is to-day credited with having 1,990 refrigerator

cars, while other lines have also made some increases, there being 4,716 refrigerator

cars to-day compared with 2,466 in 1909. It requires an equivalent of say 100,000

cars to market the fruit and vegetable crop of Ontario. These cars have an average

haul of 216 miles. The total box and refrigerator car equipment of all the rail-

ways operating in Canada is 151,323, so that approximately two-thirds of the

entire freight car supply would be required to move the output of this great

industry. In 1914 during the apple movement in Ontario my records show that

more refrigerator cars were required for this commodity alone than all the Canadian
railways possessed. However, we appreciate the fact that the supply is now being

increased. In 1909 there was one refrigerator car for every 2,023 of the population.

To-~Hay there is one for every 1,696 of the population.

It has been a difficult matter to keep acquainted with proposed changes in the

Canadian freight classification, and we, therefore, appreciate a recent order of the

Board of Eailway Commissioners in which the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association

ig included in the list of those who are to receive a copy of all proposed changes
by the Canadian Freight Association, and thirty days allowed for filing objections.

It is difficult, if not impossible for the average fruit growers to become
thoroughly familiar with classifications, railway or express tariffs and the many
supplements and changes.
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Therefore, we purpose to further the work of transportation bulletins by under-

taking to keep the shippers advised of the existing privileges under these tariffs,

and any changes that may effect the movement of the crop.

This covers briefly the more important matters accomplished during the year.

Many complaints have been received, also several suggestions for improved service.

In each instance a careful investigation was made and consideration given the

different suggestions. At the present time negotiations are being carried on with

a view of having several of these complaints dealt with by the carriers in a way
that will be satisfactory to the shippers.

I might report that the request for a team track at Burlington Junction has

been brought before the proper railway officials, and they appear to favor the con-

struction of such; but first of all must they have permission of the council to cross

the public Toad east of the depot, which has not up to the present time been

secured. To those who may be present from that point I would suggest that there

be no time lost in having their council take action so that the work, if it is granted,

can be placed in the railway company's estimates for next season's improvements.

It was my privilege to look over the situation at Burlington and I quite agree with

shippers that their request is reasonable. Our efforts in their behalf, however, are

iblocked until the local matter referred to receives attention.

A request has been made for a fruit shelter at the same point. This also is

being held back because of the delay in having the town council take action re the

crossing.

Beamsville shippers require better facilities for receiving shipments at the

H. G-. and B. terminal. The present shed is quite inadequate for properly pro-

tecting and assorting the amount of express L. C. L. shipping that is being done.

Complaint of these conditions and also the track loading facilities were forwarded

to me, and are now before the superintendent of the line for consideration. He
has requested that I meet him in the near future to go into the matter thoroughly.

Up to the present the correspondence is not very favorable to any change being

made, but we feel the H. G-. and B. Oo. will endeavor to remedy conditions in some

manner, and avoid a reference of the complaint to the Commission.

The following requests were presented to the Canadian Freight Association:

(1) That the privilege granted previous to the season of 1914 to mix car-

loads fruit and vegetables shipped to Ontario and Quebec points, at 4th class rate,

be continued.

(2) That the classification be amended whereby an attendant can be sent with

one or more heated refrigerator cars or box cars in which stoves have' been placed

to protect the property, and said attendant be given free transportation both ways.

(3) That whereas shippers have been charged freight on the weight of false

floors and fittings supplied for refrigerator cars on Western shipments, an allowance

of at least 700 lbs. from the carload weight be made in addition to the $3.00 now

allowed for material.

Mr. Ransom, the chairman of the Association, advised me that the railways

represented by the Association were not agreeable to granting application covered

by items 1 and 2. In regard to item 3, dealing with an allowance in weight. on

false floors furnished for cars, he advises that this matter has been held open pend-

ing the result of further investigation.

These and other matters to which I will not refer to-day have not been taken

before the Railway Commission because of the pending eastern rates case.

There was an intimation that one of the express companies contemplated rr>
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fusing to accept L. C. L. shipments of fruit in leno covered baskets. Upon in-

vestigation we found the order was enforced at one point only, and was brought

about by a shipper making claim for loss on shipments of this character. The

incident, however, brings up a problem which the fruit growers and the express

companies must face in the near future. The leno covered package is rapidly grow-

ing in public favor, and smaller markets will soon be demanding them. Many
such markets will probably never be large enough to permit of carload shipments,

and it will, therefore, be necessary for the express companies to devise some methods

of equipping express cars on regular trains running through some of the fruit

sections with collapsible racking in order to carry this package with any satisfaction.

This is a matter upon which I would like to hear some discussion. The question

of increased rates for leno covered baskets in L. C. L. lots will undoubtedly be

brought up before very long, especially if express cars have to be racked, and I would

be pleased to know the feeling of the meeting in this regard. During the past two

years there has been a desire on the part of the express companies to refuse delivery

of this package because of its delicate nature when loaded along with other express,

but it was pointed out to company officials that the traffic was not very heavy and

we would undertake to discourage L. C. L. shipments as much as possible. I

believe, however, the time has about come when some permanent steps will have to

be taken.

The outlet from Ontario into the western market by the opening up of the

Cochrane route, giving a fifth morning delivery, and in some cases four days, will

undoubtedly improve conditions in many ways. There will, for instance, be less

tie-up of cars at terminals, and this will result in more prompt delivery of cars to

the shippers. We cannot help but appreciate anything and everything that tends

to develop transportation facilities be it ever so small, because the greatest draw-

back to-day to the fruit industry is the want of proper facilities and a quick service

for getting into the distant markets. It is true the great wave now sweeping

throughout Ontario in favor of public ownership in transportation is an important

factor in solving some of the marketing problems of the fruit producer. It would

be a great advantage for local marketing, but with the present rapid development

of the industry we cannot afford to be tied to the local markets, and, therefore, must

continue to press our demands for transportation service that will permit us to

reach out for business. /

In some of the newer fruit districts shippers have recently made request for

a low rate on small quantities of various fruit being assembled at central points for

re-shipment in carloads. The request is a just one and unless our appeal to the

Railway Board for the one-third rebate on such shipments is decided in the near
future, I am of opinion we should appeal for a concentration rate. Under such a

tariff certain varieties of fruit, for instance early varieties of apples could be
marketed much more profitably, because carload shipments could be collected where
at present the apples never reach a market because of wagon hauls making it un-
profitable both from cost of delivery and damage to the fruit. I have in mind two
or three sections of Ontario where these circumstances exist. The average haul is

9.6 miles. Comparing this with a report from 114 fruit producing counties of the

United States under similar conditions, for which statistics have been collected,

it would cost $2.79 per load of 2,300 lbs. or 12 cts. per 100 lbs. for apples; $3.53
per load of 2,181 lbs. of fruit other than apples, or 16 cts. per 100 lbs. to make
wagon delivery to the shipping point.

Niagara Peninsula shippers will remember the serious losses sustained early
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in July of 1914, through delays and the supplying of improper cars for Montreal

shipments via Canadian Express. The past season an effort was made to co-operate

with this company by undertaking to supply them with specific data relative to

quantity of shipments and probable dates for the early part of the season, par-

ticularly at certain points, to avoid if possible a recurrence of the experiences of

1914. Our efforts, however, were unsuccessful because of the actions of a certain

under-official well known to the shippers of that district. It was the only instance

during the 'past three years where our efforts to improve service were indifferently

dealt with. Every other official of every other company was always ready to hear

our suggestions and sought such statistical information as we were able to provide

(because it was in their interests to do so. We want express service—that is what

you pay a high rate for. The express company wants the traffic, therefore, any-

thing that tends to improve conditions, benefits both, and the official that cannot

be big and broad enough to measure up to a mutual co-operative plan is not a

valuable asset to any company. It is not so much a question of rates with the fruit

growers as it is service, and we should at least have such rights and privileges as

the Railway Act allows.

Eailroad regulation and supervision by commission have come to stay; there

can be no question of that fact. A corollary, however, of control and supervision

should be protection, so that we must not be unreasonable in our demands. Let

our requests be not only in the public interest, but also a matter of justice to the

carriers.

Although shipping conditions via water routes have improved under our

agitation to have navigation companies placed under the juridiction of the Railway

Commission, I still urge the support of that measure by every fruit shipper. Let

me remind you that since Confederation public funds equal to $43 per capita has

been spent in construction and maintenance of the water routes in Canada. The
annual expenditure for improvements of harbors, rivers and canals is increasing

year by year, and the charges are being silently borne by the people. The Govern-

ment has a large fleet of dredges, ice breakers and tugs continually employed in

assisting navigation. Our rivers are buoyed and lighted, wireless telegraphy and

many other aids to navigation are maintained and operated by the people of

Canada—practically all of which are free to the vessel men, and for which they are

not compelled to make any sacrifice. Is it unjust or unfair to ask then that the

public be surrounded by some safeguards in return for these many privileges? Is

it too much for the people to ask some assurance be given them that their interests

will be protected? As fruit shippers we are concerned because out of the 52,000,-

000 tons of freight passing through the various canals last year the products of

agriculture supplied over 8,000,000 tons which was only exceeded by the products

of mines. Vesselmen claim that parliament should not surround them with re-

strictions of any kind, but because of such conditions it is a well known fact that

Ontario fruit growers have lost good markets in favor of foreign competitors.

A re-adjustment of carload express rates to branch lines in Alberta, Sas-

katchewan and Manitoba is desirable, as the bulk of the business to-day is on the

branch lines.

A stop-in-transit privilege for unloading in the western market has been

advocated, and is worthy of consideration.

There are other suggestions—many in fact—that might be mentioned and

which if applied would no doubt widen the field of distribution. All that I can

say, however, is to get together, and stand together in your demands. Keep
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records of your shipments and be able to supply these records when occasion

demands for just as sure as marketing in sharp competition with each other means

disaster to the fruit industry, just as certain will neglect of the transportation

problems spell ruin to this important branch of agriculture.

Ontario fruit producers cannot afford to allow either to exist any more than

the Xorth Pacific Distributors, the California Fruit Exchange, and several other

large organizations that saved the situation for the growers by co-operative methods.

You represent too grand and great an enterprise to permit any such calamity, and

the sooner the carriers and the growers realize this the better it will be for all.

Think of it—by placing a valuation of $200 per acre for an apple orchard; $300

for peach, pear, plum and cherry, $350 for small fruits and $350 for grapes, and

you represent an Ontario industry with an approximate capitalization of about

$100,000,000. Twenty per cent, is said to be a fair average return. Therefore,

this industry can perhaps safely be estimated to carry on an annual $20,000,000

business. These figures may not be absolutely correct, but they are nearly so, and

will serve to illustrate just why, as fruit growers, you are deeply concerned in the

question of transportation.

When a dealer who holds the fruit but a few days passes it out over the counter

at a profit in excess of the man who plants, cultivates, prunes, sprays, harvests the

crop and maintains his skill and vigilance through years of toil; and when the

transportation company receives 15c. more for carrying a barrel of apples 146 miles,

than the grower does for the fruit, it is evident there is something wrong with the

transportation and marketing systems.

In carrying on my work I have been impressed with the need of better selling

methods for the fruit industry, more efficient organization, whereby the principles

of co-operation will be more thoroughly applied in marketing, and in reducing

production costs. Organizations of this kind in the United States are far in

advance of those in Canada, while Ontario fruit growers in particular are making
slow growth with regard to efficiency along these lines. I do not make this refer-

ence in the spirit of criticism, but simply to point out that while such conditions

continue to exist and the fault lies with the individual growers—it is going to be

some time before the full strength of the fruit industry of this Province will be

felt by those who are to-day profiting by these conditions. Co-operative methods

will span the gulf that now exists between the producer and the consumer. It will

obtain the best possible transportation service, regulate distribution, and forever

dispel the danger of over-production.

The Chairman: Have the railway companies a right to «iake a new tariff

without notice?

A.—The railway can make a new tariff and file it with the Railway Com-
mission, and unless there is an objection it goes into effect.

Mr. Hodgetts: Did you get notice of that change?

A.—No, this is a new tariff, it is not a new classification.

The Chairman: Ts there not some way by which we can get notice of these

changes so that we can have time to consider them?

A.—I have been striving to do that, and I have only succeeded as to classifi-

cation. I am in hopes that in the near future all tariffs will be filed with the

Fruit Growers' Association.

Q.—What is the reason for the change?

A.—I presume the reason is that the railways have asked for an increase in

freight rates, and it does not look as though they are going to grant the increase.

2 E.G.
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But this proposed increase in charge on refrigerator cars will meet about half of the

proposed increase in freight rates. The thing to decide is, is it a fair request ? If

you get an iced car you have to pay for the ice. If y6u get a heated car should

you pay for the heat?

Q.—Is that a fair price for the heat?

A.—That is the question that you will have to decide. The cost of the heater

should not enter into the question, because they are returned. 1 do not suppose

the cost of the heater would be over $15.

The Chairman: I. think it would be well to appoint a committee to take into

consideration this question and report later.

Moved by Mr. Clement and seconded by Mr. Fry, that the President select

four members to act with him on a committee to consider the proposed charges for

heated cars. Carried.

A. W. Peart: I have recently read that investigations have been made in the

United States as to the amount of money that goes into the producers' hands as

compared with the amount of money paid by the consumer. Taking the general

run of farm products the result of the investigation goes to show that the producer

gets 45 per cent., leaving 55 per cent, going to the various agencies. That is a

most important question. I think proposed changes in the freight tariffs should be

presented before the Fruit Growers' Association.

Mr. McIntosh: May I suggest that the matter should be referred to your

transportation committee.

Mr. Fitzpatrick : Do the fruit growers get 45c. on the dollar ?

Mr. Peart : I am speaking of the gross amount, not the net amount. Some-
times the net would be nil.

Mr. Fitzpatrick: From my experience as a fruit grower and a farmer I do

not think the fruit growers get as large percentage as the general farmer.

Mr. Foster: Are there some other things in this report that should be dis-

cussed here ? We tried to get some better accommodation, and Mr. Mcintosh tried

his best to help us, and I have hopes that we will yet get it. Our experience at

Burlington is that we have had fair accommodation from the express companies;

the only thing we lack is a little better supervision by the local agent. We are

lacking in the careful handling of the fruit from the platform to the car.

Mr. McIntosh : The local agent is supposed to see that the fruit is properly

handled. Is it fair to ask express companies to carry leno covered baskets in

L. C. L. shipments at the same rate as baskets.

Mr. Eobertson : Have they been doing that ?

Mr. McIntosh : Yes, the same rate per 100 lbs. Do you think it is fair that

they should carry that awkward package at the same rate?

Mr. Edwin Smith: We have to put up with these packages at the Grimsby

pre-cooling plant, and we hate the sight of them because we know we cannot handle

them properly, or to the same advantage as we can the covered basket. I do not

think it is fair to ask the express companies to handle them for the same price as

the ordinary basket. I do not like to encourage the leno basket in L. C. L. ship-

ments. I think the fruit should go to the consumer without injury and without

loss.

Mr. Robertson: I fail to see the package that carries the fruit through the

express companies without loss or injury. We ship by both Canadian and

Dominion Express and the Dominion is handled by the Canadian as far as

Hamilton. Unless we route them by the Dominion the Canadian will handle the
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fruit as far as they go, and then hand them over to the Dominion or the Canadian

Northern, making two charges when they might go right through by the Dominion.

One shipment was to Parry Sound.

W. G. Horne: Has the Canadian Express Company the right to refuse to

accept leno covered baskets. The agent at Clarkson positively refused to accept

them on account of a claim that was made for injury. They were accepted at

Lome Park Station the same day.

Mr. McIntosh : That was the case to which I was referring in my report. I

think the express company would be justified in refusing to accept any package

that was not properly packed. There is a feeling on the part of express company

officials that something should be done with regard to that package.

Mr. Hubert: I do not believe any company can carry that package as cheaply

as another. If the price we are paying for leno packages is right, then we are pay-

ing too much for the other.

Mr. Foster : A man at Grimsby has made a cover which can be placed on the

top of the leno basket and they can be shipped seven or eight high from here to

Montreal without injury. I am not selling the cover, but it was tried out this

summer.

W. G. Horne : We shipped from Lome Park and nothing was said, but they

refused them at Clarkson.

REPORT OF THE HISTORICAL COMMITTEE, 1915.

A. W. Peart, Burlington, and W. T. Macoun, Ottawa.

Owing to the report of last year being the first of the kind presented to the

Association, it was, in consequence, somewhat comprehensive and discoursive, in

endeavoring to trace several of the leading events in the growth of the Society and

the development of the fruit industry of Ontario.

This report will take up other events not yet recorded, leaving others again for

a future occasion.

In 1904-05 several of the local co-operative Societies united in a central or-

ganization known as the Co-operative Fruit Growers of Ontario. It marked a

distinct advance in the co-operative principle, its chief work being to furnish

supplies and act as a bureau of information to its members.

Later on in 1913 the same spirit of intensive co-operation led to the forma-

tion of the Central Selling Association.

As local co-operation was a great step forward in the interests of the grower,

so has been the amalgamation of the various bodies into one selling organization.

The various local units are able to dispose of their apples to better advantage

through the central, since the latter has wider facilities to keep in touch with the

markets everywhere and is able to fill an order promptly with the varieties in the

quantity and quality desired. The consumers and dealers also know where to place

an order with the assurance that if there are apples it will be filled. In 1913

there were thirteen affiliated societies and in 1915 three more in addition. For a

small fee it also sells apples for the private or independent shipper.

At various points in the Province since the year 1909 the Department of

Agriculture of the Ontario Government has started demonstration orchards. They
take an ordinary apple orchard of bearing age and sometimes a neglected one, and
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give it good care with the idea of making it an object lesson to a locality as to the

possibilities of an orchard.

To the uninitiated the returns from a well kept orchard when the product is-

sold intelligently, seem large. If, however, it costs a dollar per barrel to put the

apples on the trees ready for picking, and another dollar to get them off and load

them in the car, it is quite clear that over a term of say five years the profits will

not be unduly heavy.

The " Fruit Marks Act," now known as the " Inspection and Sales Act," was-

passed by the Dominion Government in 1901. Since then from time to time it has

been amended as experience would appear to warrant. For many years apple

growers and shippers felt that if they required to grade and pack according to the

Act there should be some official recognition of such, as in the inspection of wheat.

At the Dominion Fruit Conference at Grimsby in 1914 the matter was fully dis-

cussed—the outcome being that certificates are issued by inspectors at points of

shipping when desired, showing the result of the inspection so far as it had gone.

This is an advantage, since it helps to protect the shipper later on in case of

dispute.

On February 10th, 1911, fruit growers of Western Ontario and the Niagara

Peninsula to the number of about 800, went to Ottawa and entered a strong protest

before the Government of the day, in the House of Commons, against the pro-

posed free listing of staple fruits between Canada and the United States. In the

subsequent general election the protest was ratified.

The Vineland Experimental Station was started in 1907, the property being

donated to the Ontario Government by the late M. F. Eittenhouse, of Chicago.

Located in the heart of southern Ontario it has a distinct field of usefulness, and as

the years go around it will, no doubt, evolve new varieties of fruits and vegetables

of practical merit, as well as ideas of care and culture valuable to the horti-

culturist.

Notwithstanding the war the fruit grower has done fairly well with his product

during the past .year. Apples were scarce and in many districts the quality was
poor owing to climatic conditions and excessive moisture, which encouraged the

growth of scab. Good apples sold at fair prices and even those of indifferent

quality found a ready market. Most of the crop was consumed in Canada. This

is one of the signs of the times. Canadians are beginning to appreciate the fact

that home grown apples are as good or better than those imported from foreign

countries. The axiom, that the farther north a product can be successfully

matured the better the quality, holds good of the apple.

In 1905 Prof. Reynolds of the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, sent two

car loads of tender fruits to our Canadian Northwest. This was followed up in

the next year by the St. Catharines Cold Storage and Forwarding Company.
These pioneer shipments have opened the way for an increasingly valuable trade

in tender fruits with the Prairie Provinces, which is rapidly growing year by year.

THE LATE DR. WM. SALTNDEES—HIS WORK IN HORTICULTURE.

Dr. William Saunders, C.M.G., who died at London, Ont., on September 13,

1914, in his 79th year, was born in Devonshire, England, in 1836, coming to

Canada, with his parents, at the age of twelve years. The family settled at

London, and there he lived until he went to Ottawa in 1887 to become Director
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of the Dominion Experimental Farms, which position he held with marked ability

nntil 1911, when failing health obliged him to give up his work. He spent about

a year abroad, and then went back to London where he resided until his death.

Dr. Saunders was keenly interested in many things, but we believe that in

horticulture he had his greatest delight during the past thirty-five or forty years.

As a diversion from the confining occupation of a chemist, he, when a young man,

sought the pleasures and benefits that the culture of fruits and flowers bring to

those that love them. As early as 1868 he began to plant a fruit farm near

London, Ont., and a committee of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association visiting

this farm in 1873 have, in their report, the following words :
" The fruit farm of

Mr. Saunders in the immediate vicinity of London is the most extensive in the

western portion of the Province of Ontario. It consists of a hundred acres under

the closest fruit culture." When the large fruit farm was just beginning to pro-

duce a considerable crop of the tree fruits, the management of it became burden-

some, and Dr. Saunders, therefore, sold this farm and purchased a much smaller

place nearer to the city where, ^without any thought of making it profitable finan-

cially, he could continue to cultivate fruits and flowers in great variety. It was on

this smaller farm, especially, that he collected ornamental trees and shrubs in great

variety, and obtained a knowledge of them and their culture shown by him in

later years, and enabling him to intelligently supervise the work in horticulture at

the Dominion Experimental Farms. The desire to originate new, and if possible,

better varieties, was very strong in him. He was one of the earliest hybridizers in

Canada. He believed that the best way to obtain new varieties of merit was by

combining the good qualities of two in one. In 1872 he read a paper before the

Ontario Fruit Growers' Association on " Experiments in Hybridizing," in which

he described the methods adopted by him and the results of his work between

1868 and 1872. " For five years," he states, " I have been working more or less

in this interesting field, and have experienced some successes and many failures.

Beginning in 1868 he made crosses with the gooseberry, grape, raspberry and pear,

during the next five years. It takes a long time to originate, thoroughly test,

propagate and introduce a new variety, and while Dr. Saunders did not live to see

all his best things in the hands of the nurserymen, he had the satisfaction of know-
ing that at least some were well and favorably known. Of his earlier work, the

Pearl and Red Jacket (Josselyn) gooseberries have won for themselves a good
reputation among fruit growers. His Saunders' black currant, though in the

trade for a number of years, is not so well known. His Eclipse, Magnus, Clipper,

Climax, Eagle, Kerry, Success and Beauty black currants, all excellent varieties,

are available to anyone who desires to grow them. His work with raspberries was
mostly confined to the crossing of the red with the black cap. Many of these

crosses, while heavy croppers, were not attractive in color, and while excellent for

home use, did not appeal to the trade because of their dark color. The Sarah is

one of the best of these, and is a most excellent variety for home use, and being
late, it lengthens the raspberry season. Two other early red varieties are Brighton
and Count, which are very hardy and productive, the former especially being a

very heavy yielding early sort. None of his grapes are offered for sale, but his

Emerald, a white grape, is one of the highest quality and excellent for home use.

.

and his Kensington is a fine white variety. At the Colonial Exhibition in 1886,

the Emerald grape was considered the best of the Canadian sorts exhibited.

While Director of the Experimental Farms, his enthusiasm for the production
of new things did not become less, and the many hours of hard work spent in his
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garden at the Central Farm are known only to a few who were intimately associated

with him. His work with gooseberries, currants, and raspberries was continued

there. There he crossed the gooseberry with the black currant producing a very

interesting but sterile hybrid. Some work was also done with plum3. Among
ornamental plants he was especially interested in roses, and his Mary Arnott and

Agnes roses, two fine varieties, are the results of his efforts. He originated some

very interesting and ornamental hybrids, between the Thunberg's and Purple-

leaved barberries which are at present under test at Ottawa.

His most important work in hybridization has been left to the last. Visiting

the prairie provinces frequently as he did, he saw the need of hardy apples there,

and the success of the wild Siberian crab apple (Pyrus baccata), at Indian Head,

Sask., gave him the hardy material with which to work. This little crab apple,

smaller than a good cherry, from one half to three-quarters of an inch in diameter,

'

was used as the female parent of many crosses with hardy Russian and American

apples of good size as the male. This work was begun in 1894 and continued in

succeeding years. The first fruit was produced in 1899, when thirty-six trees bore,

and five of these were of such size and quality as to justify their being propagated

for more general test. In time about 800 trees were set out, a large proportion of

which fruited. The largest of these first generation crosses were from one and one-

quarter to one and three-quarters inches in diameter, a substantial gain in size over

the mother parent. As rapidly as possible the best were sent out for test and some

of these have proved very hardy, fruiting abundantly on the open prairie without

protection. Among these may be mentioned the Jewel, Charles, Silvia, Prince,

Tony, Robin and Elsa. So hardy are these that fruit of these crosses has been

produced at the sub-station at Fort Vermilion in latitude 58, where the temperature

frequently falls to between 50 degrees and 60 degrees Fhr. below zero.

Not content with hardy apples of so small a size, Dr. Saunders re-crossed the

best of these first crosses with apples of larger size, in 1904, and from this work

over 400 trees were obtained. Many of these have now fruited, some of which

have produced apples two and one-half inches in diameter, and of good quality,

which are being propagated and sent to the prairie farms for test. It is expected

that some of these will prove quite hardy in places where apples of this size cannot

at present be successfully grown. Even should they not prove sufficiently valuable

to satisfy the settlers who would like to have apples equal to any grown elsewhere

in Canada, Dr. Saunders has, at least laid the foundation of a hardy race of apples

from which no doubt will eventually come varieties even better than those available

at present.

The love of the beautiful in nature was very strong in Dr. Saunders, and he

was able to give expression to this love in his work in beautifying the Central and

Branch farms. Many countries, many botanic gardens, nurseries and seed catalogues

were searched for plants and seed to test, in order to learn their value under Can-

adian conditions. Beginning in 188/ and continuing until 1911 he continuously

endeavored to bring to Canadians from other countries, all that was best and most

beautiful among trees and shrubs and flowers, and from the abundant material

available, he was able to plan and plant the grounds at the Central Farm especially,

in such a way that it is to-day, one of the most beautiful places in America.

Comparatively few knew of the work Dr. Saunders did in planning and plant-

ing the trees and shrubs along the Government driveway in Ottawa, but it should be

recorded here that a large proportion of the driveway between St. Louis Dam and the

Rideau River was planned and planted by him.
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Canadian horticulturists have lost a warm friend in Dr. Saunders. He was a

true amateur horticulturist, the love of the work standing out in everything he did.

He was a member of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association from its early years, and

was one of the few enthusiasts who kept the Association in existence before the com-

mercial side of horticulture had developed much in Canada.

ROBERT THOMPSON.

In the sudden death of the late Robert Thompson, of St. Catharines, which

occurred on February 9th, 1915, this Association and the public at large, suffered

a distinct loss.

For many years Mr.. Thompson had been an outstanding figure in the circles in

which he moved. Few men during the past two decades have impressed themselves

more strongly in connection with the various movements which have had for their

objects the uplift of the rural population, not only of this Province but of the

Dominion at large. Indeed his sphere of activity was not confined to Canadian

soil alone ; his services in connection with the organization of co-operative associations

have been frequently sought for by our neighbors across the line.

Born in Ballynahinch, County Down, Ireland, Mr. Thompson came to Canada
at a very early age. He spent the greater portion of an extremely busy life near

St. Catharines in the building up and developing of his splendid fruit farm. His

energy, however, led him, while a comparatively young man, to take an active

interest in municipal and provincial movements of a public character. He was for

many years indefatigable in his efforts for the advancement and progress of the

Ontario Fruit Growers' Association, and also of various local organizations, in all of

which he has been called to fill the position of presiding officer.

For a considerable period he was connected with the lecture staff of the Farmers'

Institute, and in this capacity visited nearly every county in this Province, and
many places throughout Canada.

The most outstanding feature of his life, no doubt, was the remarkable success

of the co-operative work of the St. Catharines' Cold Storage and Forwarding Com-
pany, under his able management for many years.

Cut off suddenly in the prime of life, while mind and body were busily engaged
in plans and effort for the well-being of brother fruit growers, Robert Thompson has

left a great vacancy in our midst, and a record which should impress many of our

younger men with a desire to take up the work when he and others have laid it down,
and to press on to even greater achievements.

ALBERT EDWARD KIMMINS.

Little did we dream one year ago that the dreadful European war would be

still raging to-day. This cataclysm is no longer confined to Europe, but is drawing
in Asia and Africa as well, neither is the American Continent exempt from this

world war. Many Americans and Mexicans are enlisting under the Entente colors,

while Canadians, Australians and New Zealanders by hundreds of thousands are help-

ing the Mother Land in her great hour of need. Canada although not the theatre

of actual warfare is at war as a part of the British Empire. 250,000 men have

already responded to the call and 250,000 more are on the eve of being enrolled.
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Day by day our sons are joining the colors. Patriotism and the red blood of young
manhood inspire them to smile at hardships and the risks of war. Many of our own
profession have already given their lives. All honor to these brave men. We all

hope that in the near future success may crown the efforts of the Allies that peace

with honor may be the destiny of the British Empire, and that in the womb of

time, the events of the war may be founded into a creation of lasting peace.

" To the Glory of God and in memory of Albert Edward Kimmins, Major, of the
77th Wentworth Regiment, who fellAn the second battle of Yores, April 23rd, 1915,
while in discharge of his duties as a soldier of the Empire. As a token of gratitude
for his noble life and faithful labours in this Church, this tablet is erected by his
friends."

This is the inscription on a brass tablet that it has been considered appropriate

to erect in St. John's Church, Winona, as a token of respect to the memory of the

late Major Kimmins. The unveiling of this tablet awakens again memories of one

whose place it is difficult to fill, and one cannot adequately describe on paper the

many sterling qualities which helped to endear him to a host of friends in the Niagara

Peninsula. He was one of those bright cheerful men who enjoyed his work, his

home, his friends and his chief hobby, music.

Major Kimmins commenced life in Canada at the age of eighteen after being

educated in England where he was born at Sittingbourne, Kent, in 1870. Some
twenty years ago or more he engaged with Mr. E. D. Smith as assistant and book-

keeper, and by close ^attention to the duties that devolved upon him, he worked his

way upwards, step by step, until he became Senator Smith's right hand support, and,

later, general manager of E. D. Smith & Sons extensive business at Winona.

He was passionately fond of music, and his strong tenor voice was the main

support of the choir of his own parish church at Winona which he attended so faith-

fully and regularly. He was, also, an ardent supporter of the Elgar Choir, and his

membership in this well-known musical organization dates back, I think, to the time

of its original formation. He was a Conservative in politics and a staunch Im-

perialist, and to further his strong imperialistic ideas, Major Kimmins enlisted at the

outset of the war and afterwards laid down his life for the cause he held so dear.

He never sought a municipal or political office, but he was a most useful member of

the Masonic Order, Foresters, and Sons of England. He was highly honored by

his brethren in Masonry, being a Pastmaster in Wentworth Lodge No. 156, A.F. and

A.M., Stoney Creek, with which he was united April 27, 1896. He was also a Past-

master in Union Lodge No. 7, Grimsby, a member of Grimsby Chapter No. 69 and

a member of the Scottish Eite, Hamilton. In 1899 he married Miss Helena Bedell,

of Winona, who is left with his two daughters, Dorothy and Gertrude, to mourn a

father who was just, thoughtful, honorable, and whose influence will always be a

lasting one in the community.

BERRY CRATES AND CONTAINERS.

J. B. Faikbaikn, Beamsville.

Possibly the remarks which I will make will be of more interest to men living

between Hamilton and St. Catharines, than to those of you who live between here

and Hamilton. At present the output is handled in three different packages. For

the most part the individual boxes that are used are four-fifths of a quart. To a

limited extent we use a box half that size.
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In containers we are using a 24-quart crate, a 27-basket crate and a 36-basket

crate.

I want to give you, this afternoon, the result of personal observation of the

27 basket crate and the 36 basket crate. I do not think it is necessary to enter

into any discussion as to the four-fifths box. I doubt very much whether we could

improve upon that size. The jam manufacturers or the canning factory might

prefer that we should use the American box, but I do not think there would be

any advantage to the grower.

Q.—Have you had any experience with the raised bottom box ?

A.—Very little in this Province. The raised bottom box is a British Columbia

box and is used in the West almost exclusively. We had some of our four-fifths

and two-fifths boxes on exhibition at Toronto in comparison with the American box.

The American box holds perhaps two and a half ounces more. Personally, I prefer

our box to the British Columbia box. In this crate we have an intersection with

a depth which corresponds to the false bottom in the British Columbia box. This

has been made to avoid the difficulty of shipping fruit and having it arrive in a

crushed condition, or having the appearance of not being properly filled, and the

fruit being below the top of the box. This intersection permits the grower to fill

his box bumper full, and then in transit it will not settle down sufficiently to

appear to be below the top of the box and will not have a crushed or mussy appear-

ance. In some shipments made the past season if you tipped the contents to one

side you could almost see the bottom of the box.

Mr. Bunting: An effort has been made to introduce the square box in our

section. Do you know the disadvantages of that box?

A.^—I presume there would be more or less disadvantage in handling these

boxes, they would not nest; I am not sure as to how they are handled in British

Columbia. Perhaps we can get some information on that subject.

Mr. P. M. Winslow, British Columbia: The British Columbia boxes are all

straight up and down and have false bottoms. One of the principal advantages

of the false bottom is the fact of ventilation which it affords in the crate. Another

advantage is that the fruit on the top of the lower box fits into the false bottom of

the box above and they carry much better.

The boxes do not nest. The growers usually buy these crates made up at the

mill. They are also bought knocked down. They arrive with one per cent,

breakage. Usually the hullocks are bought with the crate made up and filled.

Q.—What per thousand do you pay for the hullocks?

A.—This year the crates filled cost us 17c. in wholesale quantities.

Q.—What sizes?

A.—Any size; two-fifths or pints.

Mr. Pairbairn : The big advantage of this box is its nesting ability. I think-

we achieve the same advantage of ventilation by this intersection which gives us a

half inch between the different layers of fruit.

Q.—What is the added cost of putting in these intersections with the added
space between the boxes?

A.—There is no added cost. I have gone into that question with the people

who make the crate, and they say they will still make them for practically the

same price. The crate is a little bit larger and I expected there would be an
increased price.

Q.—Unless you have more skilled handlers of the crates there is danger of

the boxes loosening up and the fruit coming against the cover. If that crate is

tipped up in carrying it into the cars the fruit will be disturbed?
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A.—Where can it go? If the boxes fit tight the fruit cannot shift. I think

three pieces on the side of the box would be much better than the two as at present,

and I think that would overcome any difficulty of spilling.

Mr. Bunting: Why could not the bottom board be raised up.

A.—I would prefer to have three pieces and have them about the depth of the

lower piece in this box.

Q.—If the boxes are well filled they will not be disturbed.

A.—These crates are sold in the flat and the growers put them together. If

they are properly put together there will not be any difficulty. Now as to 'the

advantage of this cover over the 24-basket crate cover : As you know the 24-

basket crate cover is thin veneer, and is nailed to the basket. In order to examine

the contents of the crate it is necessary to remove the nails. If you do not do that

the cover will split and has a poor appearance if it is examined by many people.

This cover is easily removed and the whole contents of the nine baskets is visible.

This cover is fastened with a cleat. One hundred persons can examine the contents

without destroying the appearance of the crate. That is one of the main
advantages of this 27-box crate over the 24-box crate—that the contents may be

examined without destroying the appearance of the crate. This 27-box crate is

made of quarter-inch material all the way through, and the 24-box crate is made -

of veneer, except for the centre part of the bottom piece, which is usually quarter

inch material. This box can be put on its end and will stand quite a weight before

it will spring. I have seen one of the sides of a 24-basket crate knocked against the

side of a car door and the result was that the handle broke and the contents of the

crate was spilled on the platform. I have not seen anything of that kind happen

with the 27-basket crate, because there are no handles and it is carried in a more

careful manner. Most of the buyers in Toronto prefer the 27-basket crate, and

they will tell you that this basket will bring 25c. more than the 24-basket crate. I

watched the people who do the buying at Toronto this summer, and on the 25th

day of June there were only 121 24-basket crates on the Toronto market, and there

were between 450 and 500 of these 27-basket crates, and 60 or 70 36-basket crates.

There were 15 24-basket crates shipped from, my own station by the co-operative

company there, and they stayed on the market all that day and part of the next

day. I never saw anyone examine the contents of these 15 crates, and I wondered

what the trouble was. I asked the man in charge and he told me that the people

were looking for the 27-basket crates.

Mr. Rittenhouse: How did the fruit compare?

A.—These 15 crates were not opened. There were some 24 crates that White

and Company had from Anderson. They had been opened up and they stood

alongside of 27. basket crates. I asked them specially to open six crates of each

kind and leave them there for my benefit. I wanted to see which would sell first.

I came back) in less than an hour and the 27's were gone and the 24's all there.

I said, "Have you been quoting these at exactly the same price?" and he said

"Yes." On this particular day nearly every 27-basket crate sold for 14c, and

not a single 24-basket crate sold for that price; they were being sold for 13c. I

was told that the majority of the 24's sold for lie.

Mr. Carpenter : Did the dealers ask for the 24 or the 27-basket crates, in the

smaller towns?

A.—I do not know whether they will ask for the 27 or 24-basket crate. The

27's are almost exclusively in use between here and Hamilton. It is probably re-

shipped from Toronto by the commission men.

Mr. Carpenter: I find that the outside people ask for the- 24 and not the
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27-basket crate. They carry better and the express men handle them better. In

the city of Toronto there is only one handling.

Q.—Do you think that the 27-basket crate is stronger built than the 24?

A.—I don't think it is stronger built, but I think it will carry better.

Q.—Do you think they are handled any better by the express men?
A.—No, I don't think so, but the express man gets them up, and he does not

have to throw them any further than possible. There is no doubt this crate would

be dropped further by the express man than the crate with the handle, but I have

seen so many handles broken and the fruit destroyed by the boxes being knocked

against the car doors.

Q.—Don't you think he will knock the 27-basket crate against the door?

A.—I don't think he does to the same extent. If he knocks this against the

door he gets the jolt himself. He is only carrying one at a time.

Q.—What is the 27-basket crate worth?

Mr. Hodgetts: The Clarkson Fruit Growers' Association paid 12c. for the

27-basket crates made up and delivered.

Mr. Horne: During the strawberry season Clarkson ships as heavy as any

other point. They would not think of using the 24 crate any more.

Mr. Carpenter: If I were shipping to Toronto and Montreal I would not

use the 24, but if I were shipping to small towns I would use the 24 exclusively.

I find the further you ship the 27 the worse it arrives, that has been my experience

for five years. Don't you think the 32-box crate that is shipped here from South

Carolina is better than any of the others. They ship in both 32 and 36-box crates.

Mr. Fairbairn: For juicy fruits like ours I think the 36-box crate is too

heavy.

Mr. Carpenter: In transhipping the 32 and 36 are handled better. They
are enough for one man to lift and they do not throw them around.

The Chairman: It would be interesting to know the number of growers

who have been using the 24 and the 27 the past season.

The showing of hands indicated that the 27 is preferred.

Mr. Winslow: We use the two-fifths quart for raspberries, in Washington
they use the full pint. For strawberries we use the four-fifths and the Americans
use the full pint.

You may be interested in knowing that the veneer crate is gradually dis-

placing the sawn crate. The veneer crate is carrying in excellent shape.

E. D. Smith: I want to call attention to the loading of crates in car load

shipments. If the production of strawberries and raspberries is going to increase

they will have to be shipped in car load lots. The handling of the 24-basket crate

is a very great disadvantage. It is impossible to get a good firm load, you can
load better with a crate that sets solidlv.

ECONOMY CRATES FOR APPLES.
i

J. W. Clark, Cainsville.

I have been using this crate during the past season, and I believe it is the

first time it has been used in Ontario. They possibly would not have been used
this year were it not for the condition of the crop. The old form of putting apples

in barrels and marking them No. 3 has had the effect of putting down the price.
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I believe this package has been used in British Columbia. This year I put up

over a thousand of these packages, and I have made some improvement on the first

lot that was shipped to us from the makers. I went to Brantford and had them

cut out a crate similar to the one I have here. This crate only costs us a half

cent more than the crates we received from Toronto, and it is much better. The
crate we received first had no cleats on the top. It had only one hand hold and

that was on the top side of the box, so that when we faced our boxes for shipment

there was no hand hold to turn them over and the buyer would only open the tail

end because the hand hold was there. I had the new boxes made with two hand
holds. The cleat on the end is a great improvement. With the cleat on the top

the ends have a chance to bulge and the weight is taken off the apples. The first

boxes we received had three pieces and the apples would get against the edges and

become cut.

Q.—Do you face all the apples?

A.—No, only the first tier. We are considering this crate from three stand-

points, the producer, the consumer and the dealer. From the producer's standpoint

I consider it the coming package ; in the first place Ave like to get the boxes on hand

early in the season so as to be sure that we will have sufficient. You can put about

nine of these crates in the same space that a barrel would occupy. They are

easier to handle, a man can carry three of these in each hand, that would be equal

to two barrels. You can put more on a wagon. If you have them out in the

orchard and it comes on a rain you will not have barrel heads bursting on you.

You can stack a number of these together and it will only take little material to

cover them from the rain. Then again, they admit air to the apples. If apples

are kept in a close package we know that the ink spots will increase in size.

Q.—What is the cubic capacity of that box, and the weight when filled with

apples ?

A.—Filled they average 45 lbs.

Q.—Will it hold a bushel?

A.—It won't hold quite a bushel, although it is called a bushel. It' holds

2,213 cubic inches, 13 more cubic inches than the standard apple box. It is

10 x 12 x 18 inside.

Q.—What is the object of changing it from the regular apple box size?

A.—It is a better shape and loads in the cars very neatly. Twenty boxes will

go in a row and not leave very much space. I never saw more than two inches of

space at the ends. You can put them four tier high and get 560 boxes in a car.

A barrel costs from 40 to 47 cts. each and these only cost 11 or 12c. and that makes,

them much cheaper than the barrel. There are some disadvantages to this crate.

I do not think they will stand as much rough handling. I shipped 20 of these

crates to Winnipeg, and I received word that they arrived in good shape. I

shipped to Toronto and received word that they arrived in first-class condition.

They will not roll around like a barrel, but it takes one more man to put up a

quantity of apples in these crates than it does in barrels; the same gang that

would pack 50 barrels per day would put up 150 of these crates in a day with the

assistance of one extra man.
P. J. Carey: Where would you draw the line in crating?

Mr. Clark: There are a number I would mark) No. 1 in these crates. The

apples that we shipped this year were marked xxx and xx, of course they were

apples that would have gone in No. 3 barrels.

Q.—What do the x's mean?
A.—They mean the grade, that is all.
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Q.—Would the introduction of this box defeat the object of the Fruit Marks

Act?

A.—No, I don't think so. We have many farmers who grow apples who are

not experienced packers, and they do not know how to put up No. 1 and No. 2

apples, and often good apples are allowed to go to waste when they might be

marketed at a fair price. This is an open package because you can see all

around it.

Q.—Why mark them xxx?

A.—Well, I had to put something on.

Q.—If you were shipping one's or two's would you wrap them?

A.—The labor in Ontario is too scarce to wrap them, there might be in-

dividuals who could practice that. If I had very choice dessert apples I would

wrap them. There is no question but that fall apples would be better in a crate

like this than in a box.

Q.—Why not mark them A, B, and C ?

A.—What difference does it make. I do not think there is one man out of

ten thousand that knows what xxx means.

Q.—Some are still using xxx for No. 1 apples?

A.—Three x's do not represent No. 1. The question is, is this a good package

for putting up apples?

Mr. Dewar: I cannot see when the Government has a standard box why
some person should jump in and get up another box. If I understand it that box

is just got up for the purpose of escaping the Act. It is just the same as with

the basket. We had a standard basket, and then somebody got the. deep 11, and

then somebody else got the shallow 11, and we got to where we were eight years

Mr. Clark: The standard box is too expensive and it is a closed package.

Mr. Dewar : You are trying to avoid the Act.

Father Leopold: Do the inspectors consider that an open package? That
rests with the Commissioner.

Mr. Clark : That is the question. Is it an open package ? We want to have

that discussed. I consider it is an open package because the consumer can see all

around, there is no chance for deception. Can we put up apples in this box so

that they will keep better than when in barrels? We know that we can supply

the consumer with a cheaper apple in this kind of a box.

Q.—Why grow scabby apples?

A.—I do not know what section you come from, but I would like to see any
orchard that was absolutely free from scab.

t

Mr. Depew : You know where I come from and we had no scab.

Mr. Clark: You are an exceptional man. I know that in our section the

apples were affected more or less. In the large cities the customers cannot buy a

barrel; they have not enough money. Take the ordinary housewife going down
town to buy some apples. The dealer might say, " I can sell you a barrel a great

deal more cheaply than by the peck." The customer may live on a top flat where
it is hard to get a barrel, but one of these boxes can be carried up with ease. If

they buy a barrel they have only one kind, and they can buy three different kinds

in three boxes for the same money.

Mr. Horne: Are we to understand that they will be shipped the same way
as shipping baskets?

A.—Yes. This crate can be used for a lower grade of apples. There is not

going-to be the same amount of spraying done next year as formerly on account of
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the low prices, and labor is going to be scarce, and this package will suit the

ordinary farmer.

J. F. Elliot : I think probably I ship as many apples as most of you. I ship

between ten and twenty thousand barrels a year. We have an Act to go by, and I

have been trying my best to live up to that Act. Now I do not think we should

try and go back on that Act and allow packers to put their apples in any kind of

a box. I cannot see why a standard box cannot be carried upstairs just as easily

as this crate.

Mr. Clark : The question is whether this box cannot be used for third grade.

Q.—You advocate that box for third grade only ?

A.—No; second and third grade.

Mr. Elliot : There is nothing against the box. Why not mark them No. 3 ?

A.—We are not trying to put them off as No. 1.

W. H. Bunting: Some people seem to think this box will supercede the

regular apple box. I have handled a few apples in boxes and my contention has-

always been that the apple box as we have it should not be used for inferior fruit,

but should be used only for first-class fruit. Mr. Clark has here a package that

he says will be easy to use. If he would advocate it only for second and third grade

apples I think it might be useful; and I think perhaps his contention is well

founded that we need a package of that kind for the class of fruit we are discussing

this afternoon. The boxes should be marked No. 3.

A Member: It should be the same size as the ordinary apple box and then

you would have three boxes to the barrel.

The Chairman: This box is 10 x 12>< x 18.

Mr. Dempsey : Ninety per cent, of the apples that grow in Ontario wilt when
exposed to the' air; how are you going to overcome that?

Mr. Clark : It will have that* disadvantage. But they won't wilt, in a reason-

able time. The same apples would be far better exposed to the air than shut up
in a barrel.

Mr. Dempsey : Put a Eusset in that box and it will wilt in two weeks so that

it won't be fit to use.

The Chairman : Many of us have thought for a good many years that it is

folly when apples won't pack about half No. 1 and No. 2 to waste valuable time

putting them up in No. 1 and No. 2 and make an inferior grade. This year on

account of the scab and ink spot apples put in these boxes would be satisfactory.

The edges should be rounded so that the apples won't get cut.

Mr. Clark: With this box we can merely face one end and then dump the

apples in and use a racker. I have a racker that is felt lined.

Q.—Do you leave the pad on?

A.—We did leave a few with the pad on. They should be put up fairly tight.

For varieties that wilt a paper could be wrapped around the box. We have not

had a single complaint from anyone who has got these boxes.

Q.—If you put a paper around the box they would have to tear it to see the

apples and that would make it a noor looking package.

A. W. Peart: I -rather sympathize with Mr. Clark in his desire to produce

a crate for some kind of apples. I would oppose having it a different size from

the standard box. It would be very unsatisfactory to ship a car load of apples if

the boxes were of different sizes. I would welcome some form for packing the

No. 3 apples outside of the barrel. This last year I have used a bushel hamper.

They are covered with a round loose cover. I am told by the commission men of
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Montreal that that hamper is sold to a great many people. It is called the House-

wife's Package. I consider this package of Mr. Clark's an open package, the same

as a raspberry crate. I would brand it if I saw fit, or leave the brand off. I do

not think the fruit grower should be legislated against too much, and that is one

reason why I am backing up Mr. Clark's package, but I think it should be limited

to No. 3 grade.

Me. Winslow : We have been using crates in British Columbia for four years

for apples. About one-third of our crop was put up in crates this year. We had

eight or nine different sizes, some menj put their names on the crates and others

did not. We have a very interesting situation out there just now in the matter of

these crates. It has far more slants on it than you think. There is no doubt it

has come to stay. We save about 12c. on each box. I feel very much that the

crate should not be the same size as the apple box; so as to give the No. 1 grade

that much distinction. No. 1 needs a good deal of protection, and it must have

some distinction. As Mr. Bunting has said, if you make the crate the same size

as the apple box you are imitating the apple box to a certain extent.

Q.—Do you brand them out there?

Mr. Winslow: That is a matter of choice. The inside edges of the slats

are bull nosed and there is less cutting of the apples.

Q.—Did you have any complaint of wilting?

Mr. Winslow: No. Of course we have doubted as to whether these crates

would do for winter apples. There are no crates of apples left in British Columbia

at the present time. In the whole of the Western provinces there are only 13,000

crates of apples left in cold storage. The apples are put in crates with the in-

tention that they will get into consumption before Christmas. We put a car load

of apples in Toronto and they seemed to be very much appreciated. Our crates

cost about the same as the apple box when you get four pieces across the top and

bottom and three pieces on each side. The increased number of nails increases

the cost. Some brand the boxes and others do not. Some have a grade trade

mark. No one puts their name on. The crate is bound to come ; we feel it has an

advantage over the box. I do not say that it is possible to standardize the crates.

When everybody begins to experiment with these boxes you have the real thingr.

BASKETS.

i
F. M. Clement, Vineland Station.

I am asked to say a few words on two subjects—this afternoon on " Baskets,"

and to-morrow afternoon on the " Grading of Basket Fruits." The subjects are

timely and logical; more particularly so because at this time we are discussing

markets, marketing and co-operation, and the basis of a good pack for any co-

operative society is a uniform pack, uniformly packed with uniform grades. It

must be remembered that the basket as we use it to-day4is not the product of a day
or a year, but has been evolved from home-made boxes, baskets of various sizes

and shapes, boxes and other containers that at various times have been used for

delivering fruits to the markets. It must be remembered also that the basket is a

temporary container being used only for delivery and then discarded or destroyed.

The consumer pays for the container with each basket of fruit that he buys. The
factor of cost in the basket is essentially then an important one.
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Because of the demand for a basket at a low price the tendency has been some-

what to make a cheap basket—cheap material, cheap manufacture, cheap basket.

The leading growers, however, demand a good quality basket. The veneer may
vary in thickness. Veneer of good quality cut in not more than sixteen to the

inch for six quart baskets and not more than fourteen to the inch for eleven quart

baskets, makes a fairly substantial package. Material of hard wood of excellent

quality may be cut a little thinner; the handles for six quarts should be cut not

more than eight to the inch and for eleven quarts not more than seven to the inch.

The bands must be strong, of good material and all parts must be well nailed. I

shall be pleased to have the opinion of manufacturers on these standards.

At present the sizes of the so-called " six " and " eleven quart " baskets are

fixed by law, but it is very difficult to find baskets that are constructed exactly

according to the standards. Baskets manufactured by various companies vary so

much that much inconvenience is caused in uniform packing, finding covers to fit

and loading in the car. It is suggested that when once the size for quantity and

the dimensions are fixed by law, the blocks be supplied to the manufacturer by

the Government to insure uniformity of manufacture. This is the basis of the

packs to be discussed under " Grading of Basket, Fruits " to-morrow.

I have mentioned something of the quality of the material to be put in the

basket. The quantity the baskets should hold and the shape the baskets shall take

are also important. Two sizes of baskets for quantity seem to be very well re-

cognized by all growers, that is, those baskets that are now known as " six " and

ordinary " eleven quart." The former is generally accepted, as it now stands for

all small fruits including grapes and fancy peaches. With certain requirements

of quality in - manufacture no change seems advisable. The latter basket, that is,

the package that is now known as the eleven quart, has come in for a great deal of

.criticism. It is claimed that it is too low to take three rows of No. 1 peaches

layered, and that with the variation between the size of the bottomland the top

fixed by law, it is impossible to pack three layers of uniform size. The smaller

peaches must be, of necessity, placed in the bottom if a uniform pack is to be main-

tained. The law does not permit this, consequently it seems necessary to modify

the package or the law. The quantity it holds seems quite satisfactory to both

grower and consumer. It is also a very convenient package to handle.

The present law states that a basket shall be a certain length at the top and

at the bottom, the difference being two inches. At the same time the law states

the baskets shall be a certain width at top and at the bottom, the difference being

iy8 inches. This permits of much more flare at the ends than at the sides. Why
this difference ? The strength of the basket is somewhat weakened by the increased

slope of the ends which there is apparently no necessity for. It is also this in-

creased length of top over bottom that makes uniform packing most difficult.

Some flare is necessary in the basket because of conditions of manufacture and

the advisability of "nesting" for shipment and storage.

For packing the fruit the more perpendicular the side the easier and more
uniformly the fruit can be packed. The difference in width between top and

bottom also permits of air circulations between the baskets so essential in long

distance refrigerator shipments. The minimum flare for manufacture is, how-

ever, sufficient for a maximum of ventilation in the car.

Generally speaking we are agreed on the more perpendicular side, but the point

that seems to be more difficult of decision is how high the basket should be. Keep-

ing in mind the fact that this basket is also used for cherries and plums that are

somewhat soft sometimes, it seems necessary then to make the height the maximum
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that will get three layers of No. 1 peaches. The whole situation, then, evolves

itself into one of size of No. 1 peaches, and then the minimum height that will

accommodate three layers of peaches of this size. The present Government

standard for the eleven quart is 5% inches deep perpendicular. I am highly in

favor of increasing the height of this package one-quarter inch. This will raise

the standards of No. l's. This basket will accommodate three layers of No. 1

peaches and at the same time not make it too deep for the softer fruits. The
questions of systems of packing might also be discussed here but I am leaving that

for to-morrow.

There is, at present, in use quite largely also a basket known locally as the

nine-quart. This is made with the same size of bottom as the common eleven-

quart, but the height is the same as that of the six quart. This basket will take

two layers of fancy fruit. By law this basket must be stamped with the number
of quarts it contains when full before it is a legal package. This package might

also be standardized for certain grades of fruit. It takes two layers of fancy

peaches exactly. At the same time if this is standardized it should be made a

special package for a certain grade of fruit and be protected from the poorer

grades.

One other package that was used somewhat this year is the American bushel,

which holds forty-five pounds net of fruit or three eleven-quart baskets. The
place of this package is difficult to establish. A certain trade will undoubtedly

take a large quantity of fruit for canning purposes in this package. At the same
time it tends to lessen a great deal the price of the grower. The price is already

at a minimum, and if there is any danger of this package cutting into the basket

trade, I would not favor it at all.

W. H. Bunting : Mr. Clement has very carefully avoided giving us his mature

judgment. This question of the basket has been a perennial one for a good many
years. I think perhaps we are getting closer to a solution than ever before. There

are two reasons why the reduction in the flare on the basket has been suggested by

Mr. Clement; one is that it will be much easier to pack the same quantity of fruit

in the bottom tier as we do in the top, and the fruit will be more uniform in size

from top to bottom. Labor in connection with the making of baskets is getting

scarce, and it will be necessary to make more baskets by machinery and it is not

only difficult but almost impossible to make baskets with a flare by machinery.

The present flare on the ends of the eleven-quart basket is two inches; sideways it

is one-eighth. It has been suggested that that should be made as near uniform
as possible and as small as practicable. There is one reason why the flare cannot

be entirely eliminated, and that is that the baskets will not nest if they are made
perpendicular. There must be sufficient flare to allow them to nest. If the flare

is reduced it will decrease the capacity of the basket and it has been proposed to

increase the depth, it is thought possible that a quarter of an inch will be sufficient.

The Government standard calls for a depth of 5% inches. If the flare is reduced

and the depth increased to six inches inside measurement it is believed that will ac-

complish both results. If the basket is six inches in depth it will contain three layers

of peaches. Of course these baskets are used for other fruits, the same difficulty does

not apply to plums, but it does apply to apples and pears and tomatoes. At the

present time it is somewhat difficult to get three layers of really good number one

fruit in an eleven-quart basket. It is thought that if it was made six inches deep

it would help out in making it easier to pack three layers of good fruit in an
eleven-quart basket. Mr. Clement has referred to the nine-quart basket. There
is a feeling that the nine-quart basket should not be used. It is felt that a good

3 F.G.
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many consumers are deceived by that basket, they think they are purchasing a full

eleven-quart basket. I think that criticism is not well taken it the present re-

striction of the Fruit Marks Act is complied with. I do not think the nine-quart

basket should be used unless it is so marked.

Q.—The ordinary consumer does not know the proper size of the basket?

A.—Then I would say so much the worse for the consumer. The grower

should not be expected to provide for the ignorance of the consumer.

There is not very much controversy as to the six-quart basket. Nevertheless

after measuring a number of six-quart baskets that were used in the Niagara

District the past season, we do not find one of them that actually comply with the

Government standard. While the capacity was practically the same the actual

measurement varied considerably. For that reason there is a good deal of trouble

in getting covers that will interchange. It is absolutely necessary that some

standard should be arrived at and the same form used by every manufacturer.

Mr. Macoun : We pack a quantity of our apples; in the eleven-quart basket

;

in fact all our apples are packed in the eleven-quart basket, and it would be much
more convenient for us ff the baskets were deeper because as a rule we can only

put two rows of apples in the basket. You will notice the basket of Elmer Lick

apples on the table. Although it is only a medium size apple the last row of

apples comes above the top of the basket. In a great many of our apples we can

only put two rows and then it does not look full. I think a deeper basket would

be better.

Mr. Sheppard
; We should get the size of a basket brought to a climax. We

have in our district six different six-quart baskets, each one of them a different size

and shape and it is almost impossible to load them properly in a car. Some makers

make the baskets as thin as possible, and some of them make them a little smaller.

I think they should all be the same size. I think the cover for the basket should

be made on the same form so that they will all be alike. I think we should secure

legislation regulating the thickness of the veneer from which the baskets and

covers and handles are made. It would be a very great advantage if we could

have all baskets made from the one form. As far as we are concerned we are

perfectly satisfied with the six-quart basket. I think it is all right to use the

nine-quart basket so long as the stamp is put on it. I think we cannot do much

better than leave the eleven-quart basket alone. (Applause.)

D. Johnson, Fruit Commissioner, Dominion of Canada: I would suggest

that you appoint a committee of growers and manufacturers who should get

together and try and solve this problem which is before you at the present time.

This matter of baskets had been brought to my attention on various occasions, and

if it had not been for the war we would have had it adjusted before now. I

brought the matter to the attention of the Minister of Agriculture before the last

Session, and he assured me that he would be glad to bring the matter before

Parliament, but owing to the war it would be impossible to clo so. I also brought

the question before him a few days ago an.cl he told me that it would be impossible

to secure legislation with regard to fruit at this session. It appears that the Gov-

ernment have agreed with the Opposition that they will bring before the House

no legislation outside of the war. and if they open the door for one matter it

would be open for other matters. However, we should have these things in shape

when the proper time comes. We believe the war will be over before very long,

and even if it is not over I seexno reason why educational steps should not be

taken in these matters. This is one of the most contentious matters that we have

to deal with. Every fruit grower has his own idea as to how* a basket should be
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made, the result is that some of the baskets are simply useless, the veneer is so

thin that they will not hold up in transit. I strongly support the suggestion that

has' been made by Mr. Clement, who has investigated this matter, that we have

some legislation to control the thickness of the veneer, the thickness of the handle

and also the number of nails, because no matter how good the material if it is not

properly nailed it is useless. 1 would strongly urge the appointment of a com-

mittee because when this matter comes before Parliament I would like to know

your views.

Mr. Foster: I endorse what Mr. Johnson has said, I think we should

appoint a committee of growers and manufacturers and let them work the matter

out to a conclusion. I certainly would not confine it to the Niagara district.

Mr, Johnson : I would suggest that the President and Secretary select the

members of this committee, I feel that you will be perfectly safe in their hands;

because they know the members who are familiar with these matters. I would

also suggest that they report to this convention before the proceedings are con-

cluded. The committee should get to work as soon as possible and be endorsed by

the whole association. If we bring in legislation I want to be able to say that we

have the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association behind us.

Basket Committee.

The following committee was subsequently appointed by the Convention".

W. T. Glover, Burlington; W. Gardiner, St.. Catharines; B. Piott, Stoney

Creek; Keenen Woodenware Co., Owen Sound; Leamington Basket Co.; Gull
River Lumber Co. ; W. H. Bunting, St. Catharines ; W. F. W. Fisher, Burling-

ton; F. M. Clement, Vineland Station; Northern Veneer Co., Grimsby;
Hewson & Farrell, Grimsby; Merritt Bros., Grimsby; Orillia Basket Co.,

Orillia; Oakville Basket Cov Oakville; Forest Basket Co.; Arkona Basket
Co. (divers); A. E. Dewar, Fruitland; G. R. Hastings, Winona; P. J. Carey,

Toronto.

APPLES IN BOXES AND BARRELS.

C. W. Baxter, Fruit Branch, Ottawa.

Since the box as a commercial package for apples came into prominence a lew

years ago, the merits of both it and the barrel have been so often debated that
there is little that is new left to be said on the subject, especially with reference to

the barrel. The question has often been asked, " Which is the best package for

apples, the barrel or the box?" and I think a very good answer to this would be.

that there is no one best package, especially after our experience in marketing tin 1

crops of 1914 and 1915. I will try to condense a few details bearing on these

packages from the point of view of markets.

Apples have been marketed in boxes for a great many years. T shall never
forget my introduction to this package. It was in the fall of 190:3. The crop
that year turned out much larger than was estimated. The result was that the
barrel factories could not supply the increased demand and thousands of barrels
of apples were frozen in the orchards. After having received all the barrels I

contracted for I bought all the barrels I could, these costing all the way from sixtv

cents to one dollar each, and as a last resort bought two car loads of box shooks.
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The only method of packing which we knew at that time was what is now-

termed, " Faced and Filled." The face being placed in the box in the same
manner as in the barrel. No more time was used in packing in that way and no
more frills were put on than in packing in barrels. Consequently we did not

expect, nor did we receive, any more money for the boxes than we did for the

barrels.

But " Box Packing " and the marketing of apples in boxes have been making
history very rapidly during the last few years. It is not very long since our

instructors were teaching so many different styles of packs, that the average packer

in the east was so confused that he despaired of ever being able to pack apples in

boxes commercially. This, however, has been overcome, and we have to-day four

simple rules, which, if followed, will give us a perfect pack. In fact, experienced

packers tell us that nearly all the apples in Eastern Canada can be packed under

the three styles, " 3-2, 2-2 and 2-1." The methods to determine the style of packs

to be used have been simplified, and with good fruit, practice is the only other

thing necessary to turn out a box pack equal to the best.

We say " Box Packing " has been making history. Let us review this history

briefly. I think there is no doubt that we are indebted to the growers and packers

of California and the Pacific Coast States for the ^inauguration and perfecting of

the present methods. Necessity, no doubt, had much to do in bringing this about.

The growers in the Pacific Coast States having bought fruit land of high value

realized that because of their being situated so far distant from the large markets

of the East, and because of the heavy freight charges in placing their fruit on
these markets, they must put out a pack that would be superior to and different

from the eastern product in order to obtain their fair share of the trade.

The appearance of these neat packages of very fine looking fruit, and the

very high prices realized had a very stimulating effect on eastern growers and

packers.

It cannot be said that they were quick to adopt the box as a package for

apples or have they taken kindly to it yet, but I believe it was in a degree respon-

sible for the improvement in barrel packing and grading which we have seen. I

also believe that this has been largely responsible for bringing about apple packing

laws in the various states and the federal law of the United States. As the pro-

duction of apples on the Pacific Coast increased and the eastern product improved

in quality and packing, the average price realized for boxes in the eastern markets

was not so great. Wider markets were sought and large shipments were made to

the Prairies. Two or three years' experience in these markets has revealed the

fact that the demand for the higher grades, such as Extra Fancy, Fancy and No.

l's, wrapped and carefully packed, was very limited and that what the majority

of the consumers wanted was apples of good quality ; but they did not want to pay

for frills. The result was that a cheaper package was adopted and this season a

large portion of the Pacific crop was marketed in open crates. Whether this is a

desirable package or not will likely be discussed later, and it may be a question

of individual market requirements, but the point I have been trying to make is,

that our experience with apples in boxes properly handled, wrapped and packed,

indicates that the demand for these at remunerative prices to the grower has its

limitations. I am of the opinion that the future demand for apples in boxes in

the eastern markets will be determined largely by the improvements in the methods

of grading and packing in barrels. '

We ask what are the trade channels through which most of the boxed apples

have been sold in the markets, on both sides of the International Boundary from
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Saskatchewan and Minnesota east? They are the hotels, the fruit stores, the

fruit stands, apartment houses and private homes. The hotels, restaurants and

fruit stands use practically nine-tenths of the total. Why do they prefer to pay

a higher price for apples in boxes rather than in barrels? Taken in the order

named, some of the reasons may be, " that the hotels and restaurants prefer them

because the fruit is of uniform size and quality, if they want apples for baking or

pastry they can get them uniformly large, if for serving as fresh fruit, uniformly

medium or nearly medium size. Caterers have the individual cost of serving the

public figured out to a very fine point and uniformity in size helps them to carry

this out in practice. Fruit stores and fruit *stands prefer them because of the

uniform size, color and quality. The fact that the number of apples contained in

the package is marked on the outside is considered a decided advantage and aids

the dealer in determining whether the apples will be sold at five cents each, two for

five cents or three for ten cents. The profits on apples sold in this way range

from one hundred per cent, to three hundred per cent., seldom less than one

hundred. To increase the consumption of apples by handling greater quantities

at smaller profits is never considered. The proportion used by consumers in

apartment houses has been limited, in private homes very limited." Has the

Ontario and Eastern Canada apple grower been getting his share of this business ?

We find the answer in the large quantities of apples imported into Eastern Canada

annually. Does the Ontario and Eastern Canadian grower grow apples of sufficiently

high quality to warrant his going after this trade? 'The quality is unexcelled. Is

this trade worth catering to? I think it is; but if you intend to cater to this

class of trade you cannot afford to lose sight of the fact that the commercial

standard for apples in boxes has been placed at a very high point and unless this

standard is reached and maintained there is no advantage in packing in boxes.

The Inspection and Sale Act does not require a higher standard for apples in

boxes than it does in barrels, but the standard has been set higher, commercially.

Wrapping apples of low grades in paper and putting them in boxes, as some of our

eastern growers have done, will never gain this trade. The disappointment to the

purchaser is a detriment to the whole industry.

Now, I would not have you think that I do not favor the packing of apples in

boxes, far from it, for there is an established trade for these, limited though it

may be, and I think that every grower should be in a position to take advantage

of this should the opportunity offer.

Barrels.

The barrel we have had with us always in Eastern Canada. I think if eastern

apple growers were asked to choose one package only ninety-nine per cent, would

choose the barrel. Have we made any improvements in our methods of packing

and grading in barrels during the past few years? I think we have; but the

progress has been slow. Our apples are given the preference over our competitors

to the South of us in the European markets, and on reading the comments of our

competitors, as to the reason for this preference, we find that they give consider-

able credit to our legislation—the Inspection and Sales Act—and if we are to

maintain this preference we must improve our methods of packing and grading.

Fruit legislation and apple packing laws are live topics in the United States to-day.

Apples from the State of Maine have been forging to the front. Virginia, too,

has made progress, and during the past year New York State with her ten million

barrels, through her apple packing laws, has made rapid progress. In fact, we are
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told that the growers in that State were able to sell their apples in markets, where,

previous to last year they were debarred, because of the unreliable methods of

packing and grading. Now, there may not be any cause for alarm; but, as pro-

gressive apple growers, you cannot afford to lose sight of what your competitors

are doing, you must not only hold the markets you now have, but reach out for

wider markets.

In what way can we improve our methods of packing in barrels?

By improved methods of production, spraying, thinning, pruning, etc.

By more careful picking and handling of our apples.

By more careful packing and pressing. Over-pressing is one of our greatest

evils in barrel packing.

By more careful grading.

By having fewer low grades and when we have them to put them where they

belong, through the evaporator, the cider mill and the vinegar factory. We
surely have had our lesson this year in packing cider apples.

Those of us who have visited the prairie markets, especially those of Western

Saskatchewan and Alberta, will not have failed to notice the very small proportion

of apples offered for sale in barrels, in fact in many towns and some cities we
could< not find a single barrel of apples. In answer to enquiries as to why these

conditions obtained we were told that it was because of the past misdeeds of a few

eastern shippers who practised " Bootlegging " or " Stovepiping." Not being

satisfied with this answer we made further enquiries and concluded that the reason

was largely a question of freight rates.

I am doubtful whether we in the east fully appreciate the value of careful

handling. I investigated a case of a violation of the Inspection and Sales Act

recently, and found that the apples (Spies) which were reported in violation had

been harvested early in October, picked in pails, poured on the floor of the drive

house, placed on the sorting table and packed. The result was one-third waste.

In conclusion I would say that the question of packages for apples, like that

of all other fruits, is largely a question of markets, and I think every grower

should, as far as possible, be in a position to avail himself of any advantage in

marketing, by being prepared to pack his fruit in any legal package which that

market demands.

Mr. Maycock: The apple question is one in which the western men are very

much interested, particularly the package. There seems to be a difference of

opinion as to the packing, and what package to use. So far as my experience

goes, and it has been for a period of over twenty years, I find that the barrel still

takes precedence. I will modify that by saying up to a certain period, for the fall

business the barrel is preferred ; but for the business after the first of the year we
get a larger demand for boxes than barrels. There is a reason for that, there is

less shrinkage in the box apples than the barrels after the first of the year. We
found during the year that a number of Ontario packers were packing in a crate,

and some of them went so far as to stencil the crates xxx. I think there should be

a thorough understanding at this meeting as to what you are going to do. If you

want to pack apples in open crates as No. 3 then do so ; but do not also put them

in barrels, because if you do you will make a conflict. If you want a No. 3 apple

on the market put them all up in the same way ; do not put half of them in barrels

and half in boxes. I want to tell you right here that you will have to pack a great

deal better apples as No. 3 if you are going to compete in the western market:

because the Washington No. 3 is equal to a lot of your No. 1, bear that in mind,

both in color and quality.
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NEW VARIETIES OF APPLES FROM OTTAWA.

W. T. Macoun. Dominion Horticulturist, Ottawa.

I would like to call attention to a few apples that are before you on the table.

As many of you know we are trying at Ottawa to originate apples that will be

second to none in the world. The Fameuse and the Mcintosh apples, which or-

iginated in Canada, are the finest dessert apples in the world. We see no reason

why we should not have other dessert apples, covering every season in the year,

that will be just as good as the Fameuse and the Mcintosh, apples that will be

good keepers and suited to every section of Canada. That is one of the things

that we are working for. We expect to be dead before some of these apples are

grown by fruit growers in Canada, but we are working away in the hope that some

day in Canada we will have these apples grown. We want to take the place of

most of the market apples that are grown to-day, because I think you will admit

that we have not a market apple that is perfect. I want particularly to draw your

attention to this apple which is a seedling of the Northern Spy. The Northern

Spy is not hardy at Ottawa. We had the Northern Spy top grafted and saved the

seed, and we got a very large proportion of apples of good quality, and one of the

very best of these is the Elmer, named after your President. I.hope all of you

who are interested in the consumption of apples will taste one of these excellent

apples.

It has been remarkable the large proportion of good apples we have secured.

We have over 1,200 new varieties. Of these there have been less than 4 per cent,

of crab apples. There has been more than 80 per cent, of apples of marketable

size. We have over 100 varieties now out of that 1,200 that we consider so promis-

ing that we believe they will be useful in some part of Canada. We are not boom-

ing them at all, but we want to draw your attention to what we are trying to do.

We expect some day that some of these apples will find their way on the market.

I want to draw your attention to this seedling of the Mcintosh. This

apple called the Donald. I am not going to say it was called after the Fruit

Commissioner, because it was named before he was appointed ; but it is one of the

most productive seedlings we have, and I think it will be very valuable in cold

parts of Canada. It is early to mid-winter keeper, and the Elmer is a late keeping

apple.

Q.—Are they freer from the scab than the Spy?
A.—We are so little troubled with the scab in our orchard that I cannot say.

We have been spraying for twenty-three years and we have very little trouble.

Here is a crab apple that I called the Rondo. I believe there will be good money
in growing them for Christmas decorations. It has a very strong stem and a

bright color.

I just wanted to call your attention to these new varieties and to particularly

call your attention to the Elmer apple.
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WHY ARE NOT MORE SWEET CHERRIES GROWN?

S. H. RlTTENHOUSE, JORDAN STATION.

I do not propose to answer the question, but I may be able to tell you some-

thing about the difficulty we have in growing sweet cherries. The reason there

are not more sweet cherries grown is because of the difficulties attending the pro-

duction of fine sweet cherries. The first difficulty that we meet with is the

transplanting of the sweet cherry from the nursery row to the orchard. I need

not tell you that is a very difficult matter. It has almost an entire absence of

fibrous roots and these roots are very necessary in order to get a catch when
transplanting. The next difficulty is that it is very partial to the kind of soil in

which it will succeed. The acreage in the Niagara district is very small in which

the sweet cherry will thrive. The next difficulty is the time it takes to come into

profitable bearing. The next is insect pests and fungus diseases. The cherry is

no worse than many other fruits. Another difficulty is the limited market. If

it was as largely grown as some of our other fruits the market would be completely

swamped.

In reference to diseases the very worst is the brown rot. We may do every-

thing possible and bring the crop to the day it is ready to be picked, and then lose

the crop in twenty-four hours through weather conditions that we have not yet

learned to combat. The sweet cherry requires a well drained soil, fairly deep. It

has been said that sweet cherries will thrive on any soil that peaches will do well

on, but I do not agree with that. I think I can count on the fingers of my left

hand the successful sweet cherry orchards in the Niagara district. Unless you

can plant early in the spring you might just as well not plant at all. We have

tried fall planting and have succeeded to some extent.

Mb. Patterson: Won't sweet cherries do on the same soil that peaches will?

A.—I would not like to say that. It is necessary that you select a location

that is very late. The sweet cherry is the first tree to bloom after the apricot, and

for that reason you will suffer from late frosts. Our orchard is located right on

the bank of the lake and has good drainage and that helps in avoiding late frosts.

WHAT PROSPECTS HAVE THE TENDER FRUIT GROWERS FOR DIS-

POSING OF MORE OF THEIR LOW GRADE FRUIT IN THE
FORM OF BY-PRODUCTS?

P. E. CULVERHOUSE. VlNELAND STATION.

This convention affords me a splendid opportunity for discussing an im-

portant part of my work as carried on at the Horticultural Experiment Station,

Vineland. Though my appointment as investigator in by-products dates back

only six months I have formed some ideas which will be presented to you. Your
criticism will be of great help to me as you only can give me the growers' point

of view.

The question is asked :
" What prospects have the tender fruit growers for

disposing of more of their low grade fruit in the form of by-products?

Grapes: In the past grapes have gone partly to market and partly to the

Wine-maker. Both outlets took all kinds and classes of the fruit. The wine-
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maker, however, used mostly the Concord. In 1915 grapes for wine-making were

reduced by two-thirds. Legislation and popular opinion is strongly reducing the

amount of alcoholic beverages manufactured. The making of unfermented grape

juice looks like the industry of the future. This industry will take only the best

Concords. Therefore, we may classify grape production of the future in the

following manner:

(1) Eed varieties—Niagaras, Wordens, some Concords and other varieties

grown for market.

(2) Best Concords for grape juice.

(3) Culls of all varieties for jelly making.

This third class of grape is the only one of low grade nature. By removing it

from the other two classes, Ontario grapes and Ontario grape juice will become

more popular. The jelly and jam making business of Ontario is growing. Grape

growers will be able to dispose of more and more of their small bunches of un-

evenly ripened fruit.

Peaches : Low grade peaches consist of

:

(1) Undersized fruit.

(2) Overripe fruit of all sizes.

(3) Split peaches.

(4) Windfalls.

(5) Peaches with gum spots.

(6) Scabby peaches.

The most promising way to dispose of these peaches is to stop producing them.

Seriously, no grower can afford to stop improving his organization for producing

and handling his crop. Granted, however, the greatest efficiency some of these

low grade fruits are bound to appear.

Undersized, split and scabby peaches if not too ripe may be used in the canning

factory for pie peaches. For this purpose they are sliced and canned in water.

This product is cheap, but should dispose of a great deal of our peaches.

Overripe and gummy peaches and windfalls should be used for jam making.

Peach jam is not very popular. It is not advertised sufficiently to be known by the

public. We made some at Vineland this year, however, which was very good.

Fairly large quantities were made in commercial jam factories. The question

might well be asked :
" Why could not a large quantity of peach jam be sold for

army purposes?" It could be prepared cheaply, is very healthful, and anyone

who tastes well made peach jam will agree that it is a splendid product.

The idea of evaporating our peaches is promising. If such an industry were

established here many undersized peaches could very likely be used.

In this connection it may be pointed out that local canning factories and

evaporators if run properly and successfully will not only accept much low grade

fruit but will prevent much of the waste due to overripeness. Because factories

are nearby the grower can dispose of greater quantities with less labor. Therefore,

there will be less spoilage.
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J. ii. Hastings, VviJsoiNA.

i do not believe it is necessary for me to spend any time reviewing the situa-

tion as ii exists. We have been told " united we stand, divided we iall." The
fruit crop of the United states is handled in a co-operative way, ana in that

country tiiey have gone beyond the local organization and have eataonslied state

organisations, and at a meeting held at Chicago they propose going still further

and organizing a national association to take in all the state organizations. It

would look as though the people of the United States had found the co-operative

plan to be the best one for their purposes, and i believe sooner or later this

Dominion will see it in the same light. L don't know to what extent co-operation

has been successfully used in Canada. Motives for co-operation have not always

been identical. Instances have been found where the motive has been selfish. We
have other instances where the desire has been to better conditions, and we have

many other instances of where no other mode of doing business has been used.

In some new industries men saw from the very beginning that co-operative methods

were the best to employ. I believe as a general thing co-operation has been the

result of adverse conditions; it has been the child of adversity. We know that

competition in many lines of business has been so keen and so ruinous in its methods

as to threaten financial destruction. The men interested have begun to think

mighty hard, and there have been meetings held with the result that the various

interests have amalgamated or co-operated. These men have decided to quit

cutting each others' throats.

Before we can intelligently discuss amalgamation in the Niagara district we
must first of all see what the conditions are at present. We have with us the

pessimist and the optimist. The optimist thinks the fruit industry is in a fine

condition, he sees everything in a rosy light, I sometimes doubt whether these

men are sincere, whether there is not some method in their madness. The
pessimist will tell you that the whole bottom is dropping out of the fruit industry.

Some men might believe the pessimist when he gets up and says that between

Hamilton and Niagara there are several- hundred thousand acres of land in the

market. I am not saying that there are many fruit farms in that district for sale

but that is what the pessimist says. I believe the middle course is the proper one

to take. I believe it is absolutely necessary that something should be done to bring

relief to the fruit growers and place the fruit industry on a more safe and satis-

factory basis than it is at the present time. This brings us pretty close to the

subject we are now discussing, amalgamation. I am going to use the word co-

operation. I do not know any reason why the district this side of the lake cannot

be considered at the same time. The first question that we will ask is: Is it

admitted that the fruit industry is not in a satisfactory condition, and is co-opera-

tion the only remedy? Can co-operation be put in successful operation in the.

district? And, what may we reasonably expect it to do for the individual grower?

We have in the district at the present time a number of co-operative associations.

Some of them have not been very successful, but through no fault of the co-opera-

tive system. Some have been successful to a small degree only. One, I believe,

has given very satisfactory results to its members. I attended a meeting at

Grimsby a short time ago at which the question of co-operation for that district

was discussed. One gentleman present on being asked if he would become a
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member of the organization became uneasy. I tlikik he turned a trifle pale. In

the most emphatic manner possible he let it be known that he and his associates

did not propose to take any steps that might offer the slightest chance of placing

their present relations in jeopardy. The individual referred to was quite a public

man and also a member of a small co-operative association having its headquarters

in that locality. It would appear that the members of that organization are well

satisfied with the results. I am told that the observant man does not have to be

told the men who are members of that association; they can be picked out anywhere.

The average fruit man has a very hungry look and an uneasy expression. They

tell me that when the co-operator has his fruit ready for the market he knows

where it is going and goes on his way rejoicing. That is wrhat cooperation on a

small scale has done. We might ask " If co-operation on a very limited scale and

under the most adverse conditions will bring such satisfaction to its members, if

all these adverse conditions were eliminated would not we have still better results ?
n

There is no reason why it should not be done. I do not believe that there is a man
who has given the matter the slightest consideration who will deny that better

results, financially and otherwise, will come from co-operation. I do not believe

that money is the only thing to be considered. I believe that co-operation will

give us something that cannot be measured in dollars. The man who cannot

average up all the results that come from co-operation will never make a success of

it, he will be constantly tempted by the extra five cents or one cent per basket that

some interest antagonistic to co-operation will dangle before him. This kind of a

man should never be asked to enlist.

You might ask what claims do I make for co-operation? When I speak of

a co-operative company I have in mind a properly organized and well managed co-

operation having the loyal and steadfast support of its members and controlling a

sufficient percentage of the fruit in the district to enable them to employ the most

efficient methods in management.

The first claim I will make for successful co-operation is:

1. It will relieve the fruit grower of the task of marketing his fruit and

enable him to give more attention to details, which he is better qualified to

attend to.

2. It will give him the highest price, that under all the circumstances he is

entitled to receive. It is not going to give him the highest price he might get.

3. It will furnish him with supplies of practically all kinds at lower prices

than he could otherwise get. It will render less irksome some of the tasks he has

to perform. It will make him more satisfied and contented and consequently a

better citizen and a more useful member of society. I will not claim it will take

him to heaven, but it will go a long ways towards keeping him out of the other

place. Order is one of the first laws of heaven. A man who becomes a good co-

operator obtains order. I said he wTould become a more satisfied man and there is

no question about that. If co-operation will do no more than market his fruit

for him and give him as much money as the other man gets, then it has done a

great deal to make him a satisfied and contented man. There is no- reason under

heaven why the fruit industry should not be a 'profitable and pleasant one. We
have men in the fruit business as we have in every other walk in life who rise far

above their fellows. These men market their own fruit and get probably as high a

price as does the member of the co-operative association. There is no reason why
co-operation should not aid the orehardist in the selection of his land and guide

him as to the best varieties of fruit to plant. Hero is one of the little things that

co-operation might do along with a number of otbers: A well ordered co-opera-
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tiou would have a qualified man whose duties it would be to give advice and

guidance in all matters of planting, pruning, spraying, packing and so forth. I

do not want to convey the idea that it will act as a sort of wet nurse for the

fruit grower; it wont do that.

Is it possible to put some organization in operation in the Niagara Peninsula ?

It is in my idea entirely possible. The western end offers an ideal field for such

a venture. No attempt should be made until every detail has been put in perfect

shape and the whole organization made ready for the work. For the present I

would not suggest an organization to take in the whole of the Niagara Peninsula.

I would confine my consideration to that portion from Jordan to a point east of

Hamilton.

x
There are other interests that have to be considered besides the fruit grower.

What about the dealer and commission man? And the managers of the companies

already in existence. We have some excellent men in the fruit business, men who
could afford to do without us a great deal better than we could afford to do without

them. It would be absolutely necessary to have the assistance of these men. The
relation between the fruit grower and the commission man would be slightly

altered. All of the dealers who are also fruit growers would be invited to become

members. Some of the dealers would be asked to maintain their present con-

nection as distributors. I can imagine the smile that will spread over the faces of

some of our dealers at being asked to maintain their present position. I think

arrangements can be made between dealers and co-operators that will be satisfactory

to both sides. A few good men will be required to fill certain positions for which

some of the present managers of co-operative associations are well qualified. I

believe that when the organization gets well under way the different interests will

find their proper places. One of the reasons given for lack of co-operation is that

fruit dealers are too suspicious of one another; personally I do not take any stock

in that argument. I believe that nearly all the best fruit growers will become

members of this organization if they can be satisfied that it will be well managed
and their interest properly taken care of. One of the large dealers, who is also a

large grower, said to me that co-operation could not be put into effect on account

of the perishable nature of the product to be disposed of. I think that is 'one

reason why co-operation with its efficiency should be called into being. I believe

lack of distribution is one of our principal troubles. A large distributor knows

the points he is supplying and he knows the, dealers at these points, but none of

them know the points that are overlooked and not supplied with fruit. There

must be something more put into force than the scattering all over the country

of a lot of price lists to the amusement of the dealers. A company acting in close

co-operation would note every point, not only in Canada, but elsewhere, where

there was a market for fruit, and certain points that are not now taking fruit, it

would be up to this organization to sell them fruit.

How are dealers to get their supplies? They will get them from the co-

operative company; it will simply be a question of putting in an order. I think

a board of ten or twelve men could be selected who would be capable of managing
the organization, and they could select three men to act as an executive committee

and these three men could pick out from the brains of the whole district a capable

manager who could properly administer the affairs of the association. Two plans

were discussed at the Grimsby meeting. One was fashioned somewhat after the

plan of the California Fruit Exchange, but I am opposed to that plan for more

reasons than one. Sixty to seventy-five per cent, of the business west of Vineland

is done by express, and for that reason a central selling agency would not be

successful.
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THE ADVERTISING OP OUR TENDER FRUITS.

W. II. Bunting, St. Catharines.

Many will remember the remarkable success which attended the publicity

campaign carried on by the Department of Trade and Commerce of the Dominion

in the fall of 1914, when disaster threatened the apple growers of the Province,

owing to the abnormal conditions resulting from the dislocation of trade channels

immediately following the declaration of war. This campaign succeeded in

stimulating the domestic consumption of our staple fruit to such an extent that

those growers who had carefully harvested their apples found during the season a

receptive market for their fruit at fair prices, and indeed a somewhat bare market

before the apple selling season closed.

This achievement was a wonderful object lesson in the power of the press, and

the advantages to be obtained from a systematic and well considered effort to bring

producer and consumer into more intimate relations with one another to their

mutual benefit.

Early in 1915 it became apparent to a few of those who were largely interested

i'n the production of the more tender fruits in this Province, that unless some
active steps were taken to increase domestic consumption, a large portion of a

prospective large crop of small fruits, as well as the various tree fruits which was
in evidence, would in all probability not find a satisfactory market, and might of

necessity become a source of severe loss to the producer and result in very great

waste.

The tender fruits, while extremely beneficial and valuable to the community
at large, have to some extent been looked upon, owing at times to comparative

scarcity and somewhat high prices, as more of a luxury and for use on special

occasions, than as a regular portion of the daily food. There was in consequence a

well-grounded fear that in the stress of strenuous times fruit consumption might
be seriously restricted unless some steps were taken to impress upon the public

generally the advantage of a fruit diet, and also the favorable opportunity which
was likely to be presented to indulge in the free use of first-class fruits at extremely

moderate cost during the approaching season.

The Niagara Peninsula Fruit Growers' Association, an organization which is

in very close touch with the pulse of the large mass of growers in that district,

took the matter up at one of their early spring meetings, canvassed the situation

thoroughly, and immediately took steps to profit by the experience resulting from
the publicity campaign of the preceding season. A strong and representative

committee was appointed to be known as the Niagara Peninsula Publicity Asso-

ciation, with energetic men in charge of the work who undertook to carry the

campaign through to a successful issue. Subscription lists were opened and some
$2,000 dollars were soon secured from a considerable number of individual fruit

growers. The movement was endorsed by the County Councils of Lincoln, Welland
and AVentworth, and several of the township^ councils, all of whom assisted finan-

cially to a substantial extent. And thus the movement was launched. It became
evident that the Association thus formed would be eligible to participate in the

Provincial grant provided for such purposes, and so from all these sources it was
felt that the financial problem was fairly well solved.

An executive committee was named to work out the details of the campaign.
The services of Peter McArthur, of Appin, the well known journalist, were secured
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to assist the committee in the preparation of suitable material for the press. An
advertising agency was engaged on favorable terms to handle the placing of timely

information before the public, with the result that for over four months of the

shipping season bulletins and interesting reading articles, calling the attention of

the people to the fruits in season, appeared weekly in over 250 newspapers scattered

throughout the Dominion, chiefly of course in our own Province of Ontario.

This work on the part of the Niagara Peninsula Publicity Association has been

viery considerably supplemented and reinforced by the more general advertising

'carried on by the Dominion Fruit Division, for which great assistance the fruit

growers are deeply grateful.

Now that the campaign for 1915 has been brought to a close fruit growers and
others are enquiring, " What has been the result ? Has the game been worth the

candle? Have the funds been wisely expended? Have results justified the

•effort?" To all of these queries those in closest touch with the movement reply

with an unqualified, " Yes." Although the crop, as expected, was large, and
although at times the season was very unfavorable, the consensus of opinion of

those best qualified to know, and the reports coming in from all quarters, go to

show that notwithstanding strenuous financial conditions throughout the country,

and with many of the canning factories which had been accustomed to absorb

large, quantities of fruit in previous seasons shut down for the entire year, and
with many imperative and unusual calls upon the public purse, at no time during

even the heaviest shipping season was there any serious retardation in the move-

ment of the crop. Distribution was very much better than ever before known, and

hundreds of families throughout Canada not heretofore in the habit of using

domestic fruits have been induced to make use of them quite freely.

Prices were low, of course, but that condition was expected and anticipated

and the general public have had the opportunity as never before of large quantities

of splendid fruit at prices within the reach of all, and they have not been slow to

take advantage of this opportunity when properly brought to their attention.

Towns and villages took care of hundreds of baskets and half and full car loads

of fruit, where in previous seasons extremely small shipments sufficed to fill their

requirements.

While the situation has been a critical one, and few growers can be said to

have had a profitable season, the large crop has gone into consumption, the general

public have had the benefit of cheap fruit fairly well distributed and the fruit

growers have had impressed upon them the fact that for the future one of the

factors of success must be their ability, by correct business methods, to so economize

in the cost of production and distribution, as to place in the hands of this host of

consumers good fruit at reasonable prices and still have a margin of profit for

themselves.

To this end all parties interested must co-operate. Fruit grower, transporta-

tion agency and dealer must work together, so that no one of the various agencies

engaged in the work of fruit distribution may have an undue advantage. The
fruit industry of this Province is capable of great expansion under proper en-

couragement. Thousands of young trees of various sorts planted during the past few

years are now coming into bearing. There is plenty of additional soil more suited

to the production of fruit than anything else, and it is the height of wisdom to

plan ways and means whereby these prospective fruits can be placed where they

will be properly appreciated and made use of.

T. B. Eevett, Niagara-on-the-Lake : I had hoped that Mr. Bunting would

have shown some of the benefits which we received from this advertising campaign.
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I have been asked to* criticise the advertising campaign. I am net an expert on

advertising and would not for one moment say that advertising docs not pay. Every

man in the Dominion of Canada will tell you that advertising uoes pay, but

as a fruit grower I want to see the returns for my money, i warn to see the

money 1 put into advertising bring me back some more money, i want to see

advertising brought to the point where it will bring the producer and the consumer

close together. Take for instance the advertising that a certain kind of peaches

will be coming in next week and a certain kind of plum at a certain time. That

is general advertising. It is telling the people that the fruit will get ripe, it is

not bringing any direct profit to the grower. We are in the business of fruit

growing to make money. We all know that it is a nice occupation, but the main

factor in it is the difference between the cost of production and the handling and

the amount you receive. If we have a general advertising scheme like that and

you get a number of people looking for peaches, one man may say, " 1 will sell

for two cents cheaper," and he gets the order. Or a dealer may say, " I will give

you two cents less and you can have my order." We do not know whether that

dealer is telling the truth or not when he says he can buy them for two cents less

than the quoted price, but we do know that we often lose business if we do not

come down to that price. If we are going to take advantage of this general

advertising and put an advertisement in every one of these papers that we have

peaches and plums and apples and pears to sell, and we want so much a basket for

them, what is going to be the result? We will not have merely one hundred

different quotations but thousands of different quotations, and I do not see where

that is going to leave us. The only thing that is going to help the fruit growers

is the matter that was brought up here to-day by Mr. Hastings, carrying co-opera-

tion a little further. We do not want to put our prices too high, what we want is

a fair living wage and the only way to do that is by having a uniform quotation.

I am not a large shipper of fruit. I only tried to sell fruit this last season and I

didn't find that it was such a hard problem. I felt that it was my duty to find out

what places wanted fruit, and when I did find out these places I would find that

there were five or six different quotations in these towns. I don't see why we
should start in and put the cart before the horse. If we are going to advertise

then we must bring it down to some central basis. Why is not co-operation a

success? I have heard time after time that it will be our saltation, but it has not

come yet. There must be something: wrong. Some people say we cannot trust

one another. We must start at the bottom of the ladder, we must sret our associa-

tion formed, and we must first perfect the units and until we do that we will not

be able to get any real benefit from any scheme. As a farmer, I have had hundreds

of people offering me advice, but there is not one of them that will get out and do

what thev advise me to do. There is not one man that gets up at this convention

and talks that carries out in his daily life what he has been talking about. The
older men here in the fruit industry will remember the conditions of the grape

market. From a high price thev started to drop, and one vear when thev <rot down
to 8c. and 9c. one grower said to me. " Tt is the best thing that ever hnrmened to

the grape industry." I said. " Whv." and he snid. "Low prices will attract

customers and heln in distribution." That is not th*5 kind of help wp want, what

we want is something that will iaek our prices up three or four cents. Yon can

sell peaches at 20c. per basket as fast as yon rnn pick them: von can give them

awav a little bit faster. I do, not think it needs advertising' to seTI ^nr peaches

at about onp-tpnth of a cent nor basVet ovor thp cost of n^ofluction. What wo want

is something that will give us a better price for our product.
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Mk. Robertson: I think Mr. Revett has left a wrong impression. We are

interested in the dollars and cents, and our interest in the crop is the cash balance

left after harvest. In addition to that we have a good district to live in and we

love our work. I have been guilty of making quotations myself and I have received

in reply :
" Can you supply us at 3c. per basket less." I answered, " I can supply

you fruit that has been shaken into the basket at a less price than fruit that has

been properly picked and packed." I have received the reply, " I have been quoted

plums cheaper than yours by 2c. per basket." I have replied to that, " These are

Japanese plums and do not suit the trade. If that is what you want I can supply

them at the price you name, but if you wish to increase your business you will have

to sell fruit of a better quality than your neighbour, and these are our quotations

for the best fruit." I generally get the order.

Mr. Bunting: Mr. Revett stated that I did not give any definite results of

the advertising campaign. I hold in my hand a clipping from a London paper

during the selling season, and this clipping might be duplicated one hundred

times, it is entitled Sold Eight Car Loads of Peaches in One Day.

Thk Domtnton Government Fruit Campaign Brings Splendid Results.

That the Dominion Government campaign advocating the preserving of fruit has
been productive of results is well evidenced by the fact that on Wednesday last

not less than eight carloads of peaches were sold in London Where formerly eight
carloads were sufficient to supply the city for a whole week.

I think, Mr. President, that is a sufficient answer. (Applause.)

PRECOOLING IN 1915 AND ITS RELATION TO THE EXTENSION OF
TENDER FRUITS MARKETS.

Edwin Smith, Grimsby.

The precooling work at Grimsby is divided into (1) commercial cold storage

and the precooling of fruit for the general public; (2) demonstrations in fruit

handling, packing, precooling and transportation; (3) experimental refrigeration

tests.

Strawberry Precooling.

The first precooling of the season was with strawberries. On June 28th a

shipment was handled for the Vineland Growers' Co-operative for Winnipeg
market. The berries were shipped by refrigerated express, and the car was opened
on July 2nd. The berries arrived at destination without decay but sales were

poor owing to a poor market. From an economical and temporal view the ship-

ment was a failure. The fruit was ripe at the time of forwarding and was shipped

in Ontario 24-quart crates—the poorest strawberry package that could be used for

that purpose. The berries arrived in a fair condition so that from a physical

standpoint the venture was successful and further trials are to be made.
Our experiments with the maturity of strawberries for precooled shipments

indicate that while ripe strawberries lose in texture and will not stand the package

pressure for this length of shipment, on the other hand, berries picked green
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advance but little in color when precooled and shipped under refrigeration. Straw-

berries must show some color, but must still be firm when picked for precooled

shipments.

Cherries Respond to Precooling.

At the beginning of the season a carload shipment of cherries was made

jointly with the Grimsby Fruit Growers' Ltd. and the Winona Fruit Growers', Ltd.,

to Winnipeg, including Early Richmonds and a few Black Tartarians. This ship-

ment was of special importance for three reasons: (1) The Early Richmond is

not considered as good a shipper as the Montmorency; (2) it tested sweet cherries

on freight shipments to the West and (3) it gave sour cherries a ten day shipping

test. As all lots arrived in Winnipeg in good condition it showed that Early

Richmond cherries could be precooled and shipped west nearly as well as Mont-

morencies, standing a shipping test of ten days, and that sweet cherries may also

be precooled and shipped west.

To demonstrate how precooled cherries stand up after withdrawal from the

refrigerator car a part of the experimental shipment was re-shipped by ordinary

express to Brandon, and arrived there in good condition, selling for a higher

figure than those in Winnipeg.

Cherries that have been picked for ten days even though they have been under

refrigeration will not stand up as well as freshly picked fruit. Ripening processes

take place slowly under refrigeration and thus lower the vitality of the fruit.

However, cherries will not perish immediately upon withdrawal from refrigeration

and if they have not been under refrigeration for more than eight or ten days most

varieties will stand up long enough for marketing. Upon first withdrawal from
the refrigerator car there is a rapid condensation of moisture upon the surface of

the fruit (not so heavy on the prairies as in the east on account of the low relative

humidity of the air in the West). This gradually disappears, but the moisture

has helped to germinate mold spores. During the day of unloading and dis-

tribution the cherries remain in good condition without much sign of change.

After twenty-four hours from the car or on the following morning, the fruit will

appear in as good condition, but upon careful examination will show discolored

spots, especially where it has been bruised. After thirty-six hours the discolored

spots begin to show decay which begins to be serious after two days from the car

unless kept in cold storage.

Plum Precooling.

The precooling of plums has been very successful from the first. Shipments

in 1915 were more active and gave more satisfaction than in 1914, since better care

was given by the growers to the maturity and condition of the fruit. The greatest

distances that precooled plums w^ere shipped were to Prince Albert, Saskatchewan

and Glasgow, Scotland.

Plums retain their flavor and texture under refrigeration better than any of

our tender fruits, and during the past year fears of shippers and the trade re-

lative to the keeping quality of precooled plums have been allayed. Our experi-

mental tests with plum varieties have been made to determine which varieties

are suitable for long distance shipments after precooling. The following have

proven most satisfactory: Bradshaw, Monarch, Grand Duke, Reine Claude,,

Damson, Abundance and Burbank.

4 F.G.
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Much diiliculty has been experienced in shipping tomatoes to the western

provinces, due largely to a lack of tomato shipping information and standards.

Thus far precooling has not helped to any extent since when picked firm enough

for ordinary shipments the tomatoes would not have color enough for a precoolcd

shipment. During lyi-i one shipment of over-ripe stock was precooied and met
with bad results. The cause of the loss was attributed to precooling. Demon-
strations in 1915 have shown that it was not a question of precooling so inuch as

one of maturity. For a precooied shipment the tomato must have color but must
still be firm enough to stand the necessary package pressure; the tomato must be

free from cracks for best results.

Few Peach Shipments.

During 1915 peach shipments from Ontario to the western provinces were very

light. A greater tonnage of cherries was precooied for western shipment than of

peaches. The small western movements were due to fairly good local demands in

the early part of the season, a late crop in Ontario and low prices in the West at

the height of the marketing season. Low prices in the West were due to (a) a

large consumption of California, Washington and British Columbia peaches before

the Ontario shipping season had started and (&) the lower cost of Washington and

British Columbia' fruit.

From a physical standpoint the precooied peach shipments were very suc-

cessful. A shipment of Early Crawfords was two weeks under refrigeration

and arrived in Winnipeg in good condition. A successful shipment of Elbertas

was made to Glasgow. The farthest western shipment was to Prince Albert,

Saskatchewan.

Tests with the maturity of peaches for precooied shipments show that a peach

must not be green at the time of picking, but must be picked before showing any

indications of softening as ripe peaches become mealy, lose flavor and are practic-

ally worthless when held for any length of time under refrigeration. Tests have

shown that such varieties as Belle of Georgia, Yellow St. John, Early Crawford

and Elberta, if properly picked and packed, may be precooied and shipped to nearly

any part of the Dominion.

Extension of Markets.

It has been shown that by precooling the better varieties of our tender fruits,

not including berries, they may be shipped to remote parts of the Dominion with-

out decay or waste. With the exception of sour cherries, the western shipments of

which increased some 900 per cent, in 1915 over those in 1914, the surplus of

Ontario's fruits has not felt the influence that precooling has on the extension of

markets. The reasons for this are obvious.

In the past the Ontario grower has been marketing a high priced product

when compared with prices received in other districts in North America. Abnor-

mally high land values and a very great increase in production have followed.

Before the increase in production was felt cheaper fruits from the United States

came across the border to be used in Canadian canning factories and to fill up the

outlying markets in the Canadian prairies. The importation of fruit for these

markets became an established trade and one that is hard to break off, so that

during 1913, the year when tons of tender fruits rotted on the ground in Ontario

for want of markets and when calamity first stared the Niagara district fruit

growers in the face, the Dominion of Canada imported from the United States
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12,149,207 lbs. of peaches, 0,197,700 lbs. of plums, 6,026,691 lbs. of grapes and

11,054,228 lbs. of pears, apricots, quinces and nectarines—or an equivalent of

1,767 car loads of tender fruits such as might have been grown at home. The im-

portation of tender fruits from the United States has made a steady increase and

to-day is greater than it ever has been.

Our Fruit Commissioner's reports indicate that a large proportion of these im-

portations go into our prairie markets. For three weeks during the peach rush of

the past season arrivals in Winnipeg ran as follows: 1st week, imported 30 cars,

Ontario 13 cars, British Columbia 10 cars; 2nd week, imported 22 cars, Ontario

10 cars, British Columbia 16 cars; 3rd week, imported 25 cars, Ontario 10 cars,

British Columbia 18 cars. Points further west have been consuming imported

fruit at a rate to make ratios even more striking. Without doubt we have let markets

slip out of our hands large enough to consume more tender fruits than Ontario is

producing to-day, and the reason for this has been the extraordinary prices we have

received in Ontario and Quebec in the good old days.

The Ontario peach is not largely used in the Prairie provinces owing to the

heavy purchases of Washington Elbertas by the wholesale trade early in the season.

The trade prefers to purchase Washing-ton Elbertas over Ontario because of their

earlier season, their dependable packing, and formerly because of their lower

cost. Because of the past failures in shipping it is now difficult to make f.c.b. sales

of Ontario peaches to the western trade, and it is going to be very difficult to cap-

ture even a small part of the peach trade from the United States.

The only way that we can interest the western trade is to show them that they

can secure a better article for less money in Ontario than in the State of Wash-
ington. By precooling, proper packing and good salesmanship, this can be done.

In the past the Ontario shipper has demanded high prices in the West to

meet the risk of long distance shipments. In the future he will have to wipe out

this risk by precooling, and thus sell at a price that will come under the lowest

price his competitor can make. At normal times the minimum that Wenatchee or

Yakima peaches can be laid down in Winnipeg or Brandon is 75c. per box. De-

ducting freight, icing and precooling charges, and we have 58c. at the Ontario

shipping point. Deduct packing and selling charges and 37c. is left to the grower

for 20 lbs. of peaches. In order to compete with the Washington grower the On-

tario grower must grow his peaches for 1%C. per pound.

By eliminating the risks of long distance shipments through precooling and

lowering the cost of the fruit to the consumer a large increase in consumption will

result. One shipment of precooled cherries was sold in Winnipeg by the T. Eaton

Co. for 50c. per 6-qt. basket. So eager were the Winnipeg housekeepers to secure

fancy cherries at so reasonable a price that the entire carload of 2333 baskets were

sold in 30 minutes.

One shipper has made the 'statement that by systematic salesmanship and by
making precooled shipments the entire Ontario cherry and plum crops could be mar-
keted in the Prairie provinces with greater net returns than are now being re-

ceived with the added markets of Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime provinces.

In 1901 the population of the three provinces to the West was 419,512. In

1911 this had increased to 1,322,709. Is it not safe to say that by 1921, only five

years hence, this population will reach 2.500,000? By that time are our importa-

tions of tender fruits from the United States going to increase from 1,767 cars

to 2.500 cars, or are the growers of Canada goins: to extend their markets to ab-

sorb the increased demand for fruit? By precooling we can deliver the goods to

these remote markets, and it only remains for the growers to decide how much
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of the trade they wish to suppty, or how much they wish to give to the United
States.

Mr. Armstrong- : You would favor shallower baskets ?

A.—Yes, probably the package used in the South in Georgia is the best. The
four-basket crate of British Columbia is liked very well.

PACKAGES FOR LONG DISTANCE SHIPMENTS OF TENDER FRUITS.

J. M. Crp:elman, Grimsby.

The question of fruit packages has been a much mooted one for some little

time now, and a very estimable aim has been for the standardization of fruit pack-

ages. Needless to say it is a very hard question to handle, and so far no one has
completely coped with it. I do not mean in this discussion to recommend any
standardization, but simply to give you as we saw it the results of our experi-

ments with some packages for the shipments of strawberries, cherries, and peaches.

We did not try all the packages, in some cases, that are used in different parts

of this continent. Any one who has made any study of fruit packages at all will

back me up when I say that there are a considerable number of different packages
which are used in different parts of the country, and so it is hardly possible to test

them all at once. However, we did have most of those which we believed to be

the best.

In this paper I intend to take up the work we did during the past summer at

Grimsby, and will treat only from the standpoint of long distance shipments. The
local markets are a district phase, but a package which is suitable for long dis-

tance shipments is usually suitable for local disposition unless too expensive. That
is, the local market may not pay a sufficiently remunerative price to pack in such a

package. However, I shall disregard this phase altogether in this paper.

The points which any package must have to be satisfactory are rather diverse,

but are all essential. First, a package must be strong enough to stand shipment

without serious damage to itself or its contents. Secondly, it must be so constructed

as to give the maximum of protection to the contents. Thirdly, it should be attrac-

tive in appearance itself and in the way it shows off the fruit. Fourthly, yes, I

put it last on purpose, because it is a factor which may be reduced and one in

which there is a certain elasticity, too, the cost of the package must not be pro-

hibitive. Then there is a fifth point, which, although not absolutely necessary,

nevertheless it is one which should not be overlooked. The package ought to be

planned for " efficiency/' Efficiency in loading and handling. This is a point well

worth some good, sound thinking over. Of course you must also, to some extent,

consider the market's demands, but this is a lesser account because this can be

changed by education.

Another thing we must take into consideration is the tendency apparent to

reduce the size of fruit packages. We see, in the case of apples, the tendency is to

use the box rather than the barrel. And for soft fruits we see an increased use

of the 6-qt. basket, where formerly the 11-qt. basket was used nearly altogether.

The 24-qt. crate commonly used for the shipment of strawberries in Ontario

does not measure up to any of the requirements which we named. It is more or

less fragile, often being broken in transit. It is a rough, unattractive looking

package and does not as a consequence do the fruit justice. It is easily pilfered,

and in car lots loads very badly on account of the handles.
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However, its greatest fault is in the dividers. These are of veneer and rest

on the fruit rather than on the edges of the boxes. In this way the whole weight
of the two upper layers is on the lower ones, and the separators resting on the fruit

will crush it. With this form of separators or dividers it is impossible to fill the

cups up without crushing, and if not the Fruit Inspector will have you over the

coals for not filling them. It has been found also that the fruit upon shipment
settles so that it looks to have been only partly filled. Here, again, the Inspector

may get after a man when he has in all good faith filled the boxes up before ship-

ment.

An experimental shipment was made to Winnipeg through our plant last

summer by the Vineland Growers' Co-operative Co. These berries were in Ontario

24-qt. crates and were shipped by refrigerated express. Included in the car were

lots of the B.C. 4/5-qt. and B.C. Full-Pint crates. These are the two packages used

by the shipping districts of the Western States and British Columbia.

The fruit in the crates were found to be rather unattractive in appearance. The
crates were somewhat damaged and the berries were badly settled in the cups.

The B.C. 4/5-qt. was in better shape, but here again the berries were settled

in the cups so as to look as though they hadn't been properly filled.

The B.C. Full-Pint was in the best shape. The berries were not settled, and

were bright and attractive, and along with the 4/5-qt. this package was much more
attractive to look at.

However, it was when the financial returns were examined that the big differ-

ence was. apparent, It was found that the B.C. 4/5-qt. was 'only selling for 20c.

more a crate than the B.C. Pint, which in turn was selling for 10c. more than the

Ontario crate. Figure .that out. The B.C. Pint was selling for 10c. more per crate-

than the Ontario 24-qt. crate, and certainly only about half as much fruit.

This package, the Western Full-Pint, is the one used principally by the shippers

of Hood River, Oregon and Spokane, Washington, and British Columbia. It has

very largely supplanted the larger 4/5-qt., as it brings higher net returns. In

Winnipeg it brings from $3 to $4 to the wholesaler.

So far I have considered only shipments to the West, where I feel safe in

saying that if we are to compete in that market we must use the Pint Hallock

crate.

In the Eastern markets we have a separate and distinct problem. I think

you all agree with me that the Ontario 24-qt. crate is unsatisfactory, and I have

shown it to be of no use for Western shipments. Now the Pint package is not likely

to ever find favor in the East, as it is a package for use where high prices rule.

Then, as for the 4/5-qt., it is also rather doubtful, as the Easterners look askance

at the raised bottom and call them " cheaters." The package that is more likely to

be of use is one of the type of the American crate or our 27-qt. or 36-qt., with thicker

strips in the dividers. This would tend to reduce crushing, and would still retain

the cups the market is used to, and also this type is larger and more pilfer proof,

and is easier to load as it has not handles. Further, it is more attractive in itself

and displays the fruit better.

In summing up the strawberry work it seems to resolve itself into this—For

shipments to the West use the B.C. Full-Pint crate, and for Eastern shipments we

will have to adopt either the American crate or our 27-qt. or 36-qt. to our needs.

We had assured ourselves by practical experiment in the season of 1914 that

sour cherries could be marketed in good condition in Winnipeg, and then we won-
dered whether we were using the proper packages. This question was always in

the minds of the British Columbia growers, and so we decided to test the relative
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merits of the Ontario 6-qt. Climax basket and the 4-basket Plum crate which was

used by the British Columbia people.

A mixed carload shipment was made and a' comparison was thus arrived at.

There was not much to pick and choose between as for condition, but there was a

difference in returns. The 6-qt. Climax sold at an average price of 60c, which

netted the grower 38c, or 4.78c per lb., while the 4-basket crate averaged $1.46,

which is a net return of 85.1c, or an average of 4.24c per lb.

Then there was a factor which cannot be expressed in figures or illustrated,

but it was found that the 6-qt. basket sold much more readily than the 4-basket

crate.

Having satisfied ourselves we could ship sour cherries to Winnipeg, we de-

cided to try some sweet ones. Also we decided to make a package test. With this

end in view shipment was made to Winnipeg in the B.C. Full-Pint, the B.C.

4/5-qt, the 4-basket crate, and the Woolverton crate, this last is a crate contain-

ing 3 6-qt. Leno baskets. It was found that the fruit in the best condition was
in the B.C. 4/5-qt. and Pint. The Pint also gave the best returns, as it averaged

the grower a net return of 14.3c per lb., with the 4/5-qt. second, with 11.5 per lb.

The Woolverton crate shows itself to be a commendable package for ship-

ment from the field without repacking. I forgot to mention it, but the other pack-

ages were all repacked and faced in the warehouse. It comes a close third, with

an average of 10.3c per lb. net. The 4-basket crate was a poor fourth, with only a

net return of 6.5c per lb.

This seems to be simple, as here we have again the same package as we re-

commended for strawberries. I ought to say, also, that this package also sold fairly

well in Montreal. They do not seem so adverse to taking cherries in it as they do

strawberries.

In peach packages we also found there was quite a controversy as to just which

packages were best, and so we tried out a number, namely: The 6-qt. and 11-qt.

Climax baskets; the 6-qt. and 11-qt. Leno baskets in the Hunter and Woolverton

crates; the Michigan bushel basket, and the Standard Peach box.

These packages we observed, and had others express their opinions on them.

The method of behavior of the Climax basket is in long distance shipments more
or less known to us. It is fairly satisfactory under some circumstances, but is not

a trustworthy package ; that is, it is very easy to put up a dishonest pack. In fact,

it is easier to do so than otherwise, and this 'is not a satisfactory condition. And
it is very easily broken, and does not display its contents overly well.

The Hunter crate is a two-storey affair which holds 4 11-qt. or 6 6-qt. Lenos.

It is of rough undressed lumber, which rather depreciates for its appearance.

Further, it is very heavy, weighing about 80 lbs. It is then a bulky package, and

not an appealing one to look at. Further, it is found that it is not altogether

satisfactory for long distance shipments, as the fruit on the top cannot be packed

perfectly firm, and moves very slightly with the motion of the car, which on a long

journey is likely to cause a bruise or soft spot from this rubbing. It may have its

use as an express package, but it is not pilfer proof and is unattractive. Dressing

of the wood might help this to a large extent.

The Woolverton crate is a much more attractive crate. It is smaller, and is

built in two sizes, for 3 6-qt. or 3 11-qt. Leno baskets. The cover is solid, of two

pieces, and the sides are near the top, which makes it pilfer proof. It is rather

open at the bottom, and so allows for good ventilation. It is strong and yet is

not heavy as it weighs about 35 lbs. for the 6-qts., and 60 lbs. for the 11-qts., or

maybe a little heavier. It is a much more attractive package, but has the same
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fault as the Hunter crate in that the jarring causes trouble from bruising. This

package, however, seems to be admirably suited for express shipments of small

lots. In fact, its worst fault is that it is too bulky to be of use for carload ship-

ments. That is, you fill your car full and yet have not your minimum weight.

This last is also a fault of the Hunter crate, which I forgot to mention.

There has been an impression gaining headway among some fruit growers that

the bushel basket, as used in a number of the American peach-growing districts,

was just what .was needed in this country. With this idea we made a shipment

of Elberta peaches in bushels to Winnipeg. These were picked hard ripe and packed

in these baskets, which had a post in the centre for support and a paper pad over the

top for protection.

The fruit arrived in Winnipeg in excellent shape, but would not sell. In fact,

they hardly brought the freight and icing on them.

Here seems an odd state of affairs. The package was attractive, in its way;
was strong enough ; it loaded easily in the ear ; was cheap ; but here the market did

not want it. Why? Well, I simply summed it up this way: Peaches in Winnipeg,

as in nearly all the West, are more or less of a luxury, being comparatively high-

priced, and being so they are used to them in an expensive package and so were

not taken to these. They expect their expensive fruit put up right, and will pay

for it that way. Look at the case of sweet cherries. On the other hand, we see

the sour cherries. These are a cheap preserving fruit, and so they do not want an

expensive package, and so prefer them in the 6-qt. basket.

This practically throws the bushel basket out as a peach package for long-

distance shipments, because it means that although it may carry the peaches in

good enough shape by the time they go some distance they are too expensive to

bring good prices in a large package because people can not afford to pay a high price

for a lot.

Then, in the West, we look to see the high class package in which the peaches

are sold. We find there the standard western peach box 18 a
/2 in. x 11% in., and

with varying depths from 4 in. to 5 in. Practically all the peaches that came into

the West are in this case. At least all that came in from Washington, Oregon and

British Columbia. In it the peaches are packed in a diagonal pack and are wrapped
in tissue paper. This seems to be the ideal package. It is strong, attractive, dis-

plays the fruit well if properly packed, loads easily in cars, is excellent for express

shipment, pilfer proof, with cleats allows plenty of ventilation, is the most efficient

to handle, if trucks are used; and, despite the fact that people think so, it is not

hard to pack. It is in my opinion the package for peaches.

I would just like to say here regarding the shipment of peaches to England
that I believe this is the only package in which this can be economically done. I

had always heard it said that to put peaches in England you ate up all your profits

in packing. I will admit that all I saw packed were certainly eating up a bunch
of profits in excelsior, etc. Personally I saw no reason why hard ripe Elbertas

should not go to England in a straight commercial pack. So this summer, when the

Grimsby Co-operative Growers were shipping three cars of pears to Glasgow, we
put in fifteen cases of Elbertas packed commercially, that is, just wrapped in paper.

To make it perfectly commercial I had one' of the girls pack them up and I told

her nothing except that I wanted them packed.

I was highly pleased with the result, as, although there was some waste in

the pears, the peaches were in excellent shape and sold for 4d. to 6d. apiece.

I am not prepared to say that I believe there is a market for Elberta peaches

in England, because I understand that the English people prefer to have a round,
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highly-coloured, white-fleshed peach rather than an oval, yellow-fleshed one like

the Elberta. However, I have my eye on a variety—the Belle of Georgia—which
seems to stand storage very well and conforms to that standard of round, white-

flesh peach and is highly coloured. Further, I am told by Mr. Harris, of the Vine-

land Experimental Station, that it is a pretty good variety as far as the grower
is concerned. So we may see Canadian peaches on sale in England after the war.

To sum up, I would repeat that for shipment to the Canadian West I would
use for strawberries and sweet cherries the British Columbia Full-Pint Hallock

crate; for sour cherries, the 6-qt. Climax basket, and for peaches the Standard

Western peach box.

WOULD BARRELLED APPLES SELL FOR MORE MONEY IF THEY WERE
MACHINE GRADED?

W. F. Kydd, Toronto.

I do not believe the general public—and I won't say anything about the Old

Country market, but merely of the Toronto trade—I do not believe the people of

this city want three sizes in a barrel of apples or any other kind of package you

put them in, whether it is a barrel, box or crate. I say that the apples should

be graded and the package should contain the one size. A restaurant-keeper does

not want a certain size, because it is not suitable for baking or for peeling for pies.

They want an apple of a certain size. Then there is another class of people in

the city, the wealthy people, who want a smaller apple, about the size that a man
or woman can eat, and I claim the apples should be graded for these reasons.

Although some apples are small, they are worth more money to some people. I

was talking to one of the largest apple buyers in Toronto the other day, and he

said he was convinced in his own mind that he could sell apples for more money
if they were of an even size instead of three or four different sizes in one barrel,

and he asked why we did not grade our apples. You can put these apples through

the machine grader and it can be done very quickly. The Department bought two

graders this last fall and worked them in two different sections; the machines do

not injure the apples in any way. The graders cost $55 in Rochester; $21 for duty

and $3 for freight. They can be laid down for less than $80. They start at two

inches arid can be regulated every quarter of an inch up to 314 inches, and they do

the work well. I would like to see our No. 1 apples put up in three sizes in the

barrels, and the No. 2's put up in three different sizes. Then if a dealer wants to

buy apples, he knows what size he wants and he can get that size. I do not see

why the great majority of our apples should not be No. l's. I think, outside of the

Spies, we can grow 85 per cent, of No. 1's if the trees are properly sprayed and

primed.

SHOULD THE GROWER BE COMPELLED TO PUT HIS NAME ON OPEN
AS WELL AS CLOSED PACKAGES?

P. J. Caret, Toronto.

Being an inspector since the beginning of the operation of the Fruit Act, I

presume is why my name is placed opposite this question. I have been inspecting

fruit on the Toronto market since 1904. In the beginning, when the small fruit was

shipped to Toronto, the custom was to put numbers on the packages. These were
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put on for several reasons. The commission men who received the fruit from a cer-

tain grower had it numbered and it was very handy to have the numbers on,

but the inspectors found that in some cases they would find a violation of

the Act on a package of a certain number, and on calling the commission

man's attention to it, he would say, " I do not know just who that number belongs

to, but you can get it by going to the office," That became rather a nuisance, and

we had to threaten the commission man, because he was liable to a fine ; and as soon

as we did that they very quickly gave us the name.

Fruit in open packages does not require to be marked with the name of the

packer. I am in favor of every man putting his name on every package he puts

up. My experience of inspecting fruit in Toronto is that in nine cases out of ten,

where there is a violation, the name of the grower is not on the package. I do not

say for a moment that all men who use numbers are fraudulent packers, because

some of the very best men are using numbers, but as a matter of fact a large

percentage of the men who are putting their name on are the best packers. The
wrong doing can be traced much easier if the name is on the package than if there

is only a number. Very often the names are put on the basket in such a way that

they cannot be read, and the same thing applies to the numbers. If the name or

the number is properly stamped on there is no trouble.

In the beginning of the Fruit Marks Act, it was thought all open packages

should be exempt from being marked, and all closed packages should be marked
with the name of the packer. During the first two years the President and myself

made many inspections of all sorts of packages, and we found all sorts of names
and initials and marks that were indistinct, and the real name of the packer was

kept off for reasons which you may judge for yourself. In those days we thought

the law should be amended, and the law was amended, and every packer had to put

his initials and his full surname on the package. That revolutionized the whole

packing of Canadian fruit, and we found very little fraudulent packing where the

man put his name on the package. It was good in those days for closed packages,

I think it is good now for open packages. Therefore, I want to say that in my judg-

ment, after spending sixteen years in the work of inspecting and observing the

fruit packages, one of the most important things is that the name of the packer

should be on the package whether it is closed or open.

A Member: The name of the packer or the grower?

Mr, Carey : The law has defined the word " Packer " to mean " Grower." As
far as small fruits are concerned, all growers are packers. In the old days the

packer was presumed to be the owner, and in the first year of the Act the law said

the packer, and then a great many owners who were handling fruit said they would
put their packer's name on, and then the law had to define that packer meant the

owner. We also had another law punishing the real packer who did the work.

Q.—How long is the man responsible for the fruit after it is packed ?

Mr. Carey : According to the way some of the fruit is kept in Toronto in warm
cars, it gets partially decayed before it gets to the market, and it would not do to

have the owner responsible very long. I think fruit that comes into the market
to-day should be sold the next day. It should be put on the market within 48

hours.

Mr. Pritchard: I have noticed with regard to peaches if the name is on the

basket it is a guarantee that the peaches are all the same all the way through the

basket. I have bought peaches where there was no name on the basket and found
they were not as good in the middle as on the top.

Q.—What about the grade mark on open packages?
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Mr. Carey: A great many of our growers, especially in Leamington, are putting

a distinguishing mark on No. Ts and 2's, especially tomatoes and other fruits. I

think it is a capital idea to grade your small fruits, because you are giving your

fruit a distinctive name.

Q.—These open packages that are graded 1, 2 and 3 are not subject to /in-

spection ?

A.—No open packages are subject to inspection.

Mr. Clark : Should the address accompany the name when put on the package ?

Mr. Carey: Yes, always.

Q.—Does the law say that the face of a package should be a fair sample of the

contents ?

A.— Yes, the face or shown surface must be a fair representation of the con-

tents, and we must find 15 per cent, substantial waste in the body than the face

before we can take action against the owner.

Q.—Do you have to take the top off to examine the open package ?

A.—In the case of a basket, we often press down on the handle and then we
can raise the lid of the basket sufficiently to just see if there is anything in there

that would call for further inspection, and if we see anything that does not lpok

right we then take off the lid. We do not care to tear open a basket of small fruit

unless it is absolutely necessary. Our instructions are not to destroy fruit or use

it badly. If a man's name is on the package we do not waste much time about it,

because we know in that case it is generally all right. I think it would be in the in-

terest of the fruit growers that the name of every grower should be on every package

of fruit, because that will insure a better pack, and it will be fair to every grower.

Q.—Very often a co-operative company will sell a car load to outside points,

is it necessary in that case to have the name of the grower on each individual

package ?

A.—Yes, that is absolutely necessary.

Q.—There have been a number of cases where car loads have been sold and

the names not on the packages ?

A.—I do not know that it is necessary to put the name on the open package.

Q.—What about the 11-quart basket?

A.—I am in favor of both the ordinary 11-quart basket and the deep eleven. 1

am in close touch with the trade and my opinion is that the size should be uniform.

Q.—I want to know the attitude of the inspectors with regard to a basket

where you cannot put as many peaches in the bottom row as you can in the top

row?
Mr. Carey : In my opinion, you can put the same number of peaches in each

tier in this basket if the peaches are of good quality. I do not think there is much
difference in size between the bottom of this basket and the top. We must find 50

per cent, smaller below, and where the flare is not too great, I believe this kind of

basket is all right.

SHALL THE BLIGHT PREVENT ITS FROM PLANTING MORE PEARS?

W. F. W. Fisher, Burlington : The way I am going to answer this is by asking

you a question, and my question is, " Is the blight worse now than it has been in

previous years in this country?"

A Member: No.

Mr. Fisher : Is it generally worse than it has been for the last twenty years ?

A Member : No.
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Mr. Fisher: Then why is this question put on the paper? I have heard it

said that no man was fool enough to plant a pear orchard a second time. Many
people plant one pear orchard, but nobody plants two. I think a person may plant

two of his object is such as Mr. Winslow stated yesterday. He said that people

were in the fruit business to make a living, and I think if a man just wants to make

a living he can still just plant pear trees and get a living of it very nicely. As far

as I know the pear blight is no worse than it has been in former years.

Mr. Clark: Can the pear blight be controlled?

Mr. Fisher : No ; I would say it cannot be controlled.

Q.—What do you mean by be controlled?

A.—Prevented, I suppose. It can never be prevented, but it can be con-

trolled to a certain extent. Some years the blight is worse than others.

A Member : The blight is very much worse in our section of the country than

it has been in many years, and we have had to cut down several big trees, root and

branch.

Prof. Caesar: In two years time, we will have a report on the control of

blight.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A NO. 2 APPLE?

D. Johnson, Fruit Commissioner for the Dominion of Canada, Ottawa.

In taking up the question of what constitutes a No. 2 apple, I am asked to

discuss what is probably the most contentious question that will be discussed at

this Convention. Since taking up the work of the Fruit Commissioner at Ottawa

I have found it one of the most difficult things to establish so as to give satisfaction

both to the consumer and the producer. We have found all kinds of opinions

existing as to what constitutes a No. 2 apple. Some of our packers are so exceed-

ingly conscientious that they are putting up a No. 2 apple just as good as others

are putting up a No. 1. I am sorry to say there are other packers who are not

quite so conscientious, and they are putting up apples which do not reflect credit

on themselves or the district from which they are shipping.

The definition of No. 1 is very clear. We have no trouble in establishing the

grade of No. 1. It is recognized both by the producer and consumer as being

satisfactory. The law distinctly says No. 1 shall be 90 per cent, clear of defects.

No. 2 is much less defined. The law says they shall be 80 per cent, clear of worm
holes and scabs and such other defects as cause material waste, and around about

that "material waste" the conflict rages; We find all kinds of difficulty in con-

nection with that. Our instructions along that line have been as definite as we
could make them. We have told our inspectors to go out among the people from
orchard to orchard and packing house to packing house and up and down the con-

cessions of the Province, meeting the people wherever opportunity afforded, and
that they were to instruct them how to put up a good serviceable commercial pack
of No. 2 apples that they believed would give satisfaction to the public and yet

work no hardship upon the grower or dealer. Yet, we find the grade we have tried

to establish is not exactly giving satisfaction to the dealers. We are told by them
we are not strict enough ; we are told by dealers and consumers when they purchase

a barrel of No. 2 apples, they expect to have a barrel of apples that will last for a
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considerable length of time. They expect to have a barrel of apples that can be

stored and used throughout the season. We have found in many places apples

which were packed—and fairly well packed at the shipping point—have developed

scab or fungus to such an extent that they were almost unsaleable at this time of

year. Therefore, it is a very, very difficult problem just to say exactly what No. 2

apples should be.

We have been dealing with scab, and it is a contentious question. It is a

violation only when they find it causes material waste. We have been trying to get

the people to have their apples as clean as possible, because if there are scabs on

such varieties as Greenings, Snows and Fameuse, they will develop a waste which

will be very serious, and the dealers make very definite statements that there should

be absolutely no scab allowed on No. 2 apples. And they say whenever we see a

pack of No. 2's that is scabby we should immediately take action and prosecute that

man and make him stop putting up No. 2 apples. Now, there is a great deal of

truth in that, and yet we find in certain cases that it would work a hardship upon

the packer to insist upon that, under all conditions. For instance, we have found

apples of very fine quality, well matured, well colored and developed, and just a

little scab—perhaps only as big as a pin head. It is rather a hardship on the

producer to consign all these apples to No. 3 grade. I would like this Association

to appoint a committee to go into this matter and try and form up some definite

standard for the No. 2 grade.

A Member : Why not cut out No. 3 ?

Mr. Johnson: I am just going to deal with that. A great many of the No.

2 apples are, in my opinion, no better than No. 3. Perhaps two months ago when
they were packed, they were a very good quality of apple, and there is where the

difficulty comes in, and it is a very serious difficulty. We are exceedingly anxious

to help the fruit growers in every possible way, and we do not want to work any
hardship on them, nor do we want to work any hardship on the consumer. We
have to stand between them. If we do not do what is right with the fruit growers

they get after us and the consumers are always after us.

A Member : Do you think we should assume responsibility for the apples after

they are shipped?

Mr. Johnson: That depends on circumstances. We always investigate very

carefully before we prosecute anyone on No. 2 apples. TJp to the present time this

year we have had more prosecutions than we have had any year since the Act
was introduced, even though we have tried to be as lenient as possible, but we have
only had four prosecutions on No. 2

?
s, and that is largely because the law is so

indefinite.

I would like to have a committee of this Association appointed to go into that

matter most thoroughly. You have here to-day some of the !>est and largest fruit

growers and shippers in the Province, men who have to deal with these things, who
have in fact to make their living out of fruit growing, and they are the men whom
we want to get in contact with, and have their advice and then carry it out.

I might make a suggestion; it is only a suggestion, and I would ask you to'

discuss it here or have the committee discuss it. The suggestion is this, that No. 2

apples shall be practically the same as No. 1 apples, but lacking color. That is,

No. 2 would be a colorless No. 1 and would be an apple that the householder could

buy and put in his cellar and hold with the expectation of having apples that

would be serviceable through the whole winter. The shipper can ship these apples

to Europe or the uttermost parts of the earth with reasonable expectation that they
would arrive there in the same condition as when shipped.
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Then 1 would suggest that we have another grade, and call it No. 2A, if we

are to have two grades of No. 2, or else define the No. 3. If we have a No. 2A it

should be apples well matured and colored and well developed, but a little scab

which could be defined. That would practically mean that we would have a pack

of No. 2A which would be as good an apple as the ordinary No. 1, but with a little

scab, and it would mean that these apples would have tq go into consumption at an

earlier date. They could not be stored for winter use, and it would not be wise

to ship them to foreign countries, but the consumer would get an apple practically

as good as No. 1 for immediate use. The commercial fruit men know that this

year when they went out to pick apples they found many apples beautifully matured

and splendid apples in every way, but just a little scab here and there. To put

those apples in No. 3 grade was not right, because No. 3 in many cases was nothing

less than rubbish. I can take you to the market and show you all kinds of No. 3

right down as small as crabs and covered with scabs—apples that are absolutely

useless—and I say it is unfair to consign these fine, mature, well-developed apples

with just a little scab, as ordinary No. 3 apples. Therefore, I would make the

suggestion that we have a No. 2 which is practically the No. 1 without color.

Q.—What about the Snow?
A.—Without color they would be No. 2.

Q.—What about the size?

A.—I made the suggestion that they be practically the same as No. 1 only

lacking in color ; it is absolutely necessary thati we define No. 3 or make two grades

of No. 2.

Q.—What is your idea as to cutting out No. 3 entirely?

A.—That would work a great hardship in a year like this, because nearly all

the apples are No. 3
?
s in some places. My suggestion in regard to making two

grades of No. 2 is that if you brand your apples No. 3, no matter how good quality

they are, you will find difficulty in selling them by wire or by letter. For instance

if you offer them in the Old Country or in the West and you said they were a fine

quality of No. 3's, they immediately jump to the conclusion they are the ordinary

No. 3, and they would not take them except at a very low price, but if you could

wire and say you had a car of No. 2A, well-matured, practically No. 1, only a little

scab, I believe you would get a much better price for them.

That is all I am going to say. I am going to leave the matter open so that

you can appoint a committee, and I would like to meet that committee and thresh

this matter out thoroughly. We feel that we must have your advice.

Mr. Elliott, Woodstock: When we get a well-matured apple that must be

marked No. 2, I find it is pretty hard lines. Sometimes people would rather have
a barrel containing two kinds of apples than only one kind, and sometimes they
want half a barrel of Spies and half a barrel of Kings.

Mr. Johnson: That is not a very serious problem.

Mr. Elliott: I understand Mr. Johnson to say No. 2 would be almost equal
in size as the No. 1. Will he go a step farther and have the No. 2 the same size as

the No. 1 ?

Mr. Johnson: I would suggest that No. 2A be the same size. We very

seldom find fault with the size unless apples are unreasonably small.

Mr. Carey: I visited a fruit house in Nova Scotia, and unfortunately they
have a very large percentage of scabby apples there this year. They have a rule
down there that works out very fairly ; they are packing two grades of No. 3's, the
first grade are such apples as Mr. Johnson speaks of—large apples often with good
color as the No. Ts and affected somewhat with scab, sometimes the scab is no
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bigger than a pin head. They are marking these apples No. 3, and they are pasting

a little slip on the barrel stating that the apples in this barrel are No. 1 in size,

but on account of being affected with scab they have to mark them No. 3. No. 3

proper, down there, is any old thing at all. They have been doing this for two or

three years, and the trade in the Old Country recognize the No. 3 bearing this label

as a, fairly good apple.

Q.—What would you call the balance of the apples ?

A.—There would be many left that would be called No. 3
?

s or culls.

Q.—Under the New York law they state what each box contains; if they are

wind falls they must stamp that on the barrel. They have a lot of fancy grades,

A and B, but in every case you must stamp what they are on the barrel.

Mr. Elliott: Would you advocate the packing of this stuff in packages ir-

respective of the evaporator man or the cider man or other men who might handle

this by-product to better advantage than could be handled in barrels? I paid $3

a day to a man to pack apples this year and I put my own name on every barrel.

If we are to use up the whole product in barrels or boxes I think it would be a

mistake.

A Member: I do not see that we are going to get much further ahead in

changing the grade ; if you mark it A. B. and B. 2, that is no better than numbering

it 1, 2 and 3.

Mr. Elliott : Would it be better to have just two grades ?

A Member : I think from the lessons I have had this year I would prefer just

No. 1 and 2.

Mr. Griersox : I think No. 2 grade might be improved on. If you try to

govern it by scab you will find difficulty, each individual will have his idea, and the

inspectors will have their idea, and then scab will develop in the barrels after they

are packed. I think it would be much better to leave it as it is because now, if a

packer puts up No. 3A grade, he can build up the trade for himself, and they will

have confidence in his brand.

Mr. Bragg: It would be well to have a committee appointed to consider this

question of a No. 2 apple as suggested by Mr. Johnson, and they could report to-

morrow morning. The following committee was appointed,: J. W. Clark,

Cainsville; J. C. Harris, Ingersoll; C. W. Gurney, Paris; Senator Smith
Winona; P. J. Carey. Toronto; W. H. Gibson, Newcastle; W. F. W. Fisher,

Burlington; J. F. Elliott, Woodstock; W. J. Bragg, Bowmanville; W. H.

Dempsey, Trenton: TT. T. Foster, Burlington; Mr. Maycock, Winnipeg.

EEPOET OF COMMITTEE ON GEADES OF APPLES.

Your committee beg to report : That the definition of fancy and number one

qualities be left as they are at present.

That No. 2 grade be changed to read as follows

:

No. 2 Quality.—Fnless such fruit includes no culls, sound, of not less than

nearly medium size, and of fair color for the variety, and not less than eightv-five

per cent, free from scab, worm holes, bruises, and other defects, and properly

packed.

In addition to that the suggestion of your committee is that a new grade,

subject to inspection be made, called the " Domestic " and defined as follows

:

Domestic.—Unless such fruit includes no culls, sound, of not less than nearly

medium size, and fair color for the variety, ninety per cent, free from worm holes,
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but may be slightly affected by scab and other minor defects, and properly packed.

Mr. Gurney: I move the adoption of the report on the No. 2 and No. 3 apple

grades, and that a committee be appointed to be at the call of the Dominion Fruit

Commissioner. This is a matter that has to be submitted to the other provinces.

DR. Grant: I have much pleasure in seconding Mr. Gurney 's motion. We
will be safe in leaving it in the hands of the Fruit Commissioner and the committee.

This committee can be appointed by the chairman.

COMMITTEE TO CONFER WITH FRUIT COMMISSIONER ON CHANGES
IN INSPECTION AND SALES ACT.

W. H. Gibson, W. H. Dempsey, C. W. Gurney, Dr. Grant, P. W. Hodgetts,

W. F. W. Fisher, Elmer Lick.

MARKETING PRODUCE IN NEW YORK CITY.

H. A. Emerson, New York State Department of Foods and Markets.

Down in New York we have a great city to feed and it is my pleasure to

.represent on this trip to Ontario about 35,000,000 of people who are consumers.

They are not all in New York City, but they are all within a radius of a few

hundred miles of New York City. It is not a great producing country, but we
produce part of the stuff we eat, and the great bulk of it must be shipped in. I

come here asking that you put your product on our market, and I want to show you
that we are strictly up-to-date in the producing business. We have been extremely

wasteful in our farming business in the States, and I judge from what I have heard

here that you people are extremely wasteful in not properly spraying your fruit.

The apple question that you are discussing here is one of the big questions with

us. We are large producers of apples, and investigations showed that they were
not selling for prices that justified the producer in producing the best; in fact,

they were not selling at prices to encourage the producer to grow them at all. We
investigated and found out that the consumer was paying an extremely high price,

especially for fine fruit, and then we began to investigate to find out what was the
trouble. A committee was appointed by Governor Dick four years ago, and it

went into this subject very thoroughly. It was my pleasure at that time to furnish
the questions that were to be asked of those that were being investigated along this

line. After three months investigation it was found out that at that time the

wastage in handling of fruit stuffs between the dock in the City of New York
and the consumer amounted, at a very conservative estimate, to $120,000,000
annually. This $120,000,000 came out of the producers and the consumers in

about equal parts. T am able to tell you to-day that the wastage between the
docks in the great City of New York and the consumer in human food stuffs

amounts to at least $200,000,000. Surely we are an extravagant people and a
reckless people, and we need to check up in order to stop this waste or we will want,
and the consumers in the great centres will be extremely sad if the producers do
not continue to produce not only what they want, but a great deal more.

This committee of which I am chief deputy first went to the railway companies
to find out what we could do with regard to a place to handle these food products.
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The New York Central Railway turned over to us a pier, 1,500 feet along and

100 feet wide. The renting value of which would be $300,000 annually. This

dock was just one block away from Washington Street, the great market street of

New York. It was a very good beginning. Right alongside of this dock came

the lighters with the cars on, and at the expense of the Railway Company these

cars were discharged upon the pier. We opened auction rooms on the second floor

of the pier and there we began selling not only apples but peaches as early as two

in the morning. Now you might ask, " Why did the State interfere with

business?" I will take just about two minutes to tell you why the State employed

men four years ago to investigate this subject.
,

We found in our investigation that the apple dealers were shipping apples in

there and the growers, who were large enough to pick and ship their own apples,

were paying 5 per cent, and 10 per cent, commission to have them sold. We found

the sales were usually carried on in whispers, that nobody knew what they were

selling for, and then we found these receivers sold them to jobbers and they

charged from 10 per cent, to 20 per cent, profit, and that they had to go through

these jobbers to reach the grocer, who in turn sent them to the retail grocer. We
also found many speculators in the deals and sometimes the apples passed through

four and five hands at a profit for the speculators. We found we could have these

apples sold at a much less price at auction, and then we asked the question, " Is the

selling of fruit by auction a new business ?" and the answer was " No, it is not."

The Southern California Fruit Exchange, the largest and best organized and best

equipped co-operative Association in the world, sells all their fruit by auction in

New York City, and then we asked the question, " What does it cost ?" and the

answer was that they have a contract with the Connelly Fruit Company in New
York to sell their fruit under the hammer and return exactly what they get for it

for 1% per cent. Consider that, 1% per cent, against the amount you pay in

order to sell your apples or any other fruit? 1% per cent, against 28 per cent,

and 50 per cent. ? Is there any wonder that the middlemen are prosperous, and is

there any wonder that there is anything left at all in the business for the grower?

I went to the State officials and said, " You give the people parcel post and a

great many other things, and why should^ not you help them to get fruit?" They
did not want to help us. They just gave us barely enough so that we could exist,

but we could not travel around the country and look after the business in a proper

way. So we went to the fruit auctioneers—one of the largest of the kind in the

world—and we said to them, " What will you do for us ? If we pay you 3 per cent,

for selling this fruit for one year, will you handle it and charge up against the sales

5 per cent., and stamp thereon in plain black and white, so that the grower knows

that we are charging 5 per cent., 2 per cent, of which goes to the State Com-
mission?" The deal was made in a single day.

Then we went to work and we solicited fruit and there was a great hue and cry

among the dealers that this was interfering with their business, and then they" said,

" We will go up in the State and buy all the fruit so that these fellows won't have

any fruit to sell." All it takes to run an auction is to have something to sell and

somebody to buy it. The auctioneer is purely and simply a hot-air merchant work-

ing in a good direction ; so we took our hot-air merchant with us and in twenty-four

hours we had a great combination auction sale in an orchard of 30,000 barrels,

and a week later they heralded the fact to the world through the trade papers.

Some of the papers would not take our advertisement. One large trade paper after

making a contract with us verbally to put an advertisement in their paper, decided

they would not do it, but other papers did. We do everything above board and we
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are handling $40,000,000 worth of fruit through one dealer, and not one dollar

goes astray, and no shipper was ever defrauded out of a single cent through the

public auction sales of fruit in New York.

Our watchword is economy and efficiency. We sell nearly all these apples in

the country. The way they were doing before we went into the business was they

were offering the growers $1.50 a barrel, and these men were going out in Oregon

and Washington where they raise apples something like a painted woman—they

look better than they taste. They were offering these people $1.50 to $2.00 a box

for their apples, and they were offering our growers $1.50 a barrel in New York

State for A. grade, but when these apples were put up at public sale the price was

raised in New York City to $3.00 and $3.25 a barrel for these same apples. We
sold one orchard near Syracuse for $3.40 a barrel, and that indicates that they

must have been worth what they brought. These buyers had been going out

through the State and buying the orchards with the apples on the tree and paying

the farmers a very small price for them, and we decided we would like to sell some

apples on the tree. You know it was our old friend Sam. Small who said, " It is

the hit pup that yelps," and these people made a big complaint about our selling

apples in that way, but we went on with the business and made a success of it.

Now, you might say, " What can you do for us ?" And I will tell you what

we are doing for the people in our State. We represent both the consumers, the

producers and the growers, and we do the same for the people in any other State or

country on the globe, as we do for the growers in our own State. There is no

discrimination. What we want are more products, and we want quality. We are

glad to hear these college men telling you how to raise better fruit, and we are

glad to see many growers producing the best fruit, and we are glad to see that Mr.

'Commissioner Johnson is doing everything he can to educate you in the control

of the leaf bugs and the moths and other pests that affect your fruit, but what is

the use of all this education unless you will receive an income for your work thaj

will justify you in following out the teaching that you receive? It all comes down
to the fact that you have got to get the money.

What we want is more money returns to the apple grower. I am going to

give you a little friendly advice. If you ship a car load of apples, ship the btst

you have, because you are shipping them to the biggest market in the world when
you ship them to New York, and you are shipping them to the market that pays

the most money. You are shipping them to a city where we have a lot of extremely

rich people who can pay a big price for what they want. You want some of that

money, and, therefore, you must ship the finest you have, and let word go out that

Canada is shipping her finest apples, and we will sell them for 5 per cent, and
sell them in open competition with all the fruit in the world.

In addition to that 5 per cent, there is a charge of 75c. for cataloguing.

We do not stop at the auction. We have arranged with retailers that we will

advertise the fact that they will sell these apples at a certain percentage above what
they pay for them at auction. James Pedlar said to us, "If you will advertise

the fact you are handling these auction apples, I will sell them and stand the

cartage at a profit of 17 per cent., and deliver them to the consumer." Now that

puts you in the position that you are placing your apples in the consumer's hands
for 22 per cent., and that is a much lower per cent, than anyone was able to reach

the consumer with before. We had two big merchants who offered to do this, and
after we had advertised the fact we had 3,000 merchants offering to do the same
thing. We had no money invested in this; we had none to invest. The news-

5 F.G.
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papers help us more than anything else. Our worst weakness is that we have not

received the support of the producers of our own State who were so anxious to get

away from -the so-called middlemen, and who were so anxious to get directly in

touch with the consumer. If the middleman comes up and pays the price they

say, " We are not going to take any chance of shipping our goods to be sold by

auction." There were 4,000,000 barrels of apples sold in New York City this

year, and it is a conservative estimate when I tell you that the dealers, the buyers,

paid $1.00 a barrel more for these 4,000,000 barrels of apples than they would

have paid if there had been no Department of Foods and Markets in operation in

our great city.

You are too far away to ship over-ripe goods to our market, and you are too

far away to ship green fruit because green fruit kills your custom.

You people want to reach the best market in the world, and you want to get

the highest price, and if you put your fruit on the New York market packed

properly, and the best fruit you grow, you will get the highest price for it, not only

your fruit but your potatoes or anything else that you grow.

The California Fruit Exchange is selling every dollar's worth of their fruit

at auction, and they are getting it done cheaper and better than any other asso-

ciation in the world. They sell 80 to 100 car loads of California fruit in the space

of about two hours. It is an open deal and that is the proper way to sell them.

As I told you before we sold an orchard out at $3.25 per barrel, and I said to

the man, " What is this land worth ?" and he said, " It is worth all I paid for it

and more too; I paid $50,000 for these 55 acres," and we sold 14,000 barrels at

$3.25. He had no complaint. It was a wonderful orchard; one of the best in

the State. Up at Syracuse Mr. Hutchinson would not take $1,000 an acre for his

land, and in other parts of the country they are asking $1,Q00 an acre, and in

some places they will not take $1,000. What is the matter with the orchard land

in this country? You have been keeping it all to yourselves and you have not

been letting the world know what you have. The world does not know that you

have such excellent flavored apples, and if you will put up your Northern Spies of

an Al quality, and put them up in an attractive way, they would go to the best

people and they would bring the highest price, and they would be advertised all

around the world and in a few years there would be a tremendous demand for these

apples, because they have such a splendid flavor. If we have space we store the

apples and advance a percentage on them, and they can be sold when the market is

high.

Mr. Robertson: Whom would we ship our apples to?

Mr. Emerson: To the New York State Department of Foods and Markets,

Room 708-9-10 Fruit Trade Building, 204 Franklin Street, New York. We would

prefer to do business with you as an association, but as individuals we are glad to

do business with you.

Q.—I understand that you have been shipping 100,000 barrels a week to the

Old Country all through the season, and I was just wondering how it would pay us

to ship to the United States and hope to make anything when you are shipping to

the Old Country.

A.—The only way you can ship there and receive a benefit would be to ship

quality—fruit that will bring the highest price.

Q.—You mean our fruit is of better quality than New York State ?

A.—I believe the finest Spies I ever saw in my life came from Ontario ; but not

all the Spies in Ontario would come in that class. N
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NOTES ON THE SEASON'S SPRAYING.

Mr. L. Caesar : I do not know of anything new to add to what has been already

mentioned from time to time, and what you will find in the Spray Calendar. I think

the season's work throughout has justified us in every respect in advocating spray-

ing. The question of spraying apples will come up again.

Mr. Armstrong: What has been the result of the use of soluable sulphur?

Mr. Caesar : I sprayed quite an orchard this year, as badly infested with the

San Jose Scale as I could find in the neighborhood of Grimsby. A large number

of the trees were thirty years of age. They were apple trees and were well pruned

and well scraped. A large majority of them had passed any chance of being saved

if they had been allowed to remain unsprayed this year. I used three different

mixtures : lime sulphur, strength of one gallon diluted to seven of water, a specific

gravity of 1.035 ; lime sulphur, specific gravity, 1.295. Then I used soluble sulphur,

12 1/) pounds to 40 gallons of water, and I used scalecide at the strength recommended
by the company. They sent me a mixture to use. We used nothing but an old spray

motor barrel pump. We put it into real good working condition and we sprayed

very carefully. We put an average of eight gallons to every one of these well pruned

trees and the result was that all three mixtures gave us perfect satisfaction. I

examined the orchard in October.

Mr. Armstrong : Was there any difference in the cost ?

A.—The cost differed very little, I have not figured it out. Two years before

that I got the same result from lime sulphur and soluble sulphur, both had done

their work well. I had hoped that we would have had some wet weather this year

soon after spraying so that we could see whether soluble sulphur and lime sulphur

would give equally good results in a wet season. I have been a little afraid that

perhaps they would not. As for spraying later on the various tender fruits with

soluble sulphur I have had no experience.

Q.—Would spraying have saved the balance of the grapes this season ?

A.—That is very hard to say. I understand that the growers who did spray

thoroughly, even in the case of their red grapes, had very little mildew. One would

feel like saying that at any rate you would lessen the mildew to a very great ex-

tent. Spraying is peculiar in this way that you can never give a rule that will apply

to every season. Fungous diseases depend upon weather conditions and weather

conditions were different this year from what they have been. I should say that

careful spraying would have saved the grapes that suffered from fungous diseases.

THE CO-OPERATIVE FRUIT GROWERS OF ONTARIO, LIMITED.

Elmer Lick, President, Whitby.

The task that I have before me this morning is rather a difficult one, in as much
as before I get through it will be my duty to say some very, very plain things in

connection with some of the fruit work in the Province of Ontario. I want to say

at the outset that if I use any language which causes irritation, that I do it ac-

cidentally and without the slightest enmity to any person. I want it distinctly

understood that while I shall hurry in some of the things 1 am saying, I shall*

possibly leave something a little unfinished, and had it been finished there would not
be the same feeling.

6 F.G.
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The Co-operative Fruit Growers were organized for the simple reason of acting

as a medium for the smaller associations handling their apples so as to furnish the

market, particularly in the West, apples in the very best condition, and keep the

market supplied year after year without the necessity of the dealer in the West

coming down here and dickering. You all know what the idea was in the beginning,

and you all know that it was desirable. You all agree with the theory of the matter,

but when it comes to carrying out the theories there. are a number of difficulties to

overcome. We hear so very much about the Province of Nova Scotia, a section I

have never visited, but I gather that the fruit section down there would be about

equal from Toronto to Trenton. It would be quite an easy matter if that was the

only section in Ontario handling fruit to get it into working order. We have our

western section and our south-west section, and we have our north-west

section and our east section. These sections all grow different varieties

of apples and apples of different keeping qualities. It is essential that these apples

from the west that are earlier should be got on the market at an early date and the

keeping apples from the east and north at a later date.

There was a co-operative committee that worked step by step for a number of

years overcoming difficulties, and finally we organized three years ago and went
into business. We handled somewhere about 30,000 barrels three years ago. Owing
to the difficulty of getting a manager a year ago I was forced into the business. We
did not encourage large lots to come to us when other associations could find a

market for them. As a result of the work we were able to do, there was not, I

think, a single car that the associations wanted us to sell that we were not able to

find a market for, and in nearly every case at very satisfactory prices. We learned

early in the game that some of the associations that we expected to rely upon for

one reason or another were unable to co-operate with us. We had some very hard

experiences. We learned one thing that I know will not please everybody, and

that is that, with very few exceptions, is it possible for the central association to

work with local associations, where that local association was managed by a buyer

and dealer in apples before he became manager of the local association. In corre-

sponding with a man in Winnipeg the suggestion was made that that was the kind

of man we should have to head our Association, I wrote back and told him to

stop and think, and he wrote back and said after thinking it over that my con-

tention was about right. We wanted to work up a trade that would stand on

its own feet year after year. It is not the ambition of a local association to get

the highest possible price out of the product, no matter what happens next year.

We must understand that there is room for a large number of associations to be

working outside of the central association, as long as they work with a fairly

good understanding. I sometimes hope that the time will come when the bulk of

the apples of Ontario will be controlled by a central organization. I do not think

it would be a good idea to bring them together for next year's trade. That would

be a big mistake. The business must be developed step by step. Because we have

good orchards and grow good fruit does not mean that we can co-operate and

make a big success ; we must have the men. Apples cannot co-operate, neither can

peaches. You must have men who believe away down in their hearts that what is

best for them and their neighbours is best for the whole country. It is only as we

develop men of the highest type that we can hope for the greatest success. One

difficulty we have had is in dealing with associations that are not giving us all

their product, they have sold their good stuff and used the central organization

to get rid of their poor stuff. They must understand that there are rebates to be
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made and the rebates do not come out of the whole shipments but out of the

individual shipment that was rebated.

The discussion on the box question on Wednesday afternoon delighted me. I

know that there were men in the audience who were not in favor of the box. We
realized early in the season that we had a lot of apples with a little scab on them
and we determined that we would have to get some kind of a box to carry them
in. We had a meeting with our directors at our rooms in the C.P.R. building and

we discussed different boxes, and we finally decided on something after the style of

this box. We said that cannot be taken as anything but an open package, and it

will not cost more than lie. or 12c. and the packing won't be difficult, and it was

following exactly in line with what British Columbia had been doing. We didn't

want to make the same mistakes that had been made in British Columbia, for

we found out that they had three or four sizes. We came to the conclusion that we
would use a brand, and call them " Consumers," and to distinguish between the

contents of the boxes we branded them XX and XXX. If we had the slightest

intimation from the Commissioner that he thought XX and XXX were going

to mislead we would not have used them. It did not matter to us whether we
used XXX or three stars, but we found out that somebody else was using three

stars. We want to broaden this central work step by step, we want to put it in

the best shape to help the fruit growers of this country to dispose of their apples.

What are our plans? They are purely and simply to get good men to look after

our interest and do the work in an efficient way. It will be five years next July

since I took a trip to the West. I was only gone nineteen days. I got in touch

with some of the men of the Grain Growers' Association, but they were not ready

to go on with the business. The next year we had only about a thousand barrels

of apples that we could ship out there. Step by step we have worked with all

kinds of positions. We had one situation two years ago that almost crushed me. I

thought we had landed one of the associations in the West at $2.05, the matter

was discussed in this hotel, and one of the directors wanting the order for his own
association, saying nothing to the rest of us, simply told them, as far as I can

make out, that they could get the deal at $2, and they took it away from us. If

we had had that order the co-operative association would have been in one of the

best positions it could have been in in regard to selling. We would have had our
foundation laid, but that slipped out of our fingers because a local association

wanted the advantage of 5c. per barrel. If we had had the order at $2.05 they
would have had a lot of their apples in that order at $1.95.

This last year we have not had a very big crop of apples to handle, I think
perhaps 20,000 barrels, but we have in sight a large number of barrels to go to

the West next year. If the plan works out it will mean that the apples will go
from the co-operative association or from the grower at a charge of 25c. between
the apples packed and landed in the hands of the co-operative association out
there. When I tell you that last year I had correspondence with a firm in the

West to handle our apples at about 15c. if we could look after our end for 10c,
the rock on which we parted was that they wanted to know if they could get the

majority of the stock in our company, and our answer was " Never." We are going
to manasre our own business. We are going to manage it from a Fruit Growers'
standpoint, and we are not going to let any outside interest get control.

I realize that the problem before us is not a new one. My idea is that we
should keep the Western market supplied with Ontario apples under conditions
that will be satisfactory to them. If we cannot get higher prices we should take

$1 less than we can get on the English market if that is necessarv in order to hold
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the trade and iu order that that section of the country that does not belong to

Canada may be prevented from getting in there and getting all the trade. I trust

that the result of the things I have said will be to help the fruit industry of

Ontario.

A Member: I would like to ask Mr. Lick what the meaning of XX is? We
have to take the most of these things in the connection in which they have been

used before the Fruit Marks Act came into operation.

Mr. Lick: If you buy XXXX or XXXXX shingles you get a higher grade

than XXX.
Mr. Gurney: The fruit men of the Cainsville district used boxes almost

entirely this year, and they found it satisfactory in returns and in every other

way. The worst difficulty with boxes is in loading them in cars on sidings where

they do a lot of shunting. If you are on a siding where they won't shunt the car

until you are through loading it is all right. The first thing in favor of the box is

cheapness, we have to cut down the price between the producer and the. consumer.

The object of the 'Central Association is that there shall be only 25c. between

the producer and consumer. We have negotiations to that end under way at the

present time.

The remark was made yesterday that some boxes had gone to the West and
somebody had put their foot in it. I would like that man to explain who it was.

We put the brand plainly on the box. There is no deception in any shape or

form in the use of that box. In packing these boxes we put them on the packing

table and do not use any baskets, we put the apples directly into the box from

the packing table. We give the box a little shake and nail one end on, and then

put our elbow on and press it down and that is all there is to it. A good many
take the apples in over night, they are easier to handle in boxes than in barrels.

We all know that it takes a pretty good man to lift a barrel, but an ordinary man
can lift a box with ease. We use a felt pad. It is a little expensive, but I am
satisfied it is a benefit. I do not think it is necessary to have two hand-holds, I

think the hand-hold at the top is the only one desired. I do not think the cleats

are worth the bother. I do not find that they arrive in any better condition. The
inside edge must be rounded if the box is to be used to any great extent. We have

yet to receive the first bad report from the trade end. One dealer went so far

as to say that he didn't believe there would be a barrel go into his city in seven

years from now. We shipped Spies, sli.shtlv affected with spot, and he told me
they went off like hot cakes. It is a partially closed package, but so is a basket.

Mr. Carey said they pressed down the handle of the basket and looked in and if

they finti. anything wrong they open it, and it is just as easy to open one of these

boxes.

BETTER NET RETURNS FOR LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS.

A. J. Grant, Manager Thedford Fruit Growers' Association.

As fruit growers we are all vitally interested in money returns, and you will

notice that I have chosen to speak to you on the subject of better " Net returns,"

and not simply better prices. There are many ways in which the members of

associations as well as individuals can increase net returns, bv decreasing many of

the expense items in connection with the production and handling of apples. It is

somewhat surprising how few members of local associations really understand the
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selling standards for apples, and yet the standards are the same as those govern-

ing the sale of any other commodity, viz.: Quality. Anybody can understand that

a barrel or box of No. 1 apples will sell for more than the same quantity of No. 2

stock, or that a good Spy or Snow will sell higher than Bellefleur, but when
it ccmcs to the sale of a car-load or several car-loads, or perhaps the entire pack of

an association, then we are liable to loose sight of the fact that it is the com-
plexion of the entire lot of apples, from the standpoint of quality, which governs

the price. Generally speaking, the greater the percentage of No. 1 red fruit and
the fewer poor varieties, the greater the selling price per package. For instance,

in the season of 1 014, when low prices prevailed, I know a man who exported one

car of very excellent Baldwins, making a net return of some $3.30 per barrel.

This price was noised about the district, and nobody took the trouble to ask for

the details of the sale, so that much dissatisfaction arose among the members of

several associations because they did not receive at least $3.30 per barrel for their

entire output, including varying quantities of inferior varieties as well as low per-

centages of No. 1 apples. This brings us to the first point that I would like to

drive home. If you expect your managers to get you in on the top notch prices

which you hear quoted from time to time, give them the necessary percentage of

good No. 1 red fruit and a first-class variety list. These are the elements which

make for hi<rh prices, and the packs with a low percentage of No. 1, with perhaps

a lot of poor varieties, must accept lower prices, under the same market condi-

tions.

Thorough pruning, intelligent cultivation and persistent spraying are the

things which we must look to, if we wish to raise our percentage of No. 1 apples;

the poor variety list must be assisted by liberal grafting to good commercial

sorts. A great many growers are afflicted with inferior varieties in the orchard,

and oftentimes none too freely blessed with quick selling varieties. Let us graft

those kinds which are depreciating the sale of our pack and get at it quickly. When
you improve your variety list you will improve your returns by no small margin.

In our own association we found it such a difficult thing to get thorough prun-

ing that we have started out a pruning gang to make a complete circuit of every

orchard in the organization. If the grower wishes, we pay the pruning expenses

and charge it up to next season's apples. You cannot talk good prices for apples

from unpruned trees. Prune well first, then spray, as the season demands it, at

least three or four times, and you have taken a big stride toward putting more

jaoney into vour pocket at the end of the season. I cannot pass such a topic as

spraying without emphasizing thoroughness and a sufficient number of applications.

We take it for granted that all applv the three standard sprays, but there is a

most critical period just after the apples are nicely formed, and lasting several

weeks. If the weather at this time is damp and cool then get busy with the

spray pump and you will be making money pretty fast. Drench your trees with

abundance of good chemicals, and save money by anticipating your wants in

spray material and ordering in sufficient quantity at the proper time to get in on

the best price. The question of packages has already been pretty well discussed

at this convention, and we can undoubtedly save some money by using a cheaper

and more easily packed container for our lower grades.

In the producing of this good fruit which sells for more money, you have in-

creased your returns in another way. You will all agree with me that it costs less

money to grade and pack a good run of apples than it does to handle a poor run.

We sometimes hear association members complaining about the cost of packing—
here is the very place to lessen the cost by producing better apples. I have fre-
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quently noted, in our own packing-house, the remarkable difference between the time

required to go through a good run of apples as compared to that required for apples

which were grading low with a lot of culls. One of the best ways that I know of

assuring yourself a ready market for your pack, at a good price, is to establish

standards for your various grades (getting well in advance of the requirements

of the Fruit Marks Act), and then guard these standards most zealously. One of

the greatest shortcomings of the apple business is summed up right here. Most
of us are too easily satisfied with the ideal apple for a particular grade. We have
in mind simply what will pass inspection, and forget the really important thing

—

what the consumer is going to think about it after he has paid some real good

money for the barrel or box of apples. Why is it that we can walk down the streets

of Toronto and see such an abundance of high-class apples on sale which have been

brought in from the Western United States and far away British Columbia? You
will find the same conditions in other Ontario cities. The quantity imported is

steadily increasing because there is a demand for a high-class, reliable apple, pro-

perly packed, and we fruit growers will persist in blinding ourselves to this big out-

standing fact. What usually happens any line of business which refuses point-blank

to supply whfrt people are demanding? Why, of course, the business will have

difficulties and mighty serious difficulties if a sane line of policy is not adopted.

Our grading of apples, generally speaking, is much too low, and for this reason

the trade demanding high class stock must seek its requirements elsewhere, thereby

losing for us the cream of the business with the accompanying high

prices. We have some progressive individual growers and some associations who
have been packing high class grades and doing well in the industry. Why not

every grower and association emulate the example of these few and bend every

effort toward producing first class apples ? Let every one of us broaden our sphere

of vision as what is really a first class No. 1 apple and first class No. 2 apple. We
have associations in Ontario who can always sell their pack at a good advance over

the common herd. Why? Simply because they have established a reputation with

the trade for a high class, uniform pack. Let every association try to establish

standards of grading which will assure them a good reputation with the trade,

and, when you are fortunate enough to win this reputation, guard it carefully as

one of your best assets. One of the best ways to lose the reputation of a good

pack is to become economical in the wrong direction, and employ some cheap, un-

reliable labor; you save a few dollars in the pay roll and lose many hundreds, as

well as getting in wrong with the trade—a loss which cannot be estimated in

money. There are two brands of economy, " Business Economy " or " Stopping

Leaks " and " Foolish Economy." Let me commend you to the former as one of

the key-stones of success in the apple business or any other business, but foolish

economy is doing more right now to hold back fruit growers' associations than many
other agencies combined. Commencing at your manager, who should have a

thorough knowledge of business, down through the whole staff, we must have compe-

tent men. The ideal combination is " Brains " and " Energy," hard to get, but

when you get such a staff, pay them first class wages and they will show results

every time if the growers will give them the proper fruit to handle. They will bring

your brand of apples to the surface so that you will be sure of a ready market at

fair prices, regardless of overhead conditions. There is always a demand for the

good article.

The market for apples is a very unstable one, and it is our business as growers

to do all possible toward writing the word apples indelibly upon the want-list of

every house-wife. How are we going to do this ? First and foremost, give the con-
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siyner a run for his money hy supplying him with good, reliable, uniform fruit

at a reasonable price; pare your cost of production and overhead expenses to the

lowest possible limit, but don't do it at the expense of quality or uniformity of

grade. I would like to see every association using central packing-houses, as it is

then possible to get uniform grading and keep to your standards. The central

packing method is cheaper than the orchard pack, and it is much easier to get one

good capable foreman who will stick to his grades than it is to get several foremen

to handle orchard gangs ; in the latter you cannot get the same uniformity, as you

have too many individual opinions. A great deal can be accomplished along educa-

tional lines. Everybody is now clamoring for Northern Spy. We won't deny the

fact that it is the best general purpose apple that we produce in it's season; but

there are other apples of merit which we are producing in large quantities, the

virtues of which are largely unknown to the public. Some excellent newspaper

advertising had already been carried on with much benefit;^ the efforts of our ener-

getic Dominion Fruit Commissioner,, in this direction have heen highly appreciated

by the fruit growers throughout the country, and we all hope to see this advertising

continued. There is another method of educating the public, and that is through

the legitimate fruit trade. There has been too much antagonism in the past between

the fruit trade and the fruit growers. Such a state of affairs is not in the best in-

terests of either party, and a better understanding all round would undoubtedly

help the industry. We need the fruit jobber and the retailer and they need us.

They can boost our wares to their own advantage as well as ours, but everybody

concerned must have confidence in the "other fellow." Every retailer has his clientele

oi customers who look to him for advice in such matters; these men can do a

great deal towards stimulating the demand for apples by recommending the proper

variety for certain purposes, varieties in season, etc. Let us bury the hatchet and
get closer together.

Many of our associations have another pernicious habit which undoubtedly re-

duces our net returns, and that is forcing upon the market of unseasonable varieties.

Lack of storage facilities is a difficulty in many cases, but there is always storage

to be had in the larger centres, and the holding of some of the later maturing

varieties for even a few weeks may make a difference in the net returns to the

grower on the_ season's business. I am not advising associations to go in for whole-

sale storage of apples, but I am advising that you offer the various varieties when
the trade wants them. We growers are sometimes in such a hurry for our cheque*

at the close of the season that a sacrifice is made in order to turn all the apples

into money.

The business of a fruit growers' association should be conducted upon sound
business principles, keeping as free as possible from speculative ventures, but
you will have your reverses, just the same as any other business. Learn to take
such things cheerfully; you will have good seasons and you will have bad seasons,

and I have repeatedly noticed that the fellow who is dodging in and out of asso-

ciations always jumps the traces after a lean season and misses the good one to

follow.

FRUIT MARKETING AND MARKETS IN WESTERN CANADA.

R. M. Winslow, Provincial Horticulturist for British Columbia.

Marketing Organization in British Columbia.—T am sure you
will be gratified to learn that the Okanagan United Growers, Limited,
which was established in the spring of 1913, has come through 'its third
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season of work most favorably and creditably. There seems every reason to believe

that in the past season its management has been able to secure full market value
for all produce shipped from the concern to the total value of considerably over

$600,000, and has conducted this 'big business at reduced charges. The increase in

efficiency of both the locals and the central has been marked ; the cost of operating
the central has not declined owing to the extra expense of salaried agents in the
markets, but, this considered, both the central and locals have been operated at

lower charges than previously.

In describing the O.U.G. as successful this year, I wish to be understood as

saying that apparently the growers will have received better returns than through
most other marketing methods. It seems entirely likely that in 1916 the O.TLG.
will be much more generally supported than last year, when it handled about 55 per
cent, of the Okanagan fruit shipments.

You will remember that the Legislature of British Columbia in 1913 passed

an amendment to the Agricultural Associations Act under which co-operative mar-
keting associations could, on paying up 20 per cent, of their subscribed capital,

secure a loan from the Government iip to 80 per cent, of their subscribed capital

at a low rate of interest on a twenty year amortization plan. Under this plan the

seven original locals of the O.U.G. secured $153,200 from the Provincial Govern-

ment, on which sum, so far, payments of interest and principal have been promptly
made.

On the whole, this plan of financing farmers* organizations seems to be a fairly

satisfactory one. Its various deficiencies are being largely met in the revised Agri-

cultural Association Act of 1915. This Act also provides for general agricultural

credits handled under a commission to be appointed for the purpose. This Act

is not yet in force, becoming effective by Order-in-Council.

The first important point I would make in connection with Government loans

is the tendency of the growers to borrow too heavily. I should say that, roughly

speaking, in the Okanagan Valley the extra overhead expense incurred by high

capitalization has more than wiped out the expected advantage of capital at a low

rate of interest and low annual repayments.

On the other hand, the growers have felt keenly their responsibility for the

money borrowed. This has resulted in a much greater determination on the part

of the growers to make each local a success. In the past there has been a strong

tendency whenever an organization got in bad shape to throw up the whole thing

and start fresh; such action often destroyed the good with the bad.

Under the present system the growers are working steadily to bring their pre-

sent organizations to the highest possible business efficiency.

During 1915 the fruit growers of British Columbia were probably better

organized than ever before : above 85 per cent, of the total shipments of fruit were

marketed through organizations co-operative or otherwise controlled by the growers.

To quite an extent these organizations were working in harmony, and quite a bit

was done towards what is usually called the co-operation of selling agencies.

The raspberry carload shipping organizations in the Lower Mainland had a

very satisfactory year, while the shipment of Vancouver Island strawberries in

straight carloads by the Gordon Head Fruit Growers' Association brought most

excellent results. These strawberries and raspberries were handled entirely through

the Mutual Brokerages in Calgary and Regina.

An important step forward was taken by the Okanagan United Growers in

establishing their own salaried agents in Vancouver, Calgary, Regina and Toronto,

which had excellent results.
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This extension has resulted in better marketing and in a much better under-

standing with the jobbing trade, and so has done much to lessen the growers anti-

pathy to the wholesaler.

Despite -all that has been done, however, in marketing organizations and in

other lines including advertising, transportation, grading, packing, etc., returns to

the British Columbia Fruit Growers in many lines have been and are very unsatisfac-

tory. By faithful progress during the past five or six years our growers have gradu-

ally straightened out their business in all of these details. As each step was com-

pleted, there was general hope that it was the necessary one to make prices satis-

factory. The attainment of practically all that is possible in each of these fea-

tures of fruit growing and marketing has shown incontrovertibly that the trouble

with our industry probably does not lie in any of these; our great trouble is the

character of our American competition.

Imports of Fresh Fruits into Canada.—Importations of fresh fruits

of kinds produced in large quantities commercially in Canada, constitutes one

of our principal imports. I think the average fruit grower would be surprised

to learn that the value, including duty, of imported blackberries, gooseberries,

raspberries and strawberries in 1914 was over $800,000. Similarly imported

cherries were valued at $142,000. In both 1913 and 1914 imported peaches were

valued at nearly half a million dollars, while our annual importations of fresh

plums were valued at from $300,000 to $350,000. Our importations of quince,

apricots, pears and nectarines (lumped together in the Customs returns, but

mainly pears), were valued at $441,000 in 1913 and over half a million in 1914.

I imagine that the_ grapes imported into Canada are largely of the European

kinds grown either in California or Spain, but at any rate it might be noted that

the importations in 1913 ran over half a million dollars and in 1914 nearly $650,000.

Most significant of all, the importation of apples in 1913 were valued at nearly

$1,000,000, and in 1914 nearly $1,2i50,000.

The following table shows the quantities and value (including duty paid, but

not including freight or distribution costs) imported in 1913 and 1914:

—

1913 1914

Quantity.

Value in-

cludes duty
but not
freight.

Quantity.

Value in-

cludes duty
but not
freight.

Blackberries, gooseberries, rasp-
berries and strawberries ....

Cherries
Currants
Peaches
Plums
Quinces, apricots, pears and

tarines

Apples

nee-

Grapes, lbs

6,939,470 lbs.

971,619 "
30,071 '

14,579,147 V
151,650 bu,

13,445,837 lbs,

320,325 bbls.

6,247,521

$ c,

712,789 00
122,470 38
2,726 42

476,390 33
313,074 80

441,601 90
957,174 75

3,026,227 58

505,743 29

3,531,970 87

7,104,745
1,084,797

19,214
12,137,209

123,531

$ c.

816,955 80
142,092 94

1,825 28
474,854 50
353,619 10

11,040,871 502,137 5i
330,907 1,236,664 80

bbls.

3,508,149 93

7,712,447 644,326 24

4,152,476 17
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The consumers of Canada must in some way be aroused to the necessity of

displacing these importations as largely as possible by Canadian fruit. With very

many fruits it rests entirely with the consumer to stop this heavy flow of money
out of Canada that should remain here for distribution among our own people.

The Dominion Government Fruit Branch, the British Columbia Fruit Growers*

Association and the British Columbia Department of Agriculture, working in co-

operation, carried on a very extensive advertising campaign in the West last season,

mainly directed towards educating consumers to demand Canadian fruit and especi-

ally British Columbia fruit. In preserving fruits they were urged to wait until

the British Columbia supplies came on. In respect to apples, they were urged to

look for the B.C. Brand on the box.

Important as the effect of such advertising must be in creating a preference for

Canadian fruit, our experience for the past two years has shown conclusively that

advertising is not at all likely to secure a higher selling price. Equal price and
equal quality will induce the consumer to prefer Canadian fruit, but advertising

would seem to have no prospects whatever in the way of inducing him to pay more
for the home-grown article. That is the fallacy in the accepted view of fruit ad-

vertising. It stands to reason and is verified by experience that if our American
competitors are selling any class of fruit—apples, for instance, at considerably less

than the cost of production—no possible amount of advertising will induce the

consumer to pay a fair price for Canadian fruit.

Imports of Apples into Canada.—Investigation of reports of the Depart-

ment of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, show that for the average of the years 1909

to 1914, have been imported annually over 185,000 barrels of apples. The importa-

tions for each year are shown as follows :

—

Year. Barrels.
1909 56,763
1910 59,071
1911 150,961

Year. Barrels.

1912 195,069
1913 320,325
1914 330,907

Average, 185,516 barrels.

It is interesting to the Ontario apple grower that in at least two of these

years, 1912 and 1914, large quantities of Ontario apples were not harvested at

all.

It is further of interest to remember that British Columbia's production has

steadily increased in this period so that these steadily increasing importations are

displacing not British Columbia apples but Ontario apples. The British Columbia

apple crop increased from about 200,000 boxes in 1909 to 800,000 in 1915. The
underlying reason for the increase in imports is of the greatest interest to the

Ontario fruit grower and will repay investigation.

Fruit Production in the United States.—Most of the apples imported into

Canada come from the North Western States, the North Western box apple now
constitutes nearly one-third of the consumption in the prairie Provinces. The
key to the situation in the prairies is found in the conditions existing in the North

Western States, and, with your permission, I will describe those conditions briefly

in much the same words as those used by the executive of the British Columbia

Fruit Growers' Association in their memorandum to the Economics and Develop-

ment Commission.

Foreign Competition the Trouble.—Our great difficulty lies in the character

of the American competition, from the State of Washington particularly. The
North Western States have apples to supply the entire demand of our markets.
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The approximate 1,000 carloads sent annually to Western Canada affect our

outlets and distribution; but these imports, considerable as they are, do not even

suggest the extent of the competition, or its character.

Markets Dominated by American Quotations.—Our markets are flooded,

throughout the season, by the lowest American quotations going. It is practically

unknown to make a sale of British Columbia apples until the buyer is fully satisfied

he cannot possibly do better on foreign offers. We are compelled to meet, and often

to go lower than the quotations of both the most incompetent and the most aggressive

of North Western shippers. The American quotations absolutely set the market for

British Columbia apples, and they are the dominating feature of that market.

Competition Most Unfair and Destructive.—American competition is not

ordinary competition. It is of a character that would not obtain in manufactured

articles. It is competition of the most unfair and destructive character, and

promises to continue so.

Conditions in Apple Districts of North Western States.—The North

Western States have planted enough apples to supply their markets several times

over. Their product has not, for years past, been sold to average the cost of pro-

duction. The greater part of their orchards must be cut out. Of the 550,000 acres

reported to have been planted, seventy-five per cent, or more must go under to

enable the balance to survive. The growers are in bad shape financially, and most

of them utterly discouraged; the majority have no hope of success. Liquidation

is the order of the day. Mr. J. Howard Wright, now President of the Washington

State Horticultural Society, in a recent address before that body said :
" Sheriffs'

sales, foreclosures and the like are the order of the day." Professor W. S. Thornber,

Director of the Extension Department, Washington State College, at the North

West Growers' Council in Spokane, said :
" Ninety-five per cent, of the growers in

one of the most successful valleys would gladly sell their holdings now for con-

siderably less than they paid for them,, and willingly lose their time and interest

in the bargain." "If this then is the condition of one of the best valleys in the North

West, what must we expect of some of the less favourable areas ?" Professor Thornber
then went on to state what was going to happen in the less favourable districts.

In four years ending 1915, the average selling price, according to their own
authorities, has been more than 20c. a box below average cost of production.

Competitors Quote and Sell to Canada 40c. per Box Below Cost.—They
use WT

estern Canada and similar agricultural sections in the United States to get rid

of their low grade apples. Over eighty-five per cent, of their shipments to Canada are
" C " grade, about equal to our No. 2. The average f.o.b. selling price of North
West apples shipped to Canada in the past four years is under 70c. a box, showing

a loss of nearly 40c. a box under average cost of production. It is under such

conditions that we have marketed, and must continue to market ninety per cent,

of our crop.

In 1914, many of the " C " grade apples shipped into Western Canada were

forced on the market, on consignment, on a guarantee of 30c. a box. In 1915, a

considerable percentage of the shipments were worm-stung or wormy apples, in bulk,

at a nominal f.o.b. price of 45c. per 100 lbs., equal to 20c. a box.

In 1915, the average selling price of North West apples to Canada, was 80c.

a box for " C " grade.

Our Cost of Production Higher Than Competitors.—Our cost of produc-
tion is higher than in Washington and Oregon. For the last four years, our labour
has averaged 10 to 20 per cent, higher than in Washington and Oregon, and the
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various materials entering into apple production—spray equipment and material,

lumber, box materials, nails, fruit-paper, implements—cost us about 25

per cent. more. The cost per box in the four Northwest States is $1.0677, as aver-

aged by Prof. Lewis (O.A.C. Bull. 134).

Conditions in 1916 Require Prompt Action.—The liquidation in the apple

industry south of the line will continue for some time. Estimates are that they had

about 48,000 acres in bearing in 1913, and will have 130,000 acres in 1916. If

present plantings are moderately cared for, they will have in 19'20 about 208,000

acres of trees six years old and over. This estimate requires that the balance of the

550,000 acres estimated to have been planted will be destroyed or so neglected as,

to be unproductive. Inevitably, the greater part of the orchards will be abso-

lutely unremunerative.

The prospective crops for the next few years show that our competition will

continue to be of a destructive character.

There is every reason to believe that the 1916 crop in the North Western

States will be at least double the 1914 crop, or treble that of 1915; we are ad-

vised that the growers and their selling agents generally despair of successful

marketing; that, in fact, the conditions of 1914, bad as they were, will be repro-

duced in greater intensity next year.

The destructive and unfair features of their competition in our markets in

past years are likely to reach a new high record of consignment on minimum
guarantees, or on no guarantee at all. We have much reason to fear the effects

of exceedingly low returns on the British Columbia growers. We accordingly

most strongly press on the attention of the Commission that it is of the greatest

importance that early action be taken to adequately protect our legitimate markets.

The conditions as I have outlined them in the North Western States are of

the most unsual character. There is no question whatever of fair competition.

The free trade theory does not hold good under such unsual circumstances, because

the free trade pre-supposes fair competition.

The Remedy.—In surveying the above conditions during the past five or six

years and watching during that period the working out of the situation, we have

in British Columbia come to a certain definite conclusion with regard to the compe-

tition of the North Western States.

The first is this : Their' competition will be more or less permanently of an un-

fair character, because Western Canada now is a market for principally low-priced

and consequently low grade apples.

North Western " C ? grade apple supplies the bulk of the demand even under

normal conditions of production ; if the average of all their sales were equal to the

cost of production, the selling price of " C " grade would be 15c. to 20c. below

the average cost.

The second conclusion is that for the past four years, and for at least four

years to come, the average selling price of North Western apples will be below cost

of production, thus giving their competition a destructive as well as an unfair

character.

To meet the difficulties of the situation and to tide over our British Columbia

industry during the most difficult period between 1916 and 19'20, our Association

is urging on the Economics and Development Commission the absolute necessity of

adequate and reasonable protection for our Canadian apples.

The Chairman of the Executive Commission has asked our Executive to

propose adequate remedies, and in response to this request our Executive is re-

commending :
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The amendment or interpretation of the anti-dumping clause of the Tariff

Act so as to impose an adequate dumping duty on fruits imported at less than

cost of production.

We urge that this action should be taken at once with a view to protection

against a deluge in 1916.

We further are urging that as soon as it is practicable the tariff on apples

be amended to provide for an import duty of approximately 35c. per box, which we

would conclude from all our investigations to be just both to the consumer and pro-

ducer.

Q.—What have you to say for using the crate with a low grade apple ?

A.—That helps us about 12c. per box. The North West States are using the

crate.

Q.—Have you any figures on the cost of production of a box of apples in

British Columbia?

A.—Yes, we have quite a few figures, but nothing which I can consider as

being absolutely representative. Professor Lewis, who is to Oregon what Professor

Crow is to Ontario, has just completed a survey of the North West States. He
issued a bulletin on the subject of " Economics of Apple Orchards/' and he found

in an average of a thousand orchards that the average cost of production of a box

of apples was $1.06%. British Columbia is young and our conditions are changing

very rapidly, and it is very hard for us to say what is the cost of production. In

1915 the price of all box material dropped 25 per cent, and the cost of labour

dropped 20 per cent, and 25 per cent, of our growers have gone to the war. The
British Columbia Association has lost 200 members. Eighty-five per cent, of our

fruit growers have enlisted. Over 50 per cent, of the men doing our orchard

work have enlisted and our Oriental labourers are going back to China and
Japan. Our labour situation may be fairly serious in 1916. We pay on cost of

labour and material from 10 to 20 per cent, more than they do in Washington, on

that basis we calculate that our cost of production of a box of apples is somewhere
around $1.20 or $1.28.

Q.—You sell these apples in Toronto ?

A.—Yes. When you consider that the North West States are shipping from

50 to 60 carloads of apples to Ontario you will acknowledge that the competition is

keen.

MEMBERSHIP FEE.

Mr. Hodgetts : At a meeting of the directors a year ago a notice of motion was
given that the Executive Committee move that the annual membership fee be

doubled to members of affiliated associations, such motion to come before the next

annual meeting as an amendment to the constitution.

The Chairman : This question was discussed last night by the directors, and
Dr. Grant and Mr. Dewar were asked to present the matter before the meeting.

Dr. A. J. Grant: I am satisfied that there are not very many of you fully

acquainted with the true state of affairs. If you were, some of you would have

moved long ago to correct it. This is the time when we are trying to increase the

profits of the fruit growers. If our Association ever had any justification for its

existence it has double the justification at the present time. We are facing many
difficulties that can only be righted through an organization of this kind. Up-to-

date we have been doing business for the small fee of 25c. for membership. Last
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year we collected in fees some $309.10, and we expended twice that sum on
periodicals that were sent to the members. "The Canadian^ Horticulturist " has a

history behind it that should make it dear to the hearts of every member of the

Ontario Fruit Growers' Association. There was a time when this paper was the

official organ and was published by the Association. It got into difficulties, and it

was impossible to continue it along that line. It was formed into a stock company
and we have some $2,000 of stock in that company, and we have the right to

supply each member with a copy for 50c. per year. I am satisfied that there is

not a man in this room who will object to paying the 50c. each yeaj as a member-
ship fee.

We wished to go before the Government and ask for assistance by way of an

additional grant. You can imagine a business man looking at our financial state-

ment and seeing on one side $309.10 for membership fees and $728 for literature

sent out to the members who pay that small fee. It is hardly a business state of

affairs. I have much pleasure in moving that we raise the fee to 50c. to members
who come in through affiliated associations.

Mr. Robert Stork : I have much pleasure in seconding that motion.

Mr. Dewar: I do not know that I can add very much to what Dr. Grant

has said. It is not right that we should be trying to do business with less re-

ceipts than our expenditure. How long could any business man do business in that

way?
The Chairman : There was a time when the Ontario Fruit Growers' Associa-

tion did not have enough work ahead of it to use up all its grant. At present we
need all our funds, and I am very much in favour of this motion.

The motion was put to the meeting and carried.

Mr, Hodgetts : The Dominion Government has recently appointed an Economic

Commission to investigate all our troubles and remove them. The Secretary of

that Commission has written to our Association and asked for a statement of our

views on various matters in which they are interested.

Moved by Mr. Lick and seconded by Mr. Sheppard,
u That Dr. A. J. Grant, the Secretary, and Mr. Bunting, be a committee

to answer the request of the Economic Commission." Carried.

SHIPPING OF IMMATURE FRUIT.

Fred Carpenter, Winona.

One of our main efforts in the past has been to increase the consumption and,

in order to do so, we have been spending a great amount of money and a great deal

of time through the medium of advertising, by the Government, by the Co-operative

Association, and by dealers, and, in some cases, by individual growers. A great deal of

money and time has been spent urging our transportation companies to give quicker

transportation. Our fruit inspectors are trying to keep the fruit up to grade, so that

the consumer will know what he is getting. All these things will work towards

bigger consumption and enlarged markets. The question naturally arises, are we
doing all we can to increase the consumption of fruit and enlarge the market? I

say emphatically no. I believe that until such time as we have some means estab-

lished in the tender fruit districts to regulate or prohibit the shipping of immature

fruit, we cannot expect to get the greatest consumption. Take, for instance, the
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fruit grower as a consumer of fruit in his own case. When he wants some fruit for

his own individual consumption, he goes out to the tree or the vine and he selects

the fruit that he knows will satisfy his own taste ; he does not do it indiscriminately.

If he did he would likely get hold of some fruit such, as often reaches the consumer,

when one bite is sufficient.

As far as the consumer is concerned, he buys a basket of fruit that is imma-

ture. He is not able to judge from the outside appearance whether it is immature

or not; he possibly thinks it is a specimen of the kind. It is a long time before he

will go back to get another basket of that kind, and he tells his friends and neighbors,

and he advertises the Ontario fruit grower in the wrong direction. When he starts

to get fruit hungry again, he will possibly go to his dealer and he will still have

in his memory the thought of his attempt to consume that Ontario basket of fruit,

and if oranges or bananas will suit his fruit hunger just as well as apples, peaches or

grapes or some other Ontario fruit, he will spend his money on the oranges or

bananas. If, on the other hand, he gets a basket of fruit that is mature, he feels

more physically fit after eating it, and it is not long before he goes back for another

and yet another, and you will find in that case that same man will consume three

or four times the quantity of fruit than he otherwise would.

I think you will all agree with me that this is a fair comparison. I could cite

several instances which came to my attention not far removed from Niagara Dis-

trict, where there was no excuse at all for shipping immature fruit, and yet it was

being shipped constantly. People on the Hamilton market frequently buy baskets

of immature fruit and have it in the house for some days and hardly feel safe in

going back to the Hamilton market for fear they would get something of a like

nature. The question naturally arises, who is at fault? Is it the grower or dealer,

or both? It was first a question with me, the last few seasons, as to whether the

weather conditions or climate had so much to do with the immature fruit on the

market as the price. To give* an example, grapes, last season, were late, and the

consumer in the West was asking for grapes. The dealer wired back to his shipper

in the Niagara District, that there was a demand for grapes and guaranteed him a

good price for grapes. The dealer advised the grower and offered him two or three

cents more than it would be possible to get later in the season. I blame the grower

for taking advantage of that offer and shipping grapes before they were ripe, but

at the present time there is no law against doing that sort of thing. The grower is

so busy that he cannot follow the dictates of his own conscience, and the grapes are

shipped. Imagine the condition in the consumer's household when a basket of

grapes such as that arrives—one taste is enough. Possibly one basket is enough for

the season. I think the shipping of immature fruit is doing an immense amount of

damage to the fruit growing industry, especially in the Niagara District. Practi-

cally all kinds of fruit are shipped immature, chiefly plums; and I can cite you

examples, year after year, when Green Gage plums are high, they will arrive in

three or four weeks before they are mature.

I can cite you another instance that I heard of last night about some growers

who have made a practise for years of picking Lombard plums when absolutely

green and shipping them during the Green Gage season. I do not say they were

shipped for Green Gages, but they were shipped during the Green Gage season, and

when it comes to the dealer and consumer, what does' he know as to whether they

are Green Gages or Lombards.

Campbell's Early grape is quite often shipped for Black Rogers. I know growers

that make a large practice of picking their Black Rogers and putting them in as
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Campbell's Early. I know of cases where they have left Campbell's Early on the

vine until late in the season and then shipped them as Black Rogers. I am not in a

position to suggest the remedy because I know there are men in the audience who
are in a better position to. speak with regard to that than I am.

A good live manager of a co-operative association who has the interest of the

whole fruit growing industry at heart will not allow his members to ship immature

fruit. I believe, if possible, some resolution should be enacted to either regulate

or entirely prohibit the shipping of immature fruit. There is a possibility that if a

law was passed with regard to it, even though it had seldom to be enforced, it might

have a good effect on the grower and shipper. I find that something has been done

in both Florida and California with regard to the regulation of shipping this class

of fruit, and I am indebted to Prof. Crow for this information. In Florida this

law has been in operation for some years.

In so far as bringing into effect a law in Ontario, it appears to me that a con-

siderable amount of experimental work would first have to be done to determine

the quantity of acid that could be allowed in shipping not only grapes, but other

classes of fruit. Balling's Test is simply an acid test.

Me. Fisher: I think the shipping of immature fruit is a disadvantage to

the grower and is very shortsighted on the part of any grower. As soon as these

experiments have been made which Mr. Carpenter suggests, I think legislation would

be in order.

Me. Clement: In connection with the immaturity of fruit, especially

grapes, we are endeavouring to test California grapes by Balling's Scale. Mr. Cul-

verhouse has started something on that line. It will require at least three years

of careful study of every variety before we can fix the standard. You have to test

the grapes for sugar and acid in all stages of maturity. You have to test them in

wet seasons and dry seasons, and fruit from. a clay soil, sand soil and lim« soil.

It would mean a thousand determinations of acid and as many of sugar. I believe

I wrote Mr. Johnson about it once.

Me. Culveehouse: For my part, I would like to see the test carried out,

even though it would take a great number of years, because when the standard was

established, the carrying out of the law would be a simple matter.

Me. Winslow : Our climate is not good for grapes.

Senatoe Smith : There is a great deal of difference in fruit as to its

undesirability for shipping at maturity. With fruits that are going to be eaten out

of the hand, such as grapes, it would be an exceedingly good thing if we could have

some regulation, but there are other fruits, such as plums, that are not often eaten

out of hand, that are chiefly used for cooking, and their maturity is not of so much
importance. In fact, a plum, to make good jam, must be fairly green. If you are

leaving it until it will be suitable for eating, it would not be good for jams at all.

I would restrict the act to those fruits to be eaten out of hand. There is no question

but what the shipping of immature fruits to be eaten out of hand reduces the con-

sumption enormously.
v
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RESOLUTIONS.

1. Resolved that in the death of the late Robert Thompson, of St. Catharines,

past-president of this Association, we, the members of the O.F.G,A. Convention

assembled, desire to express our deep sense of loss sustained, and to extend to the

members of his family our sincere sympathy. Mr. Thompson's name during the

last years had become a household word throughout the length and breadth of this

Province, and his loss to the fruit industry is extremely great.

2. Resolved that the sudden and tragic death of the late Major A. E. Kim-

mins, while in the discharge of duty for King and Empire, on the fields of

Flanders, has filled our hearts with deep sorrow, which, however, is not unmixed

with a feeling of pride that a gentleman who was looked upon as always foremost

in every movement for the advancement of the fruit industry, and every worthy

cause in public and private life, was quite as ready to answer the call and relinquish

life itself in the cause of freedom and humanity when occasion arose. In the long

roll of the heroes of the Empire, the name of the late Major Kimmins will occupy

an honoured place. To his bereaved family we tender our sincere sympathy.

3. Resolved that we desire to express to the Honourable Martin Burrell, Min-

ister of Agriculture for the Dominion, our appreciation and grateful thanks for the

assistance so freely furnished by his Department to the fruit industry of this Pro-

vince, as well as the Dominion at large during the past year. The appointment

of Mr. D. Johnson, as Fruit Commissioner, has fully justified itself. We wish to

place on record our desire to co-operate with him in every movement which has for

its object the placing of the fruit industry on a more solid footing by improving

the quality of our product, by enlarging our markets, and thus extending our scope

of influence.

4. Resolved that we tender to the Honourable James Duff, Minister of Agri-

culture for the Province, our thanks for his continued efforts on our behalf. The
work of the Fruit Branch, under the able supervision of Mr. P. W. Hodgetts,

our esteemed secretary, during the past year, has been extremely useful. The de-

velopment of the fruit experiment station at Vineland, under the direction of Mr.
F. M. Clement, has mads marked progress. The spraying experiments conducted in

various orchards throughout the Province have been valuable object lessons. The
conscientious efforts of Mr. Caesar continued during the year to work out the

life history of various fruit pests and secure effective and reliable means to over-

come them have been very successful. We trust that all these agencies may be
continued and extended during the coming year as far as possible. We congratu-

late the Honourable Minister on the generous contribution of Ontario apples which
have been sent forward by his Department to our soldiers at the front.

5. Resolved that we consider the work of Mr. J. A. Ruddick, Cold Storage

Commissioner, in his efforts to solve the problem of long distance shipments of our
tender fruits, by means of extensive and continued experiments in the pre-cooling

of fruit, to be extremely valuable. The results already obtained are of such a

character that we trust these experiments will be continued during 1916 on an
extended scale, if circumstances will permit.

6. Resolved that it is a source of regret that owing to the conditions brought
on by the great war now raging it has not been possible to continue the Horticul-
tural Exhibition which had attained such importance in the community. We trust
that as soon as the war is brought to a successful conclusion and conditions become
normal, that this exhibition may be revived on even a more extended scale.

7. Resolved that we desire to place on record our appreciation of the arduous
work 'being accomplished by our transportation agent, Mr. Geo. E. Mcintosh. We, in
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a small degree, realize the opposition which he has to contend with. We believe that

he is entitled to the support and co-operation of every member of this Associa-

tion, and trust that his services may be continued during the coming year.

8. Resolved that we believe that if some comprehensive plan of advertising

domestic fruits, and bringing before the public the desirability of a more extended

use of them as a daily article of diet can be put into effect, it will have a very

stimulating and satisfactory influence in extending the markets for the rapidly

increasing volume of fruit produced in this Province.

9. Resolution presented by Fred. 'Carpenter, B.S.A., and Fred. A. Shep-

pard, " That the best interests of the Fruit Growers would be served if the

Government would take some action regulating the shipping of immature fruit,"

meets with our hearty approval and we believe would have the unanimous support

of the producers and consumers throughout the country in any such request that

might be made to the Government.

10. The Special Committee appointed to. consider the proposed tariff of the

Railway Companies placing an additional charge for heated car service, recom-

mend that the Association file, through, their Transportation Agent, a protest

against the proposed change of tariff, with the Railway Commission.

11. We are glad to note that the relations between the Railway Companies,

Fruit Growers, and producers are on a fairly satisfactory basis, and trust that these

various agencies which are necessary to each other, may continue to work in harmony

and for the common good.

12. That whereas certain manufacturers of supplies used by fruit growers in

Ontario are making use of recommendations obtained from eight to twelve years

ago from Governments and fruit growers, and

Whereas the claims based in these recommendations are now void and mis-

leading, owing to substitution of newer and better materials in some cases and

the entry into the field of other manufacturers making supplies just as good in every

respect,

Be it resolved, in the absence of special legislation covering such matters,

fruit growers discriminate against such- firms who persist in the advertising of

their £oods under such false representations.

Moved by Mr. Bunting, seconded by Dr. Grant, that the resolutions as read

be adopted.

The meeting then adjourned.
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